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Set during Ireland’s devastating potato famine, a spellbinding novel of a young woman torn
between love for her family and duty to her English husband.Patrick O’Malley names his
newborn daughter Gracelin for the light of the sea that shines in her eyes. But when young
Gracelin is only six years old, her mother’s untimely death drains joy and laughter from the
O’Malley clan. At fifteen, Gracelin saves her family from financial ruin by marrying Bram
Donnelly, the son of a wealthy English landowner. But, even though Gracelin is Protestant, she is
snubbed by English high society for marrying above her station. To temporarily appease her
husband’s cruel nature, she intends to provide him with an heir—but that, too, will end in
sorrow. As famine sweeps Ireland, Gracelin openly defies her husband by feeding the desperate
souls who come to their door. In secret, she also sides with the rebels who call themselves the
Young Irelanders. Led by Morgan McDonagh and joined by Gracelin’s beloved brother, Sean,
the Irelanders are determined to fight and free their homeland from the yoke of English rule. A
vivid chronicle of nineteenth-century Ireland, the first volume of Ann Moore’s popular trilogy
introduces a courageous young heroine and movingly portrays an indomitable people as they
struggle to survive the infamous famine and the brutal civil war that arrived in its wake. Fans of
gripping historical fiction will love this “epic saga that sweeps you into the life of a remarkable
woman” (Romantic Times). 



PRAISE FOR THE WRITING OF ANN MOOREGracelin O’Malley“[A] finely wrought tale …
Lyrical, pitch-perfect prose … Historical fiction at its finest.” —Publishers Weekly“Gracelin
O’Malley will lift your heart with its stirring tale of love—for the land, and for the unforgettable
Grace, torn between two worlds.… Immerse yourself in a grand story.” —New York Times–
bestselling author Eileen Goudge“Truly great fiction … a grand historical novel … full of triumph,
full of tragedy, full of hope and strength of spirit.” —The Historical Novels Review“Moore has not
only created a sweeping panorama of the famine of 1845, but her characters are so real you will
feel their pain, their joy and their struggles.… Gracelin O’Malley is a classic saga, one that will
leave readers impatient for the sequel.” —Romantic TimesLeaving Ireland“A deep action-packed
historical novel that leaves the audience with a full five senses feeling for the 1840s.” —Midwest
Book Review“Gripping … absorbing and accomplished.” —Publishers Weekly’Til Morning
Light“Readers who have been following the story of Gracelin O’Malley will be thrilled with the
concluding volume in Moore’s trilogy.” —BooklistGracelin O’MalleyThe Gracelin O’Malley Trilogy,
Book OneAnn MooreFor Rick,who leads the wayOneCAMPFIRE flickered in the woods along
the far bank of the River Lee. It was early spring and the tinkers had come. If they had waited but
another day, they would not have witnessed the terrible thing that happened there, nor saved the
life of young Sean from down the glen, a boy whose mother never let them pass without half a
loaf and a good word.Late winter and early spring are the same in the East; freezing rivers and a
deadly frost that lies invisible on fallen logs and stone bridges. The tinkers know this—each year
they cross the Lee with a watchful eye, a respectful pace. But a boy might not think of it, a boy
puffed up with fresh evening air and the charge of driving a frisky animal for his pretty mother
who sings beside him and laughs when he goes too fast. Such a boy would not be mindful of ice
on the bridge.They rose from a crouch, these tinkers, the sudden static of disaster pulling them
up only moments before the fast-moving cart overturned, pinning the boy on the bridge, throwing
his mother over the edge. They stood upriver, unable to help. Even if one among them had
known how to swim, he could not have reached the woman—so furiously ran the river—and
after an endless minute of struggle, she disappeared. It was to the boy they ran, pulling off the
heavy cart, faces grim when they saw how badly hurt he was: leg with a bone punched through,
arm and shoulder crushed flat. He was breathing, but unconscious now, and they were glad for
the mercy of it. One man put the jennet out of its misery with a swift plunge of his blade; the
others carefully carried the boy to a wagon and set out toward Macroom, for they knew now that
this was the son of Patrick and Kathleen O’Malley.Darkness and freezing rain descended upon
them, but they drove on, urging the horse down slippery, muddy back roads, two men holding
the boy firm in the back of the cart. When at last they reached his lane, lights shone through
cabin windows and smoke rose from the chimney as those inside waited on mother and
son.With nary a word among them, the tinkers climbed down and lifted out the body of the
broken boy, carrying it to the door. They kicked loudly with bare feet, then shouted to be heard



above the din of the rainstorm. They were met by the face of the boy’s father, stunned though it
was and slow to see that the boy still lived. He peered at the cart, looking for his wife, and the
tinkermen all shook their heads, offering up the boy instead. His eyes faltered but a second; then
he took the body of his son, bearing him gently into the cabin and laying him down on a heather
pallet. Ryan O’Malley, elder son, hastily threw more turf on the smoldering fire and fetched
Granna’s kit bag. Having seen the faces of the tinkermen and the shaking of their heads, Gran
did not ask about her daughter. Instead, she went to work on the boy, soothing his moans as she
cut away the heavy, wet clothes from his body, easing them over the terribly twisted arm and leg.
Young Gracelin, her mother’s pet and favorite of her brother Sean, crept as close as she could
without getting in the way. Granna tossed aside a sodden jacket sleeve and Grace snatched it up
against her, the damp soaking through her thin nightshift.Word swept down the lane, and the
door opened and closed, rain blowing in with each neighbor come to see what could be done,
their presence pushing further into the corner the tinkers who had rescued Sean; they waited
uneasily, these men, standing close together, eyes lowered, battered hats held tightly in their
fists.“Get your da’s bottle from the shelf and give it to them,” Granna said without looking up from
the wound she stitched above Sean’s eye. “When it’s gone, wet the tea. There’s bread.”“Aye,
Gran.” Grace stood slowly against the stiffness in her legs.“I’ll help.” Ryan was there beside her,
giving her a hand up. Together they went through the crowd, seeing to the drink, not looking
anyone in the eye but the tinkers, who lived closer to the spirit world and knew the way of
things.“He’ll live,” one said quietly to Grace as she filled his cup. He nodded to the corner behind
where Sean lay. “’Twas your mam awaiting him just there in the shadows, but gone away now,
she has.”Grace stared into the corner long and hard until it dissolved and she could see beyond
to the other place. She moved as if to go there herself, but the tinker’s hand fell upon her head
and kept her still. He turned her gently away from the vision and looked into her eyes, slowly
shaking his head from side to side, aware that a child not long out of Heaven might still
remember the way back. He blessed her in his strange tongue and Grace listened, not taking
her eyes from his face. When they understood one another, he slipped out the door with his
fellows and disappeared without another word.The bone-setter finally arrived, cursing such a
wicked night as this. He looked over Granna’s work with approval, then went about his own, first
pouring a glass of whiskey down the boy’s throat. There was a scream, and another, as he pulled
the leg, snapping the thigh bone back into place. The leg was shattered beneath the knee, but
by the time he began to straighten it, the boy had again lost consciousness. The bone-setter was
old and used to sounds of suffering, but the screams that arose from the wee girl disturbed his
soul, and he was grateful for the women who gathered her up in their arms and rocked her until
sleep drew its blanket over her head.Later, later, in the gray hour before dawn, as she lay on her
pallet next to Granna, Grace opened her eyes and listened to the stillness of the spent storm. It
came upon her then that her brother lived, but her mother was dead—most surely dead—and a
terrible pain cinched her chest, crushing all breath. Blood began to roar in her ears, but through
it she heard her mother’s voice, singing as if high on the hill that rose behind their cabin. The air



in the room evaporated, locking her heart in an exploding chest; around her swirled the dark
waters of the River Lee, greedy for the daughter of an angel. The singing grew louder, came
nearer, and then her mother’s voice rode over the top of the others, shouting, “Breathe, Gracelin!
Breathe!”Grace’s eyes flew open and she gasped, unable to fill her lungs quickly enough. She
struggled and flailed, and then Granna was awake, snatching her up and holding her so close
that one heartbeat encouraged the other, one long breath showed the way for the next. Slowly,
the panic subsided and each sip of air cooled the burn in her chest. The singing voices grew thin
and high and faint, and finally slipped away, her mother’s among them.When at last Grace grew
still and her eyes began to close again, Granna eased her down beneath the blanket. There she
lay, though not asleep, but waiting patiently as if the wind itself might pick her up and bear her
away. All that anchored her was Granna’s arm, wrapped tightly about her waist, and this is why,
when she awoke, she found herself still in the world.Kathleen O’Malley’s wake was well
attended, though the state of the body called for no viewing, so swollen from the river it was and
hard to lay eyes upon. There were many in the neighborhood who had loved the young woman
with her pretty singing, easy laugh, and bold eyes, and they came to comfort her old mother, her
fine husband, Patrick, and their three children, the two sons and the wee daughter. Those who
had known her best—Katty O’Dugan and Julia Ryan down the lane, Mary McDonagh from up
the Black Hill—set to keening as soon as they saw the coffin. The wails rose from their lips and
they rocked and swayed, clapping their hands and praising the dear girl who’d been taken from
them. Every opening of the door brought in someone who raised the keen anew. It was many
hours before the wailing eased, and everyone in the place found themselves with a full cup of
Patrick’s best Uisage batha—the water of life—and a fresh pipe. The room was warm and
crowded, and men soon spilled out into the yard, where they started shaking their heads in the
rhythm of sorrow, and storytelling in low, raspy voices. Women went in and out of the cabin with
food, telling their own stories of children lost and mothers dead. They stayed the day, the night,
and the next day until the coffin was buried high up on the hill and the O’Malleys closed their
door to mourn their loss in private.Grace could not look at Sean so white and motionless in his
bed, could not comfort her father, who sat alone in the corner and wept and wept, could not
erase the deep lines that had come into Granna’s face, or ease the anger in Ryan’s eyes. And
she could not bear the hope that clung to her heart as she looked at her mother’s chair and
almost saw her sitting there, almost heard her laugh or the end of a song that still haunted the
air. So she left the cabin—six years old and a half—and climbed the hill that rose up behind.
There she wandered the field of daisies up and opened in sudden bloom, and when weariness
came, she lay down among them and imagined Heaven, where she might close her eyes and
rest her head forever against her mother’s longed-for breast.Sean was moved into the small
room Patrick and Kathleen had shared, and there he lay in pain and fever for many days,
moaning and calling out for his mother to hold on, he was coming, hold on. “Stay up, Mam!” he
shouted again and again, until at last the delirium passed and he opened his eyes.When he had
swallowed some broth and could sit up for a short time, they gathered round his bed and waited



for him to speak. Haltingly, he told them how the stone bridge across the swollen Lee had been
slick with frosty rain, how the mule had lost foot and thrown the cart, pinning half of Sean’s body
beneath it on the edge of the bridge. He’d seen her in the churning current, fighting to stay afloat,
her heavy skirts and boots weighing her down. She’d called to him, struggled against the frigid
water as long as she could, and then she’d called out once more before slipping beneath the
waves. He remembered nothing else, he said, tears running down transparent cheeks, until he’d
awakened this day to Gran’s gentle voice, telling him his mother was dead.Patrick grew smaller
and smaller as he listened to his son’s words. He patted the boy’s hand, then sighed and left the
room, and the man Grace had always loved simply disappeared beneath the waves. He sang no
more songs, told no tales of their ancestors, carried not even the smallest smile in his pocket.
She was only near to him when she crawled into his lap and felt his warmth, breathed his smell
of tobacco and earth. With her head upon his heart, she was certain that even its beat was
weaker and more sorrowful than when her mother lived. She put his hand on the top of her head,
hoping he’d stroke her hair as he’d always done, but it fell away into his lap, so lost had he
become, and he’d say to her after a while, “Shush now, child, and be off with you.”She did not
know this old man—her father had always been full of plan and action, like the great Chieftans of
the West who sailed from Connaught. The greatest of them, Granuaile, daughter of Owen, had
become the famed Pirate Queen, feared by the English and revered by her people, and Patrick
had named Grace for her because, he said, at the moment of her birth, it was clear that the light
of the sea shone in her eyes. Her father was directly descended from the O’Malleys in the North,
who’d held a large estate, but lost it all with the defeat of James II at Boyne and the subsequent
Penal Laws. These had destroyed the great old Catholic Irish families, her father said, forcing
them to divide their lands until nothing was left, depriving the Catholic Irish of education and a
voice in politics, refusing them government jobs and the right to maintain their religion. His
forefathers had been Oak Boys and Ribbon Men, meeting in the foggy bogs to plot revenge, but
they’d never regained all they’d lost, and the bitterness of that was in Patrick’s voice each time he
told these stories to his children.What Grace could not know was that Patrick felt his nobility, and
had suffered shame for his ragged, defeated parents, who drifted aimlessly from county to
county, living in mean lodgings and scraping by on nothing. Their sudden deaths from typhus
had left seven orphans, three of whom died soon after, the rest to be scattered by the local
priest. There was no family to take Patrick in, and he spent three years in the workhouse at
Dublin before running away at age ten. He lived in summer ditches, wintered in abandoned
bothans, stole food from pigstyes, and wore rags tied to his feet. After one terrible winter of near
starvation, he went back to the Brothers, who agreed to take him in as an indentured servant. He
farmed during the day, sheared their sheep and spun their wool, cleaned their house, made their
candles, and often stayed up at night to pray for their dead. He suffered beatings for his laziness
and ingratitude if he fell asleep or asked for more food, and he was forced to pay heavy penance
for wicked thoughts or lack of goodwill. The fasting, fatigue, and endless work had eaten away at
mind and body, until his only strength was a small flame of rage, which he fanned in secret.



Determined to be his own master, even if it meant sleeping with pigs and sharing their slop, he
ran away again. Childhood had left him and he was a young man then, although his body was
small and thin, yellow with hunger, and the scars across his back made others suspicious. He
never entered a church again, and he kept his views about God to himself.But Kathleen
harbored a deep love of God and a need to worship Him with others of like mind. She was
Protestant—great-granddaughter of a Scotsman on her dead father’s side—and though she was
nearly alone in a sea of Catholic countrymen, she saw no reason to let religion divide them.
Patrick had allowed her to attend the Church at the Lake, with the understanding that it was not
for him and she was not to ask. Granna did not like to travel so far from home in a day, Ryan was
too much like his da to allow religious emotion into the order of his life, and Gracelin was yet too
young. But Sean had always been happy for the chance to get out on long rides through the
countryside, where he spoke to his mother of his dreams, the magnificence of Ireland, and the
wonder of God. They would begin early on a Sunday, before the sun was up, harnessing the
donkey to the rough wooden cart and setting out with a dinner pail of warm porridge and
Saturday’s bread. They followed the winding path of the Lee through Inchigeelagh, past the
rippling waters of Lough Allua, crossing the river at Ballingeary, and heading toward the Shehy
Mountains until they reached the small stone chapel that sat on the shores of Gougenebarra
Lake, the source of the Lee. It was a tiring journey and they would not return home before
nightfall except in the long days of summer, so they never went more than thrice in any season,
and that was plenty even then, according to Patrick.In the months after Kathleen’s death, Patrick
sat on a stool outside the cabin each evening, smoking his clay pipe and thinking about his wife.
She’d given up her whole way of life for him, and what had he given her besides children and the
occasional day at church? When they’d married, he’d hardly a penny to his name, just dreams
and plans. She’d given up the family bakery in Cork, which she’d run with Granna, and used part
of the money to lease land in Macroom, buy seed, a plow horse, tools—a start. He’d promised to
make it all up to her once the farm prospered, and he never thought about the life she was
leading as the wife of a struggling farmer instead of the successful business owner she easily
could’ve been. He carried the guilt of it now like a stone in his heart, along with a grief that never
eased. Now that he alone shouldered the burden of their children’s future, he saw how heavy it
was, and he was afraid for all he’d leaned on her. He’d depended on her too much—for advice
and encouragement, for comfort, for love. With dull eyes and a heavy spirit, he knew he had
reverted to the bitter man he’d been until the lucky day he’d met Kathleen Dougherty, and he
grieved not only for the loss of her, but for the loss of himself, as well.On the nights when Patrick
sat outside on the hill with the sheep, brooding and smoking his pipe, Granna tried to lift the
heaviness of the house by telling the children stories of their mother.“She was a true Irish
beauty.” This was how she always began, in Irish, her eyes moist with memory. “Skin the color of
cream, a high bloom in the cheek, hair darkest red and curling with pleasure … and her eyes,
arrah, her eyes—blue gray like a thundering sea. You, Grace,” she’d add, smiling fondly at the
little girl near her feet, “you have your mother’s eyes.” Here, she’d always sigh. Then, “And wasn’t



she always singing, even as a wee girleen? And coming out with such funny things about the
neighbor folk? So bold she was, and full of life! Your da loved her the very minute he set eyes on
her.”“Tell us,” Sean always demanded first.“Shrove Tuesday, ’twas, with all the lads about their
games, and all the girls looking to be caught by them as they wanted.” She laughed, then put her
hand over her mouth and glanced toward the door. “Your da had just hired on at the mill and he
came to our shop for onion bread and a cup of the mead that made your mother famous.” She
pulled herself up and deepened her voice, wagging her head in imitation of Patrick’s youthful
cockiness. “‘I’ve eaten all over Ireland, Miss,’ he says to her. ‘And your bread is finer than any I’ve
tasted.’“’Tis my mam does the baking,’ she says to him, hands on her hips, but a blush to be
seen miles away—she was shy, our one, but you’d never know it for all her fire.“He steps as
close to her as he dares and says, looking bold into her eyes, ‘Herself will have to live with us
when we’re married, then’.“He made her laugh and that was it. Your mother always knew what
she wanted.” Gran sighed, but not without pride. “They were married after Easter and then went
looking for a small bit of land to lease in County Cork, which is where your da wanted to settle. I
thought I might open a baker’s shop along the square in Macroom, but they wanted me here, so I
come, not having no one else to stay for. Faith, they loved each other true as the sun, they did.
Your mam didn’t think twice about giving up city life to be a farm wife. Strong and independent,
she was, with a great passion for scooping up life and patting it in around her.”The children
listened, their hunger for stories of their mother matched by Granna’s need to speak of the
daughter she’d loved so well.She and Kathleen had smuggled in religious tradition where they
could, and, perhaps because they were Protestant, Patrick had turned a blind eye to most of it,
sometimes even staying in the kitchen to hear stories of Christ’s miracles while they made sweet
pancakes for Shrovetide, a last treat before Lent. Most of their neighbors made due with one
meal a day during the forty days before Easter, but Patrick wouldn’t hear of such nonsense and
insisted on two good meals a day for his family. When he’d gone up to the fields, Kathleen would
wipe her floury hands on her apron and speak seriously to the children about the Lord’s suffering
before His death, and the importance of keeping it in mind by giving up a little something
themselves. Granna seemed to think that Kathleen’s death covered the giving up for the rest of
their lives, and she no longer asked for personal sacrifice at Lent.Once a year of grieving had
passed, Granna began to speak more freely of Kathleen and openly continued the traditions that
she knew had been important to her daughter. Sean and Grace were her only audience now, as
Ryan was old enough to work with his father. Patrick still could not bear the singing, so this, too,
they did when he was out, Granna teaching them the words to “John O’Dwyer of the Glens,” the
melody to Thomas Moore’s “Tho’ the Last Glimpse of Erin,” and their mother’s favorite, the
ancient “Derry Aire.”There was no talk of attending services. Sean did not even ask, although he
missed the church and the hymns, the sound of the lake lapping at the shore.“Your da is angry
with God,” Granna explained to them. “He cannot make sense of his life without your mam, and
he cannot forgive Him for taking her away. But is he not the good father he’s always been, and
are we not to be a comfort to him now? ’Tis what your mam would want of you. Leave it to the



Lord to soften his heart.”But as time passed, the lines in Patrick’s face only grew deeper, and his
once auburn hair was shot with white. He was closest to Ryan, who now worked each day with
him and was learning to run the farm, but he remained distant from his younger son and
daughter.Grace emerged from childhood even more beautiful than her mother had been, though
she couldn’t have known it. She’d long forgotten Kathleen’s face, and this troubled her heart,
although at times the night would bring her comfort and she’d awaken to the sound of gentle
humming. There, a figure would stand in the corner of the little room, braiding the long hair that
trailed to her waist, her face turned just enough to hide its features. A wonderful peacefulness
would sweep through Grace, but when she reached out her hand or tried to awaken Granna, the
figure would turn away and disappear.“God’s not forgotten your loss,” Granna would whisper to
the weeping girl, stroking her hair. “I carry her face in my heart, but you’ve no memory of
that.”And in the morning, when Grace asked again why she and no one else saw such a thing,
Granna said to her, “Sure, and hasn’t the Lord always blessed you with visions of angels and the
like, signs of the otherworld since you were in your mother’s lap? Wouldn’t you warn us away
from corners for fear we’d tread on the toe of an angel?” She laughed, then looked up from the
onions she peeled, “Don’t question it, child. I wish upon my soul I had the gift to look upon her
just once more.”Sean spoke up from his hob near the fire, where he spent most of his days. “I
dream of saving her, you know, of pulling her from the river. Every spring when the water rises,
don’t I have the same dream?”Granna peered at him. “I know you do,” she said. “I hear you
thrashing around some nights when I go out back.”“Why was she taken from us?” The anguish
was still clear in his voice, even though they had talked this out many times before.Granna shook
her head. “It was her time and that’s all.” She paused. “I’ll tell you a story: Long ago, the Irish were
blessed with knowing when their time would come, and all were content with living their lives
fully until then. But there came a man who saw he was to die after harvest, so he built only a
makeshift fence for the sheep, and barely patched his roof. The neighbors began to talk on this
so loudly that an angel came to see the man. ‘Why have you not secured your sheep, or made
good repair on your cabin?’ he asked. ‘I see no reason if I’m to die after harvest,’ said the man.
‘Let the next one do the work.’ The angel saw that this was no good and spoke to God, who then
took back the knowledge of death from the people so that they might not give up on life before
their time.”Grace listened to the old story and took the words into her heart, but Sean just shook
his head.“Some give up on life and hope for death, anyway,” he said. “Like Da.”“Aye, ’tis wrong,”
Granna allowed. “But he doesn’t really want to die, your da. He wants to know how to go on
living, for he sees no plan to his life a’tall.”“Nor do I,” Sean said bitterly, staring down at his
twisted arm and leg.Granna slapped down her paring knife. “You know better than to question
the way of the Lord, Sean O’Malley. You think God has punished you by leaving you a cripple,
but that’s looking at what you don’t have instead of what you do. Were your limbs strong and
your body big, you’d be out in the fields with your da and brother, or working at the linen mill, or
down in Cork City on the docks. All of it hard work, day in and day out—with no time left for the
books you love!”Sean raised his eyes and she saw the pain in them.“I know it’s not been easy,



agra. Fourteen years old and no running with the other boys, except Morgan McDonagh, bless
his heart. No dances, not much life outside this house, and sick most of the winter. But your mind
is strong, boy.” Her eyes burned into his face. “You’ve got your mother’s quick way of thinking and
your father’s strong will. Reading and writing is your ticket into the world and you’d never have
learned so much or studied so hard if you were working with your body.”Grace moved close to
her brother and put her arms around his neck. “Isn’t it you who taught me to read and write,
then?” she asked softly. “Where would I have learned it if not from you? I’m sorry you’re cripple,
Sean … but I thank Jaysus for letting us keep you, a’tall.”Sean squeezed her strong arms and
smiled weakly. “Ah, never mind me. I’m still an eejit for all my books. What’s that the old ones
say?” He thought for a moment. “‘The lake is not encumbered by the swan; nor the steed by the
bridle; nor the sheep by the wool; nor the man by the soul that is in him.’ I think I’d best take hold
of that.”Granna and Grace smiled, not following a word of what he said, but relieved that the
depression that often fell on him would slip away easily this time.“Are we not due a visit from
Morgan?” Granna asked. “That talk of the lake makes me want salmon. The two of you’ve not
been fishing for over a fortnight.”“Missus O’Dugan says his mam had the baby, another girl,”
Grace said. “And his da’s gone off to sea again.”“Leaving the boy to look after them all, the
scalawag.” Granna clucked her tongue. “’Tis a hard life, he has. A day of fishing would do the
both of you some good.”But Morgan did not come, and they resumed their work, sewing steadily
until their eyes were dry and tired. Sean had earned a reputation as a steady hand with the
needle, taking in piecework from the mill and some custom orders from the gentry. Granna had
taught him as a way of keeping his fingers nimble and his mind occupied, and now he’d gotten
enough of a trade to bring in a bit of change. Grace had taken it up to keep her brother company,
and had quickly showed a gift for design. She embroidered handkerchiefs, collars, aprons, and
lapels, and made beautiful samplers. Those who could afford it often called upon her to sew up
wardrobes for newborns, and in this she was assisted by Sean, who could make up dozens of
nappies in no time. Although his posture was awkward, he was quite adept at cutting out and
stitching up the nightgowns, hats, blankets, little jackets, and robes, which Grace then detailed
with embroidery and ribbon. An order like that could bring in a fair amount of money, but it was
not steady work and could not be depended upon. Granna and Kathleen had kept up their
baking skills and had sold breads and rolls at the market in Macroom; but even with Grace’s
help, this was now too difficult for Granna, who had to contend with Patrick’s refusal to send
them off in the wagon any distance at all, let alone all the way to Macroom.Theirs was a rural
neighborhood like any other; most of the families around them struggled to make it through each
year and there was never money for extras. The cabins were sparsely furnished, the clothing
simple. Further out into the countryside and up into the mountains, housing was rarely more than
a windowless mud hut, one or two stools or big rocks for sitting, a pot for boiling potatoes over
the fire, straw in the corner where the whole family bedded down at night with the animals.
Potatoes and water were the mainstay, supplemented by whatever the land might yield: nuts,
berries, small game, fish, herbs, and bitter greens. Those who dwelled in the mountains wore



their clothes to rags and were lucky to have a blanket to share among them.Life was better for
folks like the O’Malleys, who lived closer to the main roads that led to town. Theirs were small,
stone cabins with thrush roofs across which were thrown lines of stone-weighted rope to keep
the straw from blowing away. There were windows and half-doors, cobbled paths and swept
yards, boulder-fenced pastures, wider lanes for travel. Inside, there were a few sticks of furniture,
a cup and plate for each person, stuffed mats and blankets, an extra change of clothing. Most of
the men planted their holdings in potatoes, but also hired out as labor to some of the bigger
estates or went away part of the year to work the mills or go to sea. No one had a rich,
comfortable life, but because of Kathleen’s head for saving, the O’Malleys had more than most.
The pigs stayed out in a shed of their own and didn’t muck up the big room of the cabin; there
were a few pictures on the walls, luster jugs, a set of plates and crockery. They had utensils and
their mother had insisted they use them, not just scoop food into their mouths with their fingers,
as was the custom. They had good pans and sharp knives, mended by the tinkers who came
down the lane now and then, and even a tatted rug on the stone floor. In addition to the hobs and
stooleens, there was furniture that Kathleen and Granna had brought from the bakery: a table
with benches, a sideboard, two chairs, and a rocker. Painted benches were built in around the
walls, and dried wreaths and flowers livened the room. They slept on proper pallets—large
pieces of flannel sewn together and stuffed with straw—and had quilts to warm them at night.
Her mother had drawn the suspicion of the neighbors by whitewashing the cabin twice a year
and by leaving the sweeping broom sitting in a pail of disinfectant, but many of the fevers that
swept through their county did not touch the O’Malleys, and Gran said they had their forward-
thinking mother to thank for that. Granna was as mystified as the others about Kathleen’s
modern ideas and the confidence she showed in executing them. She insisted the girl had been
switched by tinkers with the baby of a queen, but her eyes twinkled with joy, and pride was there
in her voice. Grace knew the money her mother had saved was long gone and that they now
struggled to pay their rent in labor days to the landowner, but in this they were no different from
anyone else. All the folk grumbled about landlords, just as they all squinted at the sky and
scooped handfuls of dirt to sniff, made forecasts about the coming potato crop, and claimed
accuracy no matter what. It was their life.And so the seasons passed, one after another, marked
with the holidays and small feasts they all celebrated, although Patrick kept to himself and
worked all days as if they were the same. His only conversation was with Ryan about the
condition of the farm and how to come by the rent that had doubled in the past year. Rack rent
was a constant worry, and Quarterday, when the agents came to collect, loomed ever large.
Ryan had now assumed his father’s dour disposition; Sean and Grace considered him an old
man since he could no longer be counted upon for a song to mark the day or a game of
checkers on a winter’s night. It was as if two families inhabited the house: one resigned to the
struggle of their life, the other just as determined to find joy in the day.Christmas was not
bountiful, but Grace was a stranger to the word, and she delighted in the ribbon Sean had for her
hair, the rag doll Granna made with leftover bits of material, the absentminded kiss and hard



peppermint from her father, bootlaces from Ryan. She had small trinkets for them, as well: fish
hooks, a pair of woolen socks, an embroidered bookmark, a wax-sealed jar of summer
preserves. This was the only day her father would relax some, although he still went to work
when they began to sing.On St. Stephan’s Day, Granna insisted that Grace blacken her face with
the other village children and trim the holly bushes with scraps of ribbon. St. Brigid’s Day came in
February, which Granna celebrated on the sly, not being Catholic, but having great feeling for
Brigid. “A true Irishwoman,” she’d say. “Much more suitable for us than Patrick—the old snake
charmer.”Candlemas, the Feast of Lights, was followed by Shrove Tuesday and then Lent.
Hungry children from the lane would appear at the O’Malleys’ half-door, knowing Granna or
Grace would give them a bit of tea brack or gingerbread. On Ash Wednesday, the Catholics wore
smudged ash on their foreheads; Grace stayed indoors because her difference from them was
all too apparent on this day, and she wanted to avoid pitying looks from her neighbors, as well as
scowls from the priests. Good Friday was a somber day, rare in that Granna would not work
more than was necessary, then spent the evening sitting in the dark, telling them quietly the
story of Christ’s terrible death on the cross. Easter Sunday, the day of His resurrection, brought
with it a celebration of renewed life, with a feast of roast lamb for any who had it. The first of May
was Beltaine, Grace’s favorite, when bonfires lit up the hillsides all over Ireland, and the cows
were driven between them to get rid of murrain. St. John’s Eve, at midsummer, also meant
bonfires, but in the middle of town. Grace, Sean, and even Ryan would jump on the haywagon
that came down their lane and ride it into Macroom to watch the dancing, Ryan sometimes
joining the other young men who leapt through the flames in a show of daring and strength.
Lug’s Day, the first of August, was the welcomed day of digging new potatoes, and big plates of
colcannon sat on every table.Autumn passed quickly with harvesting and winter preparations;
the children celebrated Samhain with apple bobbing, blindman’s buff, and rounds of Black
Raven, a board game Sean played with Morgan in front of the fire. Although she still baked the
bram brack, Granna no longer put into it the rings, coins, or other tokens that were traditional.
The year she died, Kathleen had found no token in her cake at all, an unheard-of occurrence;
there’d been no fortune to foretell her coming year, and this had haunted Granna ever after.By
the looks of the carts and rigs that passed down their lane, Ireland was getting more crowded
every day, according to Gran.“Can’t hardly walk down my own boreen without some jennet near
squeezing me out,” she often complained. But she enjoyed the population moving by her
windows, and had a special place in her heart for the tinkers who stopped to peer in and bless
the cabin.It was 1840. Grace was eleven, and the world had grown smaller, or so it seemed with
all the coming and going down the lane. The past twenty years had doubled the population in
Ireland, but the people still lived on potatoes, filling themselves with ten pounds a day or more;
one acre could yield as much as six tons, so even the cottiers—who held no land—hired
themselves out and leased conacres to grow enough to support their families. Land was life; to
lose it was a death sentence. The O’Malleys rented a relatively large holding often acres planted
mainly in potatoes, but also in grains, and pastureland for sheep grazing. They kept a kitchen



garden, and raised chickens and pigs. With a long-term lease, there had been incentive to
homestead. Now the lease had run out and Patrick could not afford the stamp to renew, so he
paid quarterly like everyone else around them. He had followed his wife’s advice and resisted
dependence on potatoes alone; she’d kept a small botha filled with preserves, sacks of meal,
and salted meat. Patrick had teased her about stockpiling and said they’d gain a reputation for
miserliness, but Kathleen had put her hands on her hips and insisted they could say what they
liked, hadn’t the potato failed before and most surely would again? Come terrible times, she
would not see her family starve.Their land and all that around them was part of Squire Donnelly’s
estate and it was to his agent they paid their rent come Quarterday. The squire, son of an English
Lord and twice widowed, kept to himself at Donnelly House, sometimes traveling to the North
where he had business. Talk was, his youthful escapades in London and lack of obedience to his
father had earned him banishment to the family estate in County Cork, but it seemed he’d come
to savor independence and had made Donnelly House his home. His rents were fair enough,
though he’d raised them twice to support the new mill in Galway, and it was supposed he sent a
fair portion back to the family home in England. His agents were curt, but not rude, and no family
was turned out but of their own accord. He’d got a name for himself as dry and humorless, but it
was not followed by a mean spit in the dirt, as were the names of so many other squires.A man
like Patrick could not dream of buying land even if it were to be had, so he paid his rent on time
and hoped to hold on to the farm for his sons and their families. He’d counted on farming with
both Ryan and Sean when they came of age, perhaps even gaining the hands of a son-in-law
when Grace married. He would have divided the land among the children as they settled into
family life, keeping a small plot for himself and Kathleen. Now he only hoped to hold on until
Ryan married and assumed the responsibility, but he had no hope of a future for Sean. He could
barely stand to look the boy in the face, and it pained him to see his young son bent awkwardly
over a needle. The money Sean and Grace brought in was a help; it clothed them and bought
additional food, but it was not enough to save. The money Kathleen had hoarded pennies at a
time was long gone now due to Patrick’s indecision and poor judgment. He had not her head for
figuring costs, and his impatience was terrible. Two divided acres had been leased out to
cottiers, but the daily work of keeping up the rest was taking its toll. He was not the kind of man
to content himself with scratching out a lazy bed of potatoes and leaving it at that. He’d seen
fields abandoned because the soil simply had nothing else to give after repeated plantings of
the same crop, so he rotated, which gave the local men no end of knee-slapping amusement.
Dawn to nightfall saw him out plowing, tending sheep and pigs, planting, hoeing, mending the
haggard, in all kinds of weather, mostly rain. Other men found relief of a kind in the shebeens
that dotted the network of lanes connecting the farms, but Patrick was not a drinking man, taking
a small glass only at weddings and wakes, or when he fell ill. Ryan worked steadily beside him
until nightfall, then set off to the O’Douds’ to court the comely, outspoken Aghna. The sour look
had left his face, replaced by one of moony lovesickness. Patrick kicked at him and said his work
was worthless, so distracted had he become. They could all see his need to marry.Granna got



the porridge together in the mornings and made the daily soda bread. Grace, now fifteen, saw to
supper, laundry, the kitchen garden and food preserving, sweeping out the house, and to farm
chores like egg gathering and milking. Sean was able to help some in the kitchen garden and
had become an expert fisherman, pulling his body into the cart and lying across the seat to drive
the mule to the river or, when the salmon weren’t running, to the lake. He’d roll out of the cart,
then drag his leg behind him to the edge, where he’d fish for salmon or trout. They had enough
to eat, but Patrick’s setbacks had cost them. He’d invested in cattle, hoping to export salted beef,
but his timing was bad and prices fell once England turned to America’s cheaper market; he’d
slaughtered the heads he couldn’t afford to feed, and took a loss on the local market. Then, he’d
tried wheat and barley, but the Irish considered those grains animal fodder, so he’d lost his
investment there, too. Now they kept only the milk cow, some sheep, a few chickens, and two
pigs. One pig would be sold, the other butchered.There were doctor fees and medicines for
Gran, who’d suffered a stroke, and for Sean, who was also sick with a deep, racking cough in his
chest through that damp, blustery autumn and most of the cold winter that followed. Granna was
still weak and sat down often during the day, despite the bowls of beef tea Grace kept simmering
over the fire. Sean also recovered slowly, the sound of his breathing like bare winter trees
groaning in the wind; he was terribly thin and pale, and his spirits lagged. Even the sight of
Morgan, blowing in wet and muddy on a cold day, singing good cheer, could not rouse him.
Grace would walk into the silent kitchen after an afternoon of cutting turf on the bog, full of fresh
air and a high heart, and there they’d be, sitting still as statues, minds elsewhere, and she’d
shake with fear that they’d both give up their will and leave her. She chattered tirelessly to them
about the promise of spring, bringing in every new blossom she found, leaving the doors and
curtains open so that the warm light might shine on them, cooking all day to tempt their
appetites. She traded a day of washing muddy work clothes for a bucket of clams from Cork City,
and made Granna a rich chowder. She emptied the storehouse, and combed the woods and
streams for ingredients to make chicken and ham pie, mutton pie, Sean’s baked salmon with
sorrel sauce, Finnan Haddie and hot buttered toast, roast rabbit, fried mushrooms, boiled bacon
and cabbage, potato cakes, colcannon and dulse, soda bread, brown bread, boxty, and pratie
oaten. She gave them endless cups of tea, which had become dear and depleted her bargaining
chest, and she made them scolleen on damp days or in the evenings when the hot milk, butter,
honey, and whiskey warmed them through and picked up their spirits. She felt as if it were her
sheer will that kept them going, and when spring ended and summer began, she found her
reward in their ability to walk slowly out of doors, in bodies that had finally begun to fill out, in
faces that bloomed with the promise of renewed vigor, and in eyes that shone with love
whenever she walked into the room.“You brought them through the winter alive, girl,” Patrick said
to her one evening as she sat milking in the barn. “’Twas your own hard work done it.”Grace kept
at her milking and said nothing, unused to her father’s praise.“Not that it’s of much use,
themselves being what they are.” He wiped a hand tiredly over his face. “Faith and they’ll be
lucky to see another year. Your granna’s gone old now, and our Sean …” He sighed.Grace



looked up, aghast. “How can you say that, Da?” Her cheeks burned with anger. “Granna is old,
true to you, but Katty O’Dugan’s grandmother still rocks in her chair and isn’t she a one to
remember Brian Boru himself?”Patrick snorted.“And Sean will get better, he’s stronger every
day!” She raced on. “It’s that shoulder hunched in makes the chest take cold so easy.… Could
we not take him to Dublin, to the hospital there?”Patrick shook his head. “There’s no more
money for travel or doctors, wee girl, so don’t pin your hopes on that.”Grace bit her lip. “Blood
and ounse, Da! You can’t just give up as if he’s already dead and buried!”Patrick frowned.
“There’ll be no cursing in my house nor my barn, and you’d best not forget that, or feel the sting
of my belt.”Grace lowered her head, contrite. “Sorry, Da.”Patrick allowed her a small smile. “Your
mother let fly a good curse now and then, and don’t you sound just like her?”He took away the
full bucket and handed her an empty one to put under the cow’s udder. “It’s not that I’m giving up
on our Sean, agra, I’m just not fooling myself about it, either, is all. If he gets well, praise God,
and hope He sends answers for the other worries.”“What other worries, Da?”“Well, for one thing,
who’s going to care for him when Granna and I are dead and gone?”“Who do you think?” Grace
looked at him in surprise.“Maybe you’ll have a husband. who’ll take in your crippled brother,”
Patrick said pointedly. “And maybe you won’t.”Grace’s eyes widened in anger. “And do you think
I’d be such an eejit as to marry a man who wouldn’t have my own brother in the house?”“Might
have no choice in the matter,” he said evenly. “As it stands, will I not be pressed to make the best
marriage I can? Contrary to your own way of thinking, a girl’s brother is not considered part of
the usual dowry.”Grace ducked her head and yanked on the cow’s teats.Patrick picked up a hay
straw and fiddled with it. “He’ll stay on here at the farm, is what I’m thinking. He’ll live with Ryan
and Aghna, and—God willing—he won’t be too big a burden.”“‘Twill be the other way round, like
as not,” Grace muttered into the cow’s warm flank. “And anyway,” she spoke up. “He’ll not be
needing their help, or anyone’s—he’s going to get stronger, he is, and be healthy, as well, and
have a fine life and a wife of his own, and many, many children!”“Hah!” Patrick got up from his
stool. “Sure of that now, are you, girl?”She held his gaze fiercely, and he softened.“All, well, that’s
fine for you. Hope is for the young.”He left her to finish the milking and cool her anger, but for
many days after that, Grace thought of their conversation and took extra pains to see that Sean
got rest and food, that he exercised his weak limbs. He did get stronger, if only through a desire
to find a purpose for his life. Granna had given him Kathleen’s Bible and he pored through it
when his father was not in the house, searching the scripture for guidance. He began to believe
that God would set before him a meaningful life when the time was right, but that he must be
ready for it, and he studied the verses as if deciphering a secret code.“‘I love those who love me;
and those who diligently seek me will find me’.” His voice was a whisper, barely heard above the
hiss of the fire in front of which he and Grace sat. “‘Riches and honor are with me, enduring
wealth and righteousness. My fruit is better than gold, even pure gold. And my yield than
choicest silver. I walk in the way of righteousness, in the midst of the paths of justice, to endow
those who love me with wealth, that I may fill their treasuries.’” He marked the spot with his finger.
“Did you hear that, Grace? ‘My fruit is better than gold.’ That’s the Lord talking to me. Do you



hear?”Grace nodded, her fingers doing the fine work automatically as she looked up at him. “I
hear you, Sean.” She had to laugh at the earnestness of his face, the zeal that lit up his eyes.
“You’re thinking of riches again.”“Ah, no, sister, ’tis more to it than that.” He closed the book on his
finger and leaned over the pile of cloth in his lap to make himself more clearly heard. “He says
He’ll fill our treasuries, and all He wants in return is our love.”“Have you not said often enough
that things like love and honor, faith and charity, cannot be bought?” Her fingers smoothed the
threads of a woman’s embroidered cuff. She tied a tiny, nearly invisible knot and snipped off the
end. “Here I thought my brother a noble man, only to learn that his greatest desire is to be a rich
landowner. Did you not read out just this morning that it is to be the meek themselves who inherit
the land?”Sean frowned and started to rise, then winced with the pain of pushing up on his foot.
He reached down to massage the knotted flesh. “You’ve got it all wrong, Grace. You’re not
thinking deeper than the words themselves. He says that those who love Him despite reward will
be the ones to gain. And as for owning my own bit of land, dear sister, you know that’s not in my
future, short of some blessed miracle.”“Miracles happen all the time,” Granna commented from
her place by the window. She seemed content these days to merely watch their faces and listen
to their conversation; sometimes it was as, if she wasn’t in the room at all.“Aye,” Sean nodded.
“True enough. Look at us sitting here, well again.” He turned back to Grace. “But I’ll not keep
fighting to live in order to spend my days doing piecework by the fire just to earn my keep. The
Lord will give me work worthy of His name. I have faith in that.”“Faith is nothing more than
stubborn wishing. How do you know the Lord doesn’t want you to stay right here and do humble
work?”Sean’s face fell. “Sure, and that could be true, Grace. That could be true, indeed.”He
shook his head so sadly that Grace reached out and patted his leg.“I’m not saying it is. Haven’t
we always said God’s got grand plans for our one, Gran?” She looked over her shoulder and
smiled at her grandmother, whose head rested against the back of her chair, mouth slightly open
in a twilight sleep.“Could be you’ll face a long life of struggle,” she whispered to her brother.“I
don’t mind struggle,” he said thoughtfully. “I’m not afraid of that. Struggle can be good if it
strengthens our faith in God. It’s the struggle without meaning that buries a man before he ever
dies.”“Like Da.”“Aye.” He nodded. “Da’s given up on a meaning for his life. He just works until he’s
tired enough to sleep. Then he gets up and works again.”“But he believes in God, true
enough!”“He believes in God, but he’s lost his faith. There’s no finding it on your own when
you’ve suffered a blow like Da. If he had a church life, there’d be a chance of finding it again.”“Are
you saying I’ve got no faith because I’ve never been to church?” Grace set down her needle and
frowned at him. “And yours is strong because you’ve been a handful of times?” She shook her
head. “That’s faith in the church you’re talking about, not faith in God.”“You’re partly right and
partly wrong. When Christians use the church for their own end, it becomes no more than a
councilhouse. But when they use the church for the good of God, it is a mighty place with power
to lift us all. We’re meant to seek out such a place as that. God says we must be part of a
Christian community—’tis the body of Christ, after all.”“And are we not a community here
ourselves?” she asked.“Aye, we are. But who leads us? Who is our shepherd? Not Da. He won’t



have anything to do with religion, nor will he let us seek it out on our own. He’s respectful of God
and he’s shown us that road, true enough, but it’s a long, long road and he’s given us no manner
of map for the journey.”Voices came from outside, loud over the sound of the rain. Sean pushed
open the basket that held his threads and needles, and slipped the Bible down into the very
bottom, picking up the linen collar and resuming his work as the door opened.“It’s pouring
buckets out there,” Patrick said as Grace got up to take his dripping oilskin.“Ryan’s not coming
in?” she asked as she hung the slick on a peg.Patrick shook his head. “Make up a pail of food for
him, will you, Grace? I’ll take it when I go back out.”“Where is he, then? I thought I heard him.”
Sean set down his basket and moved over on the hob, making room for Patrick to sit and warm
himself.Patrick stood instead, his back to the low flame. “The ewes are lambing and there’s a
vixen in the wood makes us edgy. He won’t leave them. If comes a break in the rain, we’ll bring
them to the shed.”“No Aghna tonight, then?” Sean smiled. “And won’t they enjoy a night of peace
over there, not that our Ryan is the talker of the match.”Patrick frowned. “O’Doud’s fond of the
boy and it’s clear enough Aghna’s set her cap for him. He speaks of marrying come summer,
and wonders about bringing her to live …” His voice trailed off and he looked down at his boot
tops.“Aghna’s always been a one for getting ahead. She’s a proud girl,” Granna said. “I don’t
suppose she’ll be wanting to start off her married life in a small cabin with an old woman and a
young girl in the way of her housekeeping.”Patrick, his body warmed, settled on a stool nearer to
Gran and lit his pipe, sucking vigorously on the end of it and cursing the damp tobacco. “He says
she has dreams of getting off the farm, going west to her mother’s people in Galway, though not
to the fishing life. It’s the towns and all, fills her head.” He paused to draw on his pipe. “Our Ryan,
he’s no townsman, but what can he offer so terrible smitten he is?”“He’ll not go away from us, will
he, Da?” Grace asked, worried.“I’ve said I’ll add on here once we get a little coin in our purse.
The bait of a lovely room all their own, plus independence here, might turn her eyes closer to
home. With most of us moving on, they could have the place to themselves soon enough.”Sean
looked at Grace, then his father. “What do you mean ‘moving on,’ Da?”“Well, won’t I soon be out
of the way, an old woman like myself?” Granna put in, smiling comfort at Grace, who rose to
protest. “Faith, and it won’t be too many more years, agra, before you’re married into a home of
your own, as well, with no more need of this one.”“Aye, you’ll both go and leave me here to sit by
the fire, sewing till my hands go blue, bouncing all the babies on my one good knee like a good
uncle.” Sean smiled around at them, but it was as twisted as his arm and there was no mistaking
the bitterness in his voice.Patrick puffed on his pipe and narrowed his eyes at the boy. “You’ll be
lucky to have it, you will. Fed and cared for by your brother and his wife. Where in the world else
would you go, crippled as you are?”Grace’s head was down over her work, but she could see
Sean’s hands clench together in his lap, although he, too, kept his head down. She put aside the
stitching and said quickly, “Supper’s been warming in the pot and there’s plenty of bread and
fresh butter to go along.”“Some of that good stew, I hope. And your buttermilk scones like clouds.
That’s all a man needs at the end of any day.” Patrick pulled too hard on his pipe and began to
hack, finally spitting black juice into the fire and wiping the sweat off his forehead.The other



three watched him. Something was wrong. They gathered quietly around the table and began
eating when Grace filled their bowls, Granna and Sean watching Patrick make small talk as he’d
never done before. Even Grace seemed aware that there was something her father wanted to
say, but could not.At the end of the meal, Grace brought out a bowl of stewed plums.“You’re
going to be a fine wife, Gracelin,” Patrick said, then suddenly put down his spoon and wiped his
eyes.“What is it, then, Da?” Grace asked gently. “Has something gone wrong?”“Are we to be
evicted?” Granna covered Grace’s hand with her own.Patrick remained silent, staring down at
the table.“Tell us, for God’s sake,” Sean demanded.“There’ll be no taking in vain of the Lord’s
name in this house.” Patrick looked up angrily.“There’s none of the Lord’s name in this house as it
is,” Sean answered defiantly.Patrick rose up off his stool. “Listen here, boy. Have I not told you
more times than I care to count? The word ‘Irishman’ existed long before anyone ever thought of
adding ‘Catholic’ or ‘Protestant’ to it. Although they’d like you to think it, they’ve not cornered the
market on belief, you know.” He slammed his fists down on the table. “I’m Irish, by God. That’s my
religion. You’d make it yours, as well, if you had any sense!”Sean lowered his eyes,
chastised.Patrick sat down again, the high color leaving his face as he calmed himself. He
picked up his spoon, then put it down again. Finally, he cleared his throat, not looking at
Grace.“It’s good news, it is, and now it’s ruined by fight.” He glowered at Sean. “Might as well just
say it straight out.” His gaze moved around the table, stopping on Grace. “I’ve found you a
husband, and a better match no father could make for his own.”Grace’s eyebrows rose to her
hairline. She looked immediately at Sean, whose mouth had fallen open in amazement, eyes
fixed on his father’s face.“A husband for me, Da?” Grace said, then turned to Granna. “But I
hadn’t yet thought of marrying,” she added quietly.Granna’s face was as shocked as Grace’s, but
she quickly regained her composure, nodding as though the wisdom of the decision were
suddenly clear to her. “Aye, you seem so young to us who love you, but fifteen is not a child
anymore.” She paused, then said gently, “Your mother was but fifteen when she married your
da.”Grace shook her head as if to clear it. She looked at her father. “Who is it I’m to be
marrying?”Patrick was still again for a moment. “Squire Donnelly,” he said at last.Dead silence
fell upon the table as they all stared at Patrick.“He’s thirty if he’s a day!” Sean burst out. “Closer
to your age than hers! And he’s married twice before. The man has no reputation for keeping a
wife!” He looked pointedly at his father. “You know what I mean, Da. Grace can’t be marrying the
likes of that one!”Patrick slammed down his pipe. “Have I not fixed it for him to marry her, and not
yourself? Have you not caused enough trouble here tonight?” He stopped and took a deep
breath. “The man lost his first wife in childbirth, and the second to fever—can he not lose a wife
without blame coming upon him? Have I not lost a wife myself?” He paused again, then seeing
no acceptance in their faces, lost his temper. “It’s not as if he’s making her his tallywoman, for
God’s sake—he’s asked for her hand in marriage! Squire Donnelly is the largest landholder in
the county, and the son of a lord! Use your head, boy—think what this will mean!”“Is that it,
then?” Sean’s good hand gripped the edge of the table. “You’ve sold her out to him for a break
on our rent?”Patrick knocked back the stool and was up in an instant. He leaned across the table



and grabbed the front of Sean’s shirt, yanking him up, face to face. “Don’t you ever talk to me like
that again, boy, do you hear? Who in the name of God do you think you are?” He shoved Sean
back down onto the bench. “I’ve not sold her out. I’d not do that to my own daughter. We’ve made
a bit of a deal, ’tis true.” He looked to Granna for support. “But it’s all to the good for Grace. She’s
got no dowry except what she’s sewed for herself, and who else is she to marry but some poor
pegeen who can’t understand a word of English and can’t give her anything but lots of children
and maybe a few young years.” His eyes pleaded with them to understand. “She’ll never get a
chance like this again in her life. It’s a wonder he picked her at all, him being a squire with plenty
of choice from the other big houses. But it’s Grace he wants, he’s made that clear. And it’ll help
us all if she marries him. We’ll keep the farm, no matter the year; Ryan and Aghna can come to
the house and he’s offered to build on new rooms, as well as a new plow horse. He’ll give Grace
everything she deserves—a big house, lots of help, a doctor for the babies … a decent life!”“But
she doesn’t love him,” Sean said quietly.“And what would you know of that but what you’ve read
in books?” Patrick demanded. “Isn’t there more to marriage than love or would none of them
last? Love grows out of respect, and sure enough, it’ll come once they’re wed.”Grace heard
herself ask, as if from far away, “Why is it me he’s chosen? Does he even know the look of
me?”“He saw you at the bonfire on St. John’s Eve. Brigid Sullivan told him who you were, and
when he came back from the North, he asked after you.” Patrick smiled at her with pride. “Some
of the other squires’ wives and daughters been showing off your needlework and telling what a
gift you got. He says it’s the best he’s ever seen, and he travels, you know, to England and
Scotland.”“Are you telling us he wants to marry her because of her embroidery?” Sean narrowed
his eyes at his father.Patrick shook his head. “Of course not, you eejit,” he said. “But her having a
talent like that lifts her up above other folk, not to mention she can read and write a bit, and her
English is as good as her Irish. She’s not just some country girl living in a rough with pigs and
sheep to keep her warm at night.” He waved his hand around at the walls of their cabin. “Hasn’t
your mother made a reputation for living a better life, and isn’t Grace her mother’s daughter?
He’s been told what a fine cook she is and that her mead is as good as Kathleen’s. He knows
she’s young and strong, and the man’s desperate for an heir.” Patrick looked at Grace as if they
were the only two in the room. “I’ve been to see him. He’s made a generous offer to the family in
consideration for your hand. You’ll never want for anything, agra. He’s given me his word as a
man of honor.”“A man of honor,” Sean spat. “He’s a landowner. And a bloody Englishman, for all
that. They hand their word to the Irish like a piece of meat—fresh today, but rotted before week’s
end.”“His word’ll pay for a doctor to look at your leg there, boy, so don’t be so quick to condemn
the man. Who are you a’tall to sit in judgment?” Patrick rose from the table and reached for his
slick. Grace got up immediately and helped him into it, then brought him the pail with Ryan’s
dinner. He took it, laying his hand over hers.“You don’t have to marry him, Grace,” he said,
suddenly weary. “I did what I thought was best for you. He’ll be wanting an answer come
morning.”Grace looked at her father’s dear face and didn’t hesitate. “I’ll marry him, Da. You can
tell him that.” She kissed him quickly on the cheek, then rubbed the stubble affectionately with



her open hand. “It’ll be all right. And haven’t you done fine by us all, then?”He pulled himself up
straight and smiled into her pretty face. “You’re a smart girl, like your sainted mother. It’ll be you
raises the name of O’Malley to its rightful place.”Grace watched him disappear into the driving
rain, then returned to the table. Sean had pushed away his uneaten plums and sat staring at the
wall. Granna picked up his bowl and carried it slowly to the sideboard.“Have you nothing to say
to me, then, the two of you?” Grace asked when the silence had grown thick around them
all.Sean looked up at her and shook his head, sandy hair falling into his eyes. “There’s nothing to
say, now you’ve made up your mind.”Granna turned, leaning on the edge of the table. “Do you
not want to think more upon this, Grace? Isn’t he a squire, after all, and an Englishman, as your
brother says? They’re different from us. Will your life not be changed forever?”Grace looked from
one face to the other and back again. Her eyes filled with tears. “My life will change no matter
who it is I marry, and am I not to trust the good judgment of my father in this? How can I know
what is best for myself when I still act like a child?” She bit her lip, blinking hard. “At St. John’s
Eve, Morgan McDonagh stood close by, and when he tried to hold my hand, I near jumped into
the flames myself! I couldn’t get home fast enough, could I? Dreaming is a fine thing, but one
day you must wake up. Sure and I thought married life lay far down the lane, but here it is—
knocking at my very door!” She wiped her eyes, then stared at her damp fingers. “Look—dirty
and ragged. Not gentle hands, these.” She sighed and hid them under her apron. Then her face
changed, the misty eyes grew determined, and her chin rose firmly. “But can I not learn to be the
wife of a gentleman, as I would’ve learned to be the wife of a farmer or a shopkeeper, a teacher
or a baker?” she asked. “Am I not blessed to have for my husband a man of good fortune? A man
to provide us with peace of mind, so that we all might know comfort. Through him, I’ll be able to
do for the both of you—warm clothes and meal in the winter, medicine and doctors …” Her voice
trailed off at the sight of their forlorn faces.Granna stepped forward and put her arms around the
girl. “There now, child. Of course you will—we’ve no doubt of that. And as for learning to be the
wife of the Squire, why, you’ve got the makings of a lady in your heart already, sure enough, and
wouldn’t your own dear mother be proud?” She held Grace out to look at her. “You’re a fine girl,
and you’re doing right by your father and mother. We just want your happiness in the bargain,
don’t we, Sean?” Granna stared him down until he gave up his glowering look. “He’ll make a fine
husband. Hasn’t he had plenty of practice, then?” Granna’s eyes twinkled and even Sean
laughed, despite himself. “Your mother, too, seemed young at fifteen, but she had a strong
character, just like yourself, and a noble heart like yours, as well.”Grace looked up into her
grandmother’s face. “She and Dad had love.”Granna nodded. “Faith, they did.” She squeezed
Grace’s shoulders and said firmly, “But more’s the marriage that begins like yours. Love will
come, as your da said—the Squire would have to be blind and dumb not to fall for such a one as
you, and we know he’s not that.”Sean pushed himself up from the table. “I’m tired,” he said
abruptly. “My leg hurts tonight.” He managed a weak smile before bumping out the back door to
the lean-to that was his room.“Gran?” Grace watched the door bang shut.“It’ll be all right, child,”
Granna whispered. “He’s had you to himself all these years, and he’s not been thinking of giving



you up so soon.”“I won’t be far,” Grace said. “Donnelly House is but a half-day’s ride.”“It’s a world
away, child, and you might as well get used to that.” Granna sighed and untied her apron. “I’m
going to bed now, too. Kiss me when you come in?”“And now, as well.” Grace brushed her lips
against the papery cheek that smelled of potato flowers and onions, and her heart surged.After
Granna had gone, Grace finished cleaning the dishes and putting away the food. She filled a pot
with cold water, added oats, and covered it, ready to fire in the morning. Then she set aside oats
for the laying chickens. When this was done, she paused and looked around the cabin with its
whitewashed walls and stick furniture. In the dying light of the fire, it felt snug and safe, and she
was filled with a terrible ache at the thought of leaving it. There was a smudge on the chimney
from the smoke; nearby lay a pile of turf ready to throw on; her stool and work basket stood next
to that. A sampler hung on the wall and curtains she’d fashioned from bawneen brightened the
windows. There was the rug Granna had made from old, torn rags, and the shelves Sean had
nailed a little lower than the rest so that she might easily get at the pots and pans without a stool.
Picture postcards from her mother’s youth were nailed up on the walls, landscapes, mostly: the
Mourne Mountains sweeping down to the sea—Heartache Hills, her father called them, claiming
to have hiked them as a boy; there was one of goats grazing the cliffs near Kilkee; and another of
the Golden Vale’s rich grasslands, which her mother had loved best and which hung in the
kitchen; and near the front door of the cabin, a larger picture of the fiery, sun-going-down sky
above Bantry Bay, sitting in the shadow of Hungry Hill. All testimony to her parents’ love of the
achingly beautiful Irish land, a love they had passed on to her. She would miss the cabin and her
quiet life in it, but it came to her then that she might finally see the rest of Ireland for herself. She
might even travel to other countries. The thought steadied her, and she turned to speak to Sean,
but saw only shadows in the corner where he usually sat.She crossed the room and stepped out
of the kitchen into the cold, evening air, walking quickly through the mud to the outhouse. It had
stopped raining, and on the way back, she lingered, looking up at the sky streaked with dark
clouds, just a hint of the starlight that would be so bright later on. Lamplight shone through the
oilskin window of Sean’s room and she tapped quietly on the door.“Who is it?” Sean
barked.Grace had to smile. “And who was it you were expecting, then, Mister O’Malley, sir?”She
heard him limp across the floor to open the door. “I’m worn out, Grace,” he said, and looked
it.“Sean.” She touched his cheek, serious again. “Are you angry with me, then?”He bent his
head, trapping her hand between his face and his shoulder for just a moment.“Musha, Gracie.”
He brushed the hair out of her eyes. “How could I ever be angry with you? Don’t I love you more
than anyone on earth? Many’s the night I’ve wished the Lord would take me home, but for you,
Grace. You and Granna. Gran giving me Mam’s Bible has helped, but it’s you that’s shared most
of these long days with me … even teaching me to stitch!”“For which you’ve cursed me ever
since,” she teased.He laughed, too. “But I’ve always been grateful for your company.”“And I for
yours. You’re a fine brother, teaching me to read and write, and figure my numbers, and telling
me about Mam.”They were quiet, listening to the night settle around them, the cow lowing in her
stall, the rustle of chickens in the coop.“Life will change now,” Sean said softly. “You’ll be a



married woman. No more gossiping over the needle with your old crippled brother.” He smiled,
but Grace could see the sadness in his eyes. “I’m happy for you, really I am. Jealous, too, I’m
thinking. You’re off and away to a new life … and I’m going to miss you, is all.”Grace hugged him
tightly to her. “You won’t have time to miss me, eejit. I’ll be seeing you more often than not.”Sean
suddenly squeezed the breath out of her, his face in her hair.She pulled away from him. “Won’t
I?”He didn’t answer.“Why won’t I be seeing you, Sean O’Malley? What’s going on in that ever-
whirling head of yours?”He wouldn’t meet her eyes. “I’ll stay long enough to see you settled in
your marriage, and to make sure Squire Donnelly lives up to his promises.” Now he did look at
her. “But you can’t ask me to stay here forever. I fetch so little coin, it barely pays for the doctor
and laudanum.”“But we’ll have money for that now!” Grace whispered urgently. “We’ll be able to
take you up to Dublin, to the hospital there. A modern doctor will straighten your arm and leg,
and you’ll walk properly again!”Sean tipped his head, and with the lamplight behind, he looked
like an angel.“You’re not to think of going out on your own, Sean, do you hear me?” Grace shook
his good arm. “What about Gran? It’d break her heart to lose the two of us all at once!”“Granna
knows I must make a life for myself.”“But where will you go?” Grace said frantically. “What will you
do?”Sean shrugged, but there was strength in his face. “The Lord has plans for me, but He’s not
going to hand me a piece of paper with instructions. I’ve got to go out into the world and be
ready. Ryan and Aghna will be having a family, and just looking at me makes Aghna shudder.
She thinks I’m cursed. I can’t live with that every day. It’d be miserable for all of us.”“Then you’ll
come to live with me at Donnelly House,” Grace said firmly.Sean smiled, but shook his head. “I
could no more live with your squire than he with me, Gracie, and you know that’s the truth of
it.”He saw the desperation in her face and weakened. “Fifteen,” he said gently. “I forget what a
slip you are. How is it possible you’re to be someone’s wife?”Grace sighed. “I don’t know. It’s not
real. I can’t do it if you’re not here.”“All right, then, wee sister. I won’t go anywhere until you tell me
it’s time. But then I’ll have your blessing as I take up my pack for Scotland … or maybe even
America.”Grace pulled him close to her again and held him for a moment before saying
reluctantly, “That’s a promise, then. You won’t leave until I say.”Sean eased out of her embrace. “I
promise.” He scowled at the look on her face. “I made the promise! I won’t break it,” he insisted.
“I’m not going to disappear before morning, if that’s what’s worrying you. I’ll see you’re married
off to old man Donnelly first.” He puffed up his chest and looked down his nose. “The wealthy
landowner, don’t you know. I’ll be calling you Missus Donnelly, your ladyship, now.”They both
laughed; then Grace kissed him on the cheek and whispered good night. She slipped back in
the kitchen door, taking off her muddy boots and shaking out her skirt. Her father would be in
any time, so she left hot water in the kettle and a piece of bread and cheese on the table, then
went to the back of the cabin, where she shared a wide pallet with Granna. She took a candle
with her, pausing in the doorway, the mellow light falling across the sleeping figure in the bed. At
the foot of the mattress sat a wooden chest filled with her mother’s handwork and some of her
own—things to take when the time came to marry. Setting the candle on the sill, she bent over
the chest now and lifted out a set of clean folded sheets with the edges turned and hemmed;



pillowcases with wildflowers twisting up the open edge; a tablecloth Kathleen had given her to
embroider and which she’d edged with dancing men and women, singers and musicians. There
were doilies and sachets, samplers and napkins, lace collars, underslips with roses and hearts,
and a long white nightgown, a gift from Granna two years ago, that Grace had stitched with birds
and flowers cascading down the front to a beautiful field of goldenrod and daisies. This last she
lifted out and held up to herself. She’d not thought of wearing it for years yet, and a blush rose to
her cheeks at the thought of her wedding night. A country girl, she knew the ways of getting life,
but being the youngest in the family, she’d never seen her mother pregnant or bearing children,
and suddenly she was afraid of what she didn’t know. She undressed quickly and pulled on the
nightgown. It was meant to be worn on the night her new life began and, she decided, that was
tonight. The fabric was heavy and cool against her skin, the front ties silky in her fingers. She
smoothed down the folds of fabric, then unbraided her hair and brushed it as the vision in the
corner had done on so many nights.“So I’m to be married, then,” she said quietly to herself.
“Gracelin Donnelly. Missus Donnelly. Missus Bram Donnelly.” She paused. “Landowner.” This last
sent her into a fit of laughter and she pushed her fingers against her mouth to stifle the sounds
before they woke Gran. The laughter turned quickly to sober tears and the smile faded from her
face. She blew out her candle and got into bed, lying on her back so that she might see through
the tiny window the glow of starlight strewn across the sky. As she felt her body give way at last
to the drowsiness before sleep, she prayed silently the prayer her brother had taught her: Our
Father, Who art in Heaven, Hallowed be Thy name. Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done …“Thy
will be done,” she repeated slowly, words whispered aloud, the comfort of them settling in around
her and leading her safely into sleep.TwoSEAN was waiting on the wooden bench outside the
cabin when Morgan McDonagh came up the lane in his father’s rough cart. The jennet, old and
nearly blind, was stubborn and moved at a pace slower than a happy man’s stride, but Sean
could never have walked the distance to the river without pain, so Morgan brought the cart.“’Tis
a fine evening for it, O’Malley!” he called, tossing aside the reins and hopping down with an easy
swing. He was a strongly built young man with thick, nut-brown hair like all his family, and hazel
eyes set in a smooth, tan face, a smattering of freckles running away over one high
cheekbone.Sean stood carefully, always happy to see him, then handed over the pole and tackle
kit to put inside the cart, alongside the empty basket for their catch. He clapped Morgan on the
shoulder. “Evening’s always best for spring salmon,” he said happily. “We’ll have a fine catch to
bring back. Thanks for coming out, Morgan. I know they need you at home.”Morgan nodded
soberly. “Faith, it never ends. That’s the truth of it. Not with eviction hanging over everyone’s
heads now that rents have gone up again.” He tossed in the small stooleen Sean took for sitting
on the riverbank when he tired. “Nearly forty pounds a year, man, can you believe it?” He shook
his head. “And all those extra bits tacked on—a pound if we whitewash the place or stone the
walk, a levy for bringing baskets of turf across the lake, fines for not giving duty days if we’re sick
when they call us, or if some relation misses his rent. Even a fine for getting married without his
lordships leave! Blood and ounse, a man can hardly turn around without it costing



him!”“O’Flaherty’s a bastard,” Sean said, stepping into the foothold Morgan made with his hands.
He pulled himself into the cart with his good arm. “I hear he’s thrown out everyone over in Castle
Rock, knocked down the cabins, and posted soldiers to make sure they don’t sneak back and
rebuild.”“You heard right.” Morgan climbed into the cart and settled himself. “Most of those
families held on a hundred years or more. They made their rents with nothing left over, but now
they’ve been raised and levied till there’s nothing left. He’s going to graze sheep and cattle on
that land. Money there, he says. No money in keeping people alive what worked your land all
their days.” Morgan spat, then slapped the reins along the jennet’s backside to get her moving.“A
few passed through the Jane here.” Sean moved over to the edge of the driver’s bench, giving
Morgan more room. “Looking for relations to take them in. There’s so many on their own, you
know, and what’s to become of them?”Morgan shrugged. “Well you might ask. O’Flaherty’s agent
—spawn of the devil, that Ceallachan—says they’ll pay for immigration, but they only go
because it’s that or die in the road. Paying the five-pound passage is cheaper for O’Flaherty than
standing their rent another year, but I hear he sends them to Canada to die in the fever sheds …
if they survive the crossing in those stinking holds. That done, they’re still living under English
rule.”“Grace says she saw whole families living in the bog, when she was cutting turf with
Ryan.”Morgan nodded. “Aye, some live in the bog, some in ditches. Respectable folk all their
lives, living now like tinkers, only worse ’cause they don’t know how to beg their food without
losing their pride.”“Would it not be the better choice to risk passage than to starve in some
muddy bog with only brack water to drink and roots to eat?” Sean rubbed his withered arm with
his good hand. “It’s come upon me often enough, though Lord knows I’ve got good shelter and
my belly’s full.” He looked down wistfully at his twisted leg. “A man can make something of
himself over there. Every man an equal to every other man in America, they say.”“Do you not
think they’ve got rich and poor, just like here?” Morgan asked. “Because you’re daft, if you
don’t.”Sean frowned. “A man can work himself hard every day of his life in Ireland and never get
ahead. He can’t even leave the bit of land he works all his life to his children. But in America, if he
works hard every day, he can own his land and his family has something to show for his
toil!”“‘The Land of Opportunity,’” Morgan said wryly. “Sure, and some do all right, they go west
and get a patch of their own, or stay east and send a bit of money home to the old folks. But
most you never hear from again. The girls that come home, they’re silent as the grave.” He
snapped the rein. “My cousin Colleen was in service at a grand house in Boston, sent money
home regular, but after a year, she come back. Brought her mother a sewing machine and ten
pounds, then went straight into the convent. America’s a wicked place, if you ask me.” He looked
up into the blue sky filled with billowing white clouds and sailing blackbirds, took a deep breath,
and said passionately, “It may be a hard life here, but you couldn’t pay me enough gold to leave
Ireland.”Sean smiled. “True enough. You’re an Irishman the likes of Finn McCool and Brian Boru.
You should’ve been a king.”Morgan glowered. “I’m the son of one, same as you—descendants of
the seven hundred kings that once roamed this island. ’Tis no blood stronger or more noble than
Irish blood, and it still beats in the hearts of men like William Smith O’Brien and John Mitchel.”



He shook his head in disgust. “We’ve let the bloody English bully us and make peasants of our
fathers, but it’s time we stood up for our rightful claim. It’s time the Irish ruled Ireland
again.”Sean’s smile faded. “That sounds like sedition, my friend,” he said softly.Morgan met his
gaze. “Call it what you like. I call it truth.”They rode along in silence, each one deep in thought.
Sean’s father, mistrusting the Catholics, was not an active Repealer, though Sean knew he
wished for it fervently. Morgan, however, was steeped in the politics of his father, who attended
all the rallies when he was home from seafaring. But Smith O’Brien and Mitchel were names
associated with the new Young Ireland party, radicals in the eyes of the Repealers, for they
refused to take the oath against bearing arms. He wondered how deeply Morgan was
involved.Unhindered by cloud, the late afternoon sun beat down and warmed their shoulders. A
cuckoo called in the wood. Morgan sighed and shifted in his seat.“You’ll not be paying a
marrying tax for Gracelin, I don’t suppose,” he said all of sudden, glancing at Sean, then back at
the road. “And, of course, you’ll not be worrying about living in the bog any time soon.”Sean
reached over, snatched the reins, and stopped the cart, then twisted in his seat to face Morgan.
His voice was calm, but his eyes blazed.“My sister is no man’s tallywoman, Morgan McDonagh.
So, if that’s what you’re implying, I’ll have to kill you now.”PRAISE FOR THE WRITING OF ANN
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Book OneAnn MooreGracelin O’MalleyThe Gracelin O’Malley Trilogy, Book OneAnn MooreFor
Rick,who leads the wayFor Rick,who leads the wayOneCAMPFIRE flickered in the woods along
the far bank of the River Lee. It was early spring and the tinkers had come. If they had waited but
another day, they would not have witnessed the terrible thing that happened there, nor saved the
life of young Sean from down the glen, a boy whose mother never let them pass without half a
loaf and a good word.Late winter and early spring are the same in the East; freezing rivers and a
deadly frost that lies invisible on fallen logs and stone bridges. The tinkers know this—each year
they cross the Lee with a watchful eye, a respectful pace. But a boy might not think of it, a boy
puffed up with fresh evening air and the charge of driving a frisky animal for his pretty mother
who sings beside him and laughs when he goes too fast. Such a boy would not be mindful of ice
on the bridge.They rose from a crouch, these tinkers, the sudden static of disaster pulling them
up only moments before the fast-moving cart overturned, pinning the boy on the bridge, throwing
his mother over the edge. They stood upriver, unable to help. Even if one among them had
known how to swim, he could not have reached the woman—so furiously ran the river—and
after an endless minute of struggle, she disappeared. It was to the boy they ran, pulling off the
heavy cart, faces grim when they saw how badly hurt he was: leg with a bone punched through,
arm and shoulder crushed flat. He was breathing, but unconscious now, and they were glad for
the mercy of it. One man put the jennet out of its misery with a swift plunge of his blade; the
others carefully carried the boy to a wagon and set out toward Macroom, for they knew now that
this was the son of Patrick and Kathleen O’Malley.Darkness and freezing rain descended upon
them, but they drove on, urging the horse down slippery, muddy back roads, two men holding
the boy firm in the back of the cart. When at last they reached his lane, lights shone through
cabin windows and smoke rose from the chimney as those inside waited on mother and
son.With nary a word among them, the tinkers climbed down and lifted out the body of the
broken boy, carrying it to the door. They kicked loudly with bare feet, then shouted to be heard
above the din of the rainstorm. They were met by the face of the boy’s father, stunned though it
was and slow to see that the boy still lived. He peered at the cart, looking for his wife, and the
tinkermen all shook their heads, offering up the boy instead. His eyes faltered but a second; then
he took the body of his son, bearing him gently into the cabin and laying him down on a heather
pallet. Ryan O’Malley, elder son, hastily threw more turf on the smoldering fire and fetched
Granna’s kit bag. Having seen the faces of the tinkermen and the shaking of their heads, Gran
did not ask about her daughter. Instead, she went to work on the boy, soothing his moans as she
cut away the heavy, wet clothes from his body, easing them over the terribly twisted arm and leg.
Young Gracelin, her mother’s pet and favorite of her brother Sean, crept as close as she could
without getting in the way. Granna tossed aside a sodden jacket sleeve and Grace snatched it up
against her, the damp soaking through her thin nightshift.Word swept down the lane, and the
door opened and closed, rain blowing in with each neighbor come to see what could be done,



their presence pushing further into the corner the tinkers who had rescued Sean; they waited
uneasily, these men, standing close together, eyes lowered, battered hats held tightly in their
fists.“Get your da’s bottle from the shelf and give it to them,” Granna said without looking up from
the wound she stitched above Sean’s eye. “When it’s gone, wet the tea. There’s bread.”“Aye,
Gran.” Grace stood slowly against the stiffness in her legs.“I’ll help.” Ryan was there beside her,
giving her a hand up. Together they went through the crowd, seeing to the drink, not looking
anyone in the eye but the tinkers, who lived closer to the spirit world and knew the way of
things.“He’ll live,” one said quietly to Grace as she filled his cup. He nodded to the corner behind
where Sean lay. “’Twas your mam awaiting him just there in the shadows, but gone away now,
she has.”Grace stared into the corner long and hard until it dissolved and she could see beyond
to the other place. She moved as if to go there herself, but the tinker’s hand fell upon her head
and kept her still. He turned her gently away from the vision and looked into her eyes, slowly
shaking his head from side to side, aware that a child not long out of Heaven might still
remember the way back. He blessed her in his strange tongue and Grace listened, not taking
her eyes from his face. When they understood one another, he slipped out the door with his
fellows and disappeared without another word.The bone-setter finally arrived, cursing such a
wicked night as this. He looked over Granna’s work with approval, then went about his own, first
pouring a glass of whiskey down the boy’s throat. There was a scream, and another, as he pulled
the leg, snapping the thigh bone back into place. The leg was shattered beneath the knee, but
by the time he began to straighten it, the boy had again lost consciousness. The bone-setter was
old and used to sounds of suffering, but the screams that arose from the wee girl disturbed his
soul, and he was grateful for the women who gathered her up in their arms and rocked her until
sleep drew its blanket over her head.Later, later, in the gray hour before dawn, as she lay on her
pallet next to Granna, Grace opened her eyes and listened to the stillness of the spent storm. It
came upon her then that her brother lived, but her mother was dead—most surely dead—and a
terrible pain cinched her chest, crushing all breath. Blood began to roar in her ears, but through
it she heard her mother’s voice, singing as if high on the hill that rose behind their cabin. The air
in the room evaporated, locking her heart in an exploding chest; around her swirled the dark
waters of the River Lee, greedy for the daughter of an angel. The singing grew louder, came
nearer, and then her mother’s voice rode over the top of the others, shouting, “Breathe, Gracelin!
Breathe!”Grace’s eyes flew open and she gasped, unable to fill her lungs quickly enough. She
struggled and flailed, and then Granna was awake, snatching her up and holding her so close
that one heartbeat encouraged the other, one long breath showed the way for the next. Slowly,
the panic subsided and each sip of air cooled the burn in her chest. The singing voices grew thin
and high and faint, and finally slipped away, her mother’s among them.When at last Grace grew
still and her eyes began to close again, Granna eased her down beneath the blanket. There she
lay, though not asleep, but waiting patiently as if the wind itself might pick her up and bear her
away. All that anchored her was Granna’s arm, wrapped tightly about her waist, and this is why,
when she awoke, she found herself still in the world.Kathleen O’Malley’s wake was well



attended, though the state of the body called for no viewing, so swollen from the river it was and
hard to lay eyes upon. There were many in the neighborhood who had loved the young woman
with her pretty singing, easy laugh, and bold eyes, and they came to comfort her old mother, her
fine husband, Patrick, and their three children, the two sons and the wee daughter. Those who
had known her best—Katty O’Dugan and Julia Ryan down the lane, Mary McDonagh from up
the Black Hill—set to keening as soon as they saw the coffin. The wails rose from their lips and
they rocked and swayed, clapping their hands and praising the dear girl who’d been taken from
them. Every opening of the door brought in someone who raised the keen anew. It was many
hours before the wailing eased, and everyone in the place found themselves with a full cup of
Patrick’s best Uisage batha—the water of life—and a fresh pipe. The room was warm and
crowded, and men soon spilled out into the yard, where they started shaking their heads in the
rhythm of sorrow, and storytelling in low, raspy voices. Women went in and out of the cabin with
food, telling their own stories of children lost and mothers dead. They stayed the day, the night,
and the next day until the coffin was buried high up on the hill and the O’Malleys closed their
door to mourn their loss in private.Grace could not look at Sean so white and motionless in his
bed, could not comfort her father, who sat alone in the corner and wept and wept, could not
erase the deep lines that had come into Granna’s face, or ease the anger in Ryan’s eyes. And
she could not bear the hope that clung to her heart as she looked at her mother’s chair and
almost saw her sitting there, almost heard her laugh or the end of a song that still haunted the
air. So she left the cabin—six years old and a half—and climbed the hill that rose up behind.
There she wandered the field of daisies up and opened in sudden bloom, and when weariness
came, she lay down among them and imagined Heaven, where she might close her eyes and
rest her head forever against her mother’s longed-for breast.Sean was moved into the small
room Patrick and Kathleen had shared, and there he lay in pain and fever for many days,
moaning and calling out for his mother to hold on, he was coming, hold on. “Stay up, Mam!” he
shouted again and again, until at last the delirium passed and he opened his eyes.When he had
swallowed some broth and could sit up for a short time, they gathered round his bed and waited
for him to speak. Haltingly, he told them how the stone bridge across the swollen Lee had been
slick with frosty rain, how the mule had lost foot and thrown the cart, pinning half of Sean’s body
beneath it on the edge of the bridge. He’d seen her in the churning current, fighting to stay afloat,
her heavy skirts and boots weighing her down. She’d called to him, struggled against the frigid
water as long as she could, and then she’d called out once more before slipping beneath the
waves. He remembered nothing else, he said, tears running down transparent cheeks, until he’d
awakened this day to Gran’s gentle voice, telling him his mother was dead.Patrick grew smaller
and smaller as he listened to his son’s words. He patted the boy’s hand, then sighed and left the
room, and the man Grace had always loved simply disappeared beneath the waves. He sang no
more songs, told no tales of their ancestors, carried not even the smallest smile in his pocket.
She was only near to him when she crawled into his lap and felt his warmth, breathed his smell
of tobacco and earth. With her head upon his heart, she was certain that even its beat was



weaker and more sorrowful than when her mother lived. She put his hand on the top of her head,
hoping he’d stroke her hair as he’d always done, but it fell away into his lap, so lost had he
become, and he’d say to her after a while, “Shush now, child, and be off with you.”She did not
know this old man—her father had always been full of plan and action, like the great Chieftans of
the West who sailed from Connaught. The greatest of them, Granuaile, daughter of Owen, had
become the famed Pirate Queen, feared by the English and revered by her people, and Patrick
had named Grace for her because, he said, at the moment of her birth, it was clear that the light
of the sea shone in her eyes. Her father was directly descended from the O’Malleys in the North,
who’d held a large estate, but lost it all with the defeat of James II at Boyne and the subsequent
Penal Laws. These had destroyed the great old Catholic Irish families, her father said, forcing
them to divide their lands until nothing was left, depriving the Catholic Irish of education and a
voice in politics, refusing them government jobs and the right to maintain their religion. His
forefathers had been Oak Boys and Ribbon Men, meeting in the foggy bogs to plot revenge, but
they’d never regained all they’d lost, and the bitterness of that was in Patrick’s voice each time he
told these stories to his children.What Grace could not know was that Patrick felt his nobility, and
had suffered shame for his ragged, defeated parents, who drifted aimlessly from county to
county, living in mean lodgings and scraping by on nothing. Their sudden deaths from typhus
had left seven orphans, three of whom died soon after, the rest to be scattered by the local
priest. There was no family to take Patrick in, and he spent three years in the workhouse at
Dublin before running away at age ten. He lived in summer ditches, wintered in abandoned
bothans, stole food from pigstyes, and wore rags tied to his feet. After one terrible winter of near
starvation, he went back to the Brothers, who agreed to take him in as an indentured servant. He
farmed during the day, sheared their sheep and spun their wool, cleaned their house, made their
candles, and often stayed up at night to pray for their dead. He suffered beatings for his laziness
and ingratitude if he fell asleep or asked for more food, and he was forced to pay heavy penance
for wicked thoughts or lack of goodwill. The fasting, fatigue, and endless work had eaten away at
mind and body, until his only strength was a small flame of rage, which he fanned in secret.
Determined to be his own master, even if it meant sleeping with pigs and sharing their slop, he
ran away again. Childhood had left him and he was a young man then, although his body was
small and thin, yellow with hunger, and the scars across his back made others suspicious. He
never entered a church again, and he kept his views about God to himself.But Kathleen
harbored a deep love of God and a need to worship Him with others of like mind. She was
Protestant—great-granddaughter of a Scotsman on her dead father’s side—and though she was
nearly alone in a sea of Catholic countrymen, she saw no reason to let religion divide them.
Patrick had allowed her to attend the Church at the Lake, with the understanding that it was not
for him and she was not to ask. Granna did not like to travel so far from home in a day, Ryan was
too much like his da to allow religious emotion into the order of his life, and Gracelin was yet too
young. But Sean had always been happy for the chance to get out on long rides through the
countryside, where he spoke to his mother of his dreams, the magnificence of Ireland, and the



wonder of God. They would begin early on a Sunday, before the sun was up, harnessing the
donkey to the rough wooden cart and setting out with a dinner pail of warm porridge and
Saturday’s bread. They followed the winding path of the Lee through Inchigeelagh, past the
rippling waters of Lough Allua, crossing the river at Ballingeary, and heading toward the Shehy
Mountains until they reached the small stone chapel that sat on the shores of Gougenebarra
Lake, the source of the Lee. It was a tiring journey and they would not return home before
nightfall except in the long days of summer, so they never went more than thrice in any season,
and that was plenty even then, according to Patrick.In the months after Kathleen’s death, Patrick
sat on a stool outside the cabin each evening, smoking his clay pipe and thinking about his wife.
She’d given up her whole way of life for him, and what had he given her besides children and the
occasional day at church? When they’d married, he’d hardly a penny to his name, just dreams
and plans. She’d given up the family bakery in Cork, which she’d run with Granna, and used part
of the money to lease land in Macroom, buy seed, a plow horse, tools—a start. He’d promised to
make it all up to her once the farm prospered, and he never thought about the life she was
leading as the wife of a struggling farmer instead of the successful business owner she easily
could’ve been. He carried the guilt of it now like a stone in his heart, along with a grief that never
eased. Now that he alone shouldered the burden of their children’s future, he saw how heavy it
was, and he was afraid for all he’d leaned on her. He’d depended on her too much—for advice
and encouragement, for comfort, for love. With dull eyes and a heavy spirit, he knew he had
reverted to the bitter man he’d been until the lucky day he’d met Kathleen Dougherty, and he
grieved not only for the loss of her, but for the loss of himself, as well.On the nights when Patrick
sat outside on the hill with the sheep, brooding and smoking his pipe, Granna tried to lift the
heaviness of the house by telling the children stories of their mother.“She was a true Irish
beauty.” This was how she always began, in Irish, her eyes moist with memory. “Skin the color of
cream, a high bloom in the cheek, hair darkest red and curling with pleasure … and her eyes,
arrah, her eyes—blue gray like a thundering sea. You, Grace,” she’d add, smiling fondly at the
little girl near her feet, “you have your mother’s eyes.” Here, she’d always sigh. Then, “And wasn’t
she always singing, even as a wee girleen? And coming out with such funny things about the
neighbor folk? So bold she was, and full of life! Your da loved her the very minute he set eyes on
her.”“Tell us,” Sean always demanded first.“Shrove Tuesday, ’twas, with all the lads about their
games, and all the girls looking to be caught by them as they wanted.” She laughed, then put her
hand over her mouth and glanced toward the door. “Your da had just hired on at the mill and he
came to our shop for onion bread and a cup of the mead that made your mother famous.” She
pulled herself up and deepened her voice, wagging her head in imitation of Patrick’s youthful
cockiness. “‘I’ve eaten all over Ireland, Miss,’ he says to her. ‘And your bread is finer than any I’ve
tasted.’“’Tis my mam does the baking,’ she says to him, hands on her hips, but a blush to be
seen miles away—she was shy, our one, but you’d never know it for all her fire.“He steps as
close to her as he dares and says, looking bold into her eyes, ‘Herself will have to live with us
when we’re married, then’.“He made her laugh and that was it. Your mother always knew what



she wanted.” Gran sighed, but not without pride. “They were married after Easter and then went
looking for a small bit of land to lease in County Cork, which is where your da wanted to settle. I
thought I might open a baker’s shop along the square in Macroom, but they wanted me here, so I
come, not having no one else to stay for. Faith, they loved each other true as the sun, they did.
Your mam didn’t think twice about giving up city life to be a farm wife. Strong and independent,
she was, with a great passion for scooping up life and patting it in around her.”The children
listened, their hunger for stories of their mother matched by Granna’s need to speak of the
daughter she’d loved so well.She and Kathleen had smuggled in religious tradition where they
could, and, perhaps because they were Protestant, Patrick had turned a blind eye to most of it,
sometimes even staying in the kitchen to hear stories of Christ’s miracles while they made sweet
pancakes for Shrovetide, a last treat before Lent. Most of their neighbors made due with one
meal a day during the forty days before Easter, but Patrick wouldn’t hear of such nonsense and
insisted on two good meals a day for his family. When he’d gone up to the fields, Kathleen would
wipe her floury hands on her apron and speak seriously to the children about the Lord’s suffering
before His death, and the importance of keeping it in mind by giving up a little something
themselves. Granna seemed to think that Kathleen’s death covered the giving up for the rest of
their lives, and she no longer asked for personal sacrifice at Lent.Once a year of grieving had
passed, Granna began to speak more freely of Kathleen and openly continued the traditions that
she knew had been important to her daughter. Sean and Grace were her only audience now, as
Ryan was old enough to work with his father. Patrick still could not bear the singing, so this, too,
they did when he was out, Granna teaching them the words to “John O’Dwyer of the Glens,” the
melody to Thomas Moore’s “Tho’ the Last Glimpse of Erin,” and their mother’s favorite, the
ancient “Derry Aire.”There was no talk of attending services. Sean did not even ask, although he
missed the church and the hymns, the sound of the lake lapping at the shore.“Your da is angry
with God,” Granna explained to them. “He cannot make sense of his life without your mam, and
he cannot forgive Him for taking her away. But is he not the good father he’s always been, and
are we not to be a comfort to him now? ’Tis what your mam would want of you. Leave it to the
Lord to soften his heart.”But as time passed, the lines in Patrick’s face only grew deeper, and his
once auburn hair was shot with white. He was closest to Ryan, who now worked each day with
him and was learning to run the farm, but he remained distant from his younger son and
daughter.Grace emerged from childhood even more beautiful than her mother had been, though
she couldn’t have known it. She’d long forgotten Kathleen’s face, and this troubled her heart,
although at times the night would bring her comfort and she’d awaken to the sound of gentle
humming. There, a figure would stand in the corner of the little room, braiding the long hair that
trailed to her waist, her face turned just enough to hide its features. A wonderful peacefulness
would sweep through Grace, but when she reached out her hand or tried to awaken Granna, the
figure would turn away and disappear.“God’s not forgotten your loss,” Granna would whisper to
the weeping girl, stroking her hair. “I carry her face in my heart, but you’ve no memory of
that.”And in the morning, when Grace asked again why she and no one else saw such a thing,



Granna said to her, “Sure, and hasn’t the Lord always blessed you with visions of angels and the
like, signs of the otherworld since you were in your mother’s lap? Wouldn’t you warn us away
from corners for fear we’d tread on the toe of an angel?” She laughed, then looked up from the
onions she peeled, “Don’t question it, child. I wish upon my soul I had the gift to look upon her
just once more.”Sean spoke up from his hob near the fire, where he spent most of his days. “I
dream of saving her, you know, of pulling her from the river. Every spring when the water rises,
don’t I have the same dream?”Granna peered at him. “I know you do,” she said. “I hear you
thrashing around some nights when I go out back.”“Why was she taken from us?” The anguish
was still clear in his voice, even though they had talked this out many times before.Granna shook
her head. “It was her time and that’s all.” She paused. “I’ll tell you a story: Long ago, the Irish were
blessed with knowing when their time would come, and all were content with living their lives
fully until then. But there came a man who saw he was to die after harvest, so he built only a
makeshift fence for the sheep, and barely patched his roof. The neighbors began to talk on this
so loudly that an angel came to see the man. ‘Why have you not secured your sheep, or made
good repair on your cabin?’ he asked. ‘I see no reason if I’m to die after harvest,’ said the man.
‘Let the next one do the work.’ The angel saw that this was no good and spoke to God, who then
took back the knowledge of death from the people so that they might not give up on life before
their time.”Grace listened to the old story and took the words into her heart, but Sean just shook
his head.“Some give up on life and hope for death, anyway,” he said. “Like Da.”“Aye, ’tis wrong,”
Granna allowed. “But he doesn’t really want to die, your da. He wants to know how to go on
living, for he sees no plan to his life a’tall.”“Nor do I,” Sean said bitterly, staring down at his
twisted arm and leg.Granna slapped down her paring knife. “You know better than to question
the way of the Lord, Sean O’Malley. You think God has punished you by leaving you a cripple,
but that’s looking at what you don’t have instead of what you do. Were your limbs strong and
your body big, you’d be out in the fields with your da and brother, or working at the linen mill, or
down in Cork City on the docks. All of it hard work, day in and day out—with no time left for the
books you love!”Sean raised his eyes and she saw the pain in them.“I know it’s not been easy,
agra. Fourteen years old and no running with the other boys, except Morgan McDonagh, bless
his heart. No dances, not much life outside this house, and sick most of the winter. But your mind
is strong, boy.” Her eyes burned into his face. “You’ve got your mother’s quick way of thinking and
your father’s strong will. Reading and writing is your ticket into the world and you’d never have
learned so much or studied so hard if you were working with your body.”Grace moved close to
her brother and put her arms around his neck. “Isn’t it you who taught me to read and write,
then?” she asked softly. “Where would I have learned it if not from you? I’m sorry you’re cripple,
Sean … but I thank Jaysus for letting us keep you, a’tall.”Sean squeezed her strong arms and
smiled weakly. “Ah, never mind me. I’m still an eejit for all my books. What’s that the old ones
say?” He thought for a moment. “‘The lake is not encumbered by the swan; nor the steed by the
bridle; nor the sheep by the wool; nor the man by the soul that is in him.’ I think I’d best take hold
of that.”Granna and Grace smiled, not following a word of what he said, but relieved that the



depression that often fell on him would slip away easily this time.“Are we not due a visit from
Morgan?” Granna asked. “That talk of the lake makes me want salmon. The two of you’ve not
been fishing for over a fortnight.”“Missus O’Dugan says his mam had the baby, another girl,”
Grace said. “And his da’s gone off to sea again.”“Leaving the boy to look after them all, the
scalawag.” Granna clucked her tongue. “’Tis a hard life, he has. A day of fishing would do the
both of you some good.”But Morgan did not come, and they resumed their work, sewing steadily
until their eyes were dry and tired. Sean had earned a reputation as a steady hand with the
needle, taking in piecework from the mill and some custom orders from the gentry. Granna had
taught him as a way of keeping his fingers nimble and his mind occupied, and now he’d gotten
enough of a trade to bring in a bit of change. Grace had taken it up to keep her brother company,
and had quickly showed a gift for design. She embroidered handkerchiefs, collars, aprons, and
lapels, and made beautiful samplers. Those who could afford it often called upon her to sew up
wardrobes for newborns, and in this she was assisted by Sean, who could make up dozens of
nappies in no time. Although his posture was awkward, he was quite adept at cutting out and
stitching up the nightgowns, hats, blankets, little jackets, and robes, which Grace then detailed
with embroidery and ribbon. An order like that could bring in a fair amount of money, but it was
not steady work and could not be depended upon. Granna and Kathleen had kept up their
baking skills and had sold breads and rolls at the market in Macroom; but even with Grace’s
help, this was now too difficult for Granna, who had to contend with Patrick’s refusal to send
them off in the wagon any distance at all, let alone all the way to Macroom.Theirs was a rural
neighborhood like any other; most of the families around them struggled to make it through each
year and there was never money for extras. The cabins were sparsely furnished, the clothing
simple. Further out into the countryside and up into the mountains, housing was rarely more than
a windowless mud hut, one or two stools or big rocks for sitting, a pot for boiling potatoes over
the fire, straw in the corner where the whole family bedded down at night with the animals.
Potatoes and water were the mainstay, supplemented by whatever the land might yield: nuts,
berries, small game, fish, herbs, and bitter greens. Those who dwelled in the mountains wore
their clothes to rags and were lucky to have a blanket to share among them.Life was better for
folks like the O’Malleys, who lived closer to the main roads that led to town. Theirs were small,
stone cabins with thrush roofs across which were thrown lines of stone-weighted rope to keep
the straw from blowing away. There were windows and half-doors, cobbled paths and swept
yards, boulder-fenced pastures, wider lanes for travel. Inside, there were a few sticks of furniture,
a cup and plate for each person, stuffed mats and blankets, an extra change of clothing. Most of
the men planted their holdings in potatoes, but also hired out as labor to some of the bigger
estates or went away part of the year to work the mills or go to sea. No one had a rich,
comfortable life, but because of Kathleen’s head for saving, the O’Malleys had more than most.
The pigs stayed out in a shed of their own and didn’t muck up the big room of the cabin; there
were a few pictures on the walls, luster jugs, a set of plates and crockery. They had utensils and
their mother had insisted they use them, not just scoop food into their mouths with their fingers,



as was the custom. They had good pans and sharp knives, mended by the tinkers who came
down the lane now and then, and even a tatted rug on the stone floor. In addition to the hobs and
stooleens, there was furniture that Kathleen and Granna had brought from the bakery: a table
with benches, a sideboard, two chairs, and a rocker. Painted benches were built in around the
walls, and dried wreaths and flowers livened the room. They slept on proper pallets—large
pieces of flannel sewn together and stuffed with straw—and had quilts to warm them at night.
Her mother had drawn the suspicion of the neighbors by whitewashing the cabin twice a year
and by leaving the sweeping broom sitting in a pail of disinfectant, but many of the fevers that
swept through their county did not touch the O’Malleys, and Gran said they had their forward-
thinking mother to thank for that. Granna was as mystified as the others about Kathleen’s
modern ideas and the confidence she showed in executing them. She insisted the girl had been
switched by tinkers with the baby of a queen, but her eyes twinkled with joy, and pride was there
in her voice. Grace knew the money her mother had saved was long gone and that they now
struggled to pay their rent in labor days to the landowner, but in this they were no different from
anyone else. All the folk grumbled about landlords, just as they all squinted at the sky and
scooped handfuls of dirt to sniff, made forecasts about the coming potato crop, and claimed
accuracy no matter what. It was their life.And so the seasons passed, one after another, marked
with the holidays and small feasts they all celebrated, although Patrick kept to himself and
worked all days as if they were the same. His only conversation was with Ryan about the
condition of the farm and how to come by the rent that had doubled in the past year. Rack rent
was a constant worry, and Quarterday, when the agents came to collect, loomed ever large.
Ryan had now assumed his father’s dour disposition; Sean and Grace considered him an old
man since he could no longer be counted upon for a song to mark the day or a game of
checkers on a winter’s night. It was as if two families inhabited the house: one resigned to the
struggle of their life, the other just as determined to find joy in the day.Christmas was not
bountiful, but Grace was a stranger to the word, and she delighted in the ribbon Sean had for her
hair, the rag doll Granna made with leftover bits of material, the absentminded kiss and hard
peppermint from her father, bootlaces from Ryan. She had small trinkets for them, as well: fish
hooks, a pair of woolen socks, an embroidered bookmark, a wax-sealed jar of summer
preserves. This was the only day her father would relax some, although he still went to work
when they began to sing.On St. Stephan’s Day, Granna insisted that Grace blacken her face with
the other village children and trim the holly bushes with scraps of ribbon. St. Brigid’s Day came in
February, which Granna celebrated on the sly, not being Catholic, but having great feeling for
Brigid. “A true Irishwoman,” she’d say. “Much more suitable for us than Patrick—the old snake
charmer.”Candlemas, the Feast of Lights, was followed by Shrove Tuesday and then Lent.
Hungry children from the lane would appear at the O’Malleys’ half-door, knowing Granna or
Grace would give them a bit of tea brack or gingerbread. On Ash Wednesday, the Catholics wore
smudged ash on their foreheads; Grace stayed indoors because her difference from them was
all too apparent on this day, and she wanted to avoid pitying looks from her neighbors, as well as



scowls from the priests. Good Friday was a somber day, rare in that Granna would not work
more than was necessary, then spent the evening sitting in the dark, telling them quietly the
story of Christ’s terrible death on the cross. Easter Sunday, the day of His resurrection, brought
with it a celebration of renewed life, with a feast of roast lamb for any who had it. The first of May
was Beltaine, Grace’s favorite, when bonfires lit up the hillsides all over Ireland, and the cows
were driven between them to get rid of murrain. St. John’s Eve, at midsummer, also meant
bonfires, but in the middle of town. Grace, Sean, and even Ryan would jump on the haywagon
that came down their lane and ride it into Macroom to watch the dancing, Ryan sometimes
joining the other young men who leapt through the flames in a show of daring and strength.
Lug’s Day, the first of August, was the welcomed day of digging new potatoes, and big plates of
colcannon sat on every table.Autumn passed quickly with harvesting and winter preparations;
the children celebrated Samhain with apple bobbing, blindman’s buff, and rounds of Black
Raven, a board game Sean played with Morgan in front of the fire. Although she still baked the
bram brack, Granna no longer put into it the rings, coins, or other tokens that were traditional.
The year she died, Kathleen had found no token in her cake at all, an unheard-of occurrence;
there’d been no fortune to foretell her coming year, and this had haunted Granna ever after.By
the looks of the carts and rigs that passed down their lane, Ireland was getting more crowded
every day, according to Gran.“Can’t hardly walk down my own boreen without some jennet near
squeezing me out,” she often complained. But she enjoyed the population moving by her
windows, and had a special place in her heart for the tinkers who stopped to peer in and bless
the cabin.It was 1840. Grace was eleven, and the world had grown smaller, or so it seemed with
all the coming and going down the lane. The past twenty years had doubled the population in
Ireland, but the people still lived on potatoes, filling themselves with ten pounds a day or more;
one acre could yield as much as six tons, so even the cottiers—who held no land—hired
themselves out and leased conacres to grow enough to support their families. Land was life; to
lose it was a death sentence. The O’Malleys rented a relatively large holding often acres planted
mainly in potatoes, but also in grains, and pastureland for sheep grazing. They kept a kitchen
garden, and raised chickens and pigs. With a long-term lease, there had been incentive to
homestead. Now the lease had run out and Patrick could not afford the stamp to renew, so he
paid quarterly like everyone else around them. He had followed his wife’s advice and resisted
dependence on potatoes alone; she’d kept a small botha filled with preserves, sacks of meal,
and salted meat. Patrick had teased her about stockpiling and said they’d gain a reputation for
miserliness, but Kathleen had put her hands on her hips and insisted they could say what they
liked, hadn’t the potato failed before and most surely would again? Come terrible times, she
would not see her family starve.Their land and all that around them was part of Squire Donnelly’s
estate and it was to his agent they paid their rent come Quarterday. The squire, son of an English
Lord and twice widowed, kept to himself at Donnelly House, sometimes traveling to the North
where he had business. Talk was, his youthful escapades in London and lack of obedience to his
father had earned him banishment to the family estate in County Cork, but it seemed he’d come



to savor independence and had made Donnelly House his home. His rents were fair enough,
though he’d raised them twice to support the new mill in Galway, and it was supposed he sent a
fair portion back to the family home in England. His agents were curt, but not rude, and no family
was turned out but of their own accord. He’d got a name for himself as dry and humorless, but it
was not followed by a mean spit in the dirt, as were the names of so many other squires.A man
like Patrick could not dream of buying land even if it were to be had, so he paid his rent on time
and hoped to hold on to the farm for his sons and their families. He’d counted on farming with
both Ryan and Sean when they came of age, perhaps even gaining the hands of a son-in-law
when Grace married. He would have divided the land among the children as they settled into
family life, keeping a small plot for himself and Kathleen. Now he only hoped to hold on until
Ryan married and assumed the responsibility, but he had no hope of a future for Sean. He could
barely stand to look the boy in the face, and it pained him to see his young son bent awkwardly
over a needle. The money Sean and Grace brought in was a help; it clothed them and bought
additional food, but it was not enough to save. The money Kathleen had hoarded pennies at a
time was long gone now due to Patrick’s indecision and poor judgment. He had not her head for
figuring costs, and his impatience was terrible. Two divided acres had been leased out to
cottiers, but the daily work of keeping up the rest was taking its toll. He was not the kind of man
to content himself with scratching out a lazy bed of potatoes and leaving it at that. He’d seen
fields abandoned because the soil simply had nothing else to give after repeated plantings of
the same crop, so he rotated, which gave the local men no end of knee-slapping amusement.
Dawn to nightfall saw him out plowing, tending sheep and pigs, planting, hoeing, mending the
haggard, in all kinds of weather, mostly rain. Other men found relief of a kind in the shebeens
that dotted the network of lanes connecting the farms, but Patrick was not a drinking man, taking
a small glass only at weddings and wakes, or when he fell ill. Ryan worked steadily beside him
until nightfall, then set off to the O’Douds’ to court the comely, outspoken Aghna. The sour look
had left his face, replaced by one of moony lovesickness. Patrick kicked at him and said his work
was worthless, so distracted had he become. They could all see his need to marry.Granna got
the porridge together in the mornings and made the daily soda bread. Grace, now fifteen, saw to
supper, laundry, the kitchen garden and food preserving, sweeping out the house, and to farm
chores like egg gathering and milking. Sean was able to help some in the kitchen garden and
had become an expert fisherman, pulling his body into the cart and lying across the seat to drive
the mule to the river or, when the salmon weren’t running, to the lake. He’d roll out of the cart,
then drag his leg behind him to the edge, where he’d fish for salmon or trout. They had enough
to eat, but Patrick’s setbacks had cost them. He’d invested in cattle, hoping to export salted beef,
but his timing was bad and prices fell once England turned to America’s cheaper market; he’d
slaughtered the heads he couldn’t afford to feed, and took a loss on the local market. Then, he’d
tried wheat and barley, but the Irish considered those grains animal fodder, so he’d lost his
investment there, too. Now they kept only the milk cow, some sheep, a few chickens, and two
pigs. One pig would be sold, the other butchered.There were doctor fees and medicines for



Gran, who’d suffered a stroke, and for Sean, who was also sick with a deep, racking cough in his
chest through that damp, blustery autumn and most of the cold winter that followed. Granna was
still weak and sat down often during the day, despite the bowls of beef tea Grace kept simmering
over the fire. Sean also recovered slowly, the sound of his breathing like bare winter trees
groaning in the wind; he was terribly thin and pale, and his spirits lagged. Even the sight of
Morgan, blowing in wet and muddy on a cold day, singing good cheer, could not rouse him.
Grace would walk into the silent kitchen after an afternoon of cutting turf on the bog, full of fresh
air and a high heart, and there they’d be, sitting still as statues, minds elsewhere, and she’d
shake with fear that they’d both give up their will and leave her. She chattered tirelessly to them
about the promise of spring, bringing in every new blossom she found, leaving the doors and
curtains open so that the warm light might shine on them, cooking all day to tempt their
appetites. She traded a day of washing muddy work clothes for a bucket of clams from Cork City,
and made Granna a rich chowder. She emptied the storehouse, and combed the woods and
streams for ingredients to make chicken and ham pie, mutton pie, Sean’s baked salmon with
sorrel sauce, Finnan Haddie and hot buttered toast, roast rabbit, fried mushrooms, boiled bacon
and cabbage, potato cakes, colcannon and dulse, soda bread, brown bread, boxty, and pratie
oaten. She gave them endless cups of tea, which had become dear and depleted her bargaining
chest, and she made them scolleen on damp days or in the evenings when the hot milk, butter,
honey, and whiskey warmed them through and picked up their spirits. She felt as if it were her
sheer will that kept them going, and when spring ended and summer began, she found her
reward in their ability to walk slowly out of doors, in bodies that had finally begun to fill out, in
faces that bloomed with the promise of renewed vigor, and in eyes that shone with love
whenever she walked into the room.“You brought them through the winter alive, girl,” Patrick said
to her one evening as she sat milking in the barn. “’Twas your own hard work done it.”Grace kept
at her milking and said nothing, unused to her father’s praise.“Not that it’s of much use,
themselves being what they are.” He wiped a hand tiredly over his face. “Faith and they’ll be
lucky to see another year. Your granna’s gone old now, and our Sean …” He sighed.Grace
looked up, aghast. “How can you say that, Da?” Her cheeks burned with anger. “Granna is old,
true to you, but Katty O’Dugan’s grandmother still rocks in her chair and isn’t she a one to
remember Brian Boru himself?”Patrick snorted.“And Sean will get better, he’s stronger every
day!” She raced on. “It’s that shoulder hunched in makes the chest take cold so easy.… Could
we not take him to Dublin, to the hospital there?”Patrick shook his head. “There’s no more
money for travel or doctors, wee girl, so don’t pin your hopes on that.”Grace bit her lip. “Blood
and ounse, Da! You can’t just give up as if he’s already dead and buried!”Patrick frowned.
“There’ll be no cursing in my house nor my barn, and you’d best not forget that, or feel the sting
of my belt.”Grace lowered her head, contrite. “Sorry, Da.”Patrick allowed her a small smile. “Your
mother let fly a good curse now and then, and don’t you sound just like her?”He took away the
full bucket and handed her an empty one to put under the cow’s udder. “It’s not that I’m giving up
on our Sean, agra, I’m just not fooling myself about it, either, is all. If he gets well, praise God,



and hope He sends answers for the other worries.”“What other worries, Da?”“Well, for one thing,
who’s going to care for him when Granna and I are dead and gone?”“Who do you think?” Grace
looked at him in surprise.“Maybe you’ll have a husband. who’ll take in your crippled brother,”
Patrick said pointedly. “And maybe you won’t.”Grace’s eyes widened in anger. “And do you think
I’d be such an eejit as to marry a man who wouldn’t have my own brother in the house?”“Might
have no choice in the matter,” he said evenly. “As it stands, will I not be pressed to make the best
marriage I can? Contrary to your own way of thinking, a girl’s brother is not considered part of
the usual dowry.”Grace ducked her head and yanked on the cow’s teats.Patrick picked up a hay
straw and fiddled with it. “He’ll stay on here at the farm, is what I’m thinking. He’ll live with Ryan
and Aghna, and—God willing—he won’t be too big a burden.”“‘Twill be the other way round, like
as not,” Grace muttered into the cow’s warm flank. “And anyway,” she spoke up. “He’ll not be
needing their help, or anyone’s—he’s going to get stronger, he is, and be healthy, as well, and
have a fine life and a wife of his own, and many, many children!”“Hah!” Patrick got up from his
stool. “Sure of that now, are you, girl?”She held his gaze fiercely, and he softened.“All, well, that’s
fine for you. Hope is for the young.”He left her to finish the milking and cool her anger, but for
many days after that, Grace thought of their conversation and took extra pains to see that Sean
got rest and food, that he exercised his weak limbs. He did get stronger, if only through a desire
to find a purpose for his life. Granna had given him Kathleen’s Bible and he pored through it
when his father was not in the house, searching the scripture for guidance. He began to believe
that God would set before him a meaningful life when the time was right, but that he must be
ready for it, and he studied the verses as if deciphering a secret code.“‘I love those who love me;
and those who diligently seek me will find me’.” His voice was a whisper, barely heard above the
hiss of the fire in front of which he and Grace sat. “‘Riches and honor are with me, enduring
wealth and righteousness. My fruit is better than gold, even pure gold. And my yield than
choicest silver. I walk in the way of righteousness, in the midst of the paths of justice, to endow
those who love me with wealth, that I may fill their treasuries.’” He marked the spot with his finger.
“Did you hear that, Grace? ‘My fruit is better than gold.’ That’s the Lord talking to me. Do you
hear?”Grace nodded, her fingers doing the fine work automatically as she looked up at him. “I
hear you, Sean.” She had to laugh at the earnestness of his face, the zeal that lit up his eyes.
“You’re thinking of riches again.”“Ah, no, sister, ’tis more to it than that.” He closed the book on his
finger and leaned over the pile of cloth in his lap to make himself more clearly heard. “He says
He’ll fill our treasuries, and all He wants in return is our love.”“Have you not said often enough
that things like love and honor, faith and charity, cannot be bought?” Her fingers smoothed the
threads of a woman’s embroidered cuff. She tied a tiny, nearly invisible knot and snipped off the
end. “Here I thought my brother a noble man, only to learn that his greatest desire is to be a rich
landowner. Did you not read out just this morning that it is to be the meek themselves who inherit
the land?”Sean frowned and started to rise, then winced with the pain of pushing up on his foot.
He reached down to massage the knotted flesh. “You’ve got it all wrong, Grace. You’re not
thinking deeper than the words themselves. He says that those who love Him despite reward will



be the ones to gain. And as for owning my own bit of land, dear sister, you know that’s not in my
future, short of some blessed miracle.”“Miracles happen all the time,” Granna commented from
her place by the window. She seemed content these days to merely watch their faces and listen
to their conversation; sometimes it was as, if she wasn’t in the room at all.“Aye,” Sean nodded.
“True enough. Look at us sitting here, well again.” He turned back to Grace. “But I’ll not keep
fighting to live in order to spend my days doing piecework by the fire just to earn my keep. The
Lord will give me work worthy of His name. I have faith in that.”“Faith is nothing more than
stubborn wishing. How do you know the Lord doesn’t want you to stay right here and do humble
work?”Sean’s face fell. “Sure, and that could be true, Grace. That could be true, indeed.”He
shook his head so sadly that Grace reached out and patted his leg.“I’m not saying it is. Haven’t
we always said God’s got grand plans for our one, Gran?” She looked over her shoulder and
smiled at her grandmother, whose head rested against the back of her chair, mouth slightly open
in a twilight sleep.“Could be you’ll face a long life of struggle,” she whispered to her brother.“I
don’t mind struggle,” he said thoughtfully. “I’m not afraid of that. Struggle can be good if it
strengthens our faith in God. It’s the struggle without meaning that buries a man before he ever
dies.”“Like Da.”“Aye.” He nodded. “Da’s given up on a meaning for his life. He just works until he’s
tired enough to sleep. Then he gets up and works again.”“But he believes in God, true
enough!”“He believes in God, but he’s lost his faith. There’s no finding it on your own when
you’ve suffered a blow like Da. If he had a church life, there’d be a chance of finding it again.”“Are
you saying I’ve got no faith because I’ve never been to church?” Grace set down her needle and
frowned at him. “And yours is strong because you’ve been a handful of times?” She shook her
head. “That’s faith in the church you’re talking about, not faith in God.”“You’re partly right and
partly wrong. When Christians use the church for their own end, it becomes no more than a
councilhouse. But when they use the church for the good of God, it is a mighty place with power
to lift us all. We’re meant to seek out such a place as that. God says we must be part of a
Christian community—’tis the body of Christ, after all.”“And are we not a community here
ourselves?” she asked.“Aye, we are. But who leads us? Who is our shepherd? Not Da. He won’t
have anything to do with religion, nor will he let us seek it out on our own. He’s respectful of God
and he’s shown us that road, true enough, but it’s a long, long road and he’s given us no manner
of map for the journey.”Voices came from outside, loud over the sound of the rain. Sean pushed
open the basket that held his threads and needles, and slipped the Bible down into the very
bottom, picking up the linen collar and resuming his work as the door opened.“It’s pouring
buckets out there,” Patrick said as Grace got up to take his dripping oilskin.“Ryan’s not coming
in?” she asked as she hung the slick on a peg.Patrick shook his head. “Make up a pail of food for
him, will you, Grace? I’ll take it when I go back out.”“Where is he, then? I thought I heard him.”
Sean set down his basket and moved over on the hob, making room for Patrick to sit and warm
himself.Patrick stood instead, his back to the low flame. “The ewes are lambing and there’s a
vixen in the wood makes us edgy. He won’t leave them. If comes a break in the rain, we’ll bring
them to the shed.”“No Aghna tonight, then?” Sean smiled. “And won’t they enjoy a night of peace



over there, not that our Ryan is the talker of the match.”Patrick frowned. “O’Doud’s fond of the
boy and it’s clear enough Aghna’s set her cap for him. He speaks of marrying come summer,
and wonders about bringing her to live …” His voice trailed off and he looked down at his boot
tops.“Aghna’s always been a one for getting ahead. She’s a proud girl,” Granna said. “I don’t
suppose she’ll be wanting to start off her married life in a small cabin with an old woman and a
young girl in the way of her housekeeping.”Patrick, his body warmed, settled on a stool nearer to
Gran and lit his pipe, sucking vigorously on the end of it and cursing the damp tobacco. “He says
she has dreams of getting off the farm, going west to her mother’s people in Galway, though not
to the fishing life. It’s the towns and all, fills her head.” He paused to draw on his pipe. “Our Ryan,
he’s no townsman, but what can he offer so terrible smitten he is?”“He’ll not go away from us, will
he, Da?” Grace asked, worried.“I’ve said I’ll add on here once we get a little coin in our purse.
The bait of a lovely room all their own, plus independence here, might turn her eyes closer to
home. With most of us moving on, they could have the place to themselves soon enough.”Sean
looked at Grace, then his father. “What do you mean ‘moving on,’ Da?”“Well, won’t I soon be out
of the way, an old woman like myself?” Granna put in, smiling comfort at Grace, who rose to
protest. “Faith, and it won’t be too many more years, agra, before you’re married into a home of
your own, as well, with no more need of this one.”“Aye, you’ll both go and leave me here to sit by
the fire, sewing till my hands go blue, bouncing all the babies on my one good knee like a good
uncle.” Sean smiled around at them, but it was as twisted as his arm and there was no mistaking
the bitterness in his voice.Patrick puffed on his pipe and narrowed his eyes at the boy. “You’ll be
lucky to have it, you will. Fed and cared for by your brother and his wife. Where in the world else
would you go, crippled as you are?”Grace’s head was down over her work, but she could see
Sean’s hands clench together in his lap, although he, too, kept his head down. She put aside the
stitching and said quickly, “Supper’s been warming in the pot and there’s plenty of bread and
fresh butter to go along.”“Some of that good stew, I hope. And your buttermilk scones like clouds.
That’s all a man needs at the end of any day.” Patrick pulled too hard on his pipe and began to
hack, finally spitting black juice into the fire and wiping the sweat off his forehead.The other
three watched him. Something was wrong. They gathered quietly around the table and began
eating when Grace filled their bowls, Granna and Sean watching Patrick make small talk as he’d
never done before. Even Grace seemed aware that there was something her father wanted to
say, but could not.At the end of the meal, Grace brought out a bowl of stewed plums.“You’re
going to be a fine wife, Gracelin,” Patrick said, then suddenly put down his spoon and wiped his
eyes.“What is it, then, Da?” Grace asked gently. “Has something gone wrong?”“Are we to be
evicted?” Granna covered Grace’s hand with her own.Patrick remained silent, staring down at
the table.“Tell us, for God’s sake,” Sean demanded.“There’ll be no taking in vain of the Lord’s
name in this house.” Patrick looked up angrily.“There’s none of the Lord’s name in this house as it
is,” Sean answered defiantly.Patrick rose up off his stool. “Listen here, boy. Have I not told you
more times than I care to count? The word ‘Irishman’ existed long before anyone ever thought of
adding ‘Catholic’ or ‘Protestant’ to it. Although they’d like you to think it, they’ve not cornered the



market on belief, you know.” He slammed his fists down on the table. “I’m Irish, by God. That’s my
religion. You’d make it yours, as well, if you had any sense!”Sean lowered his eyes,
chastised.Patrick sat down again, the high color leaving his face as he calmed himself. He
picked up his spoon, then put it down again. Finally, he cleared his throat, not looking at
Grace.“It’s good news, it is, and now it’s ruined by fight.” He glowered at Sean. “Might as well just
say it straight out.” His gaze moved around the table, stopping on Grace. “I’ve found you a
husband, and a better match no father could make for his own.”Grace’s eyebrows rose to her
hairline. She looked immediately at Sean, whose mouth had fallen open in amazement, eyes
fixed on his father’s face.“A husband for me, Da?” Grace said, then turned to Granna. “But I
hadn’t yet thought of marrying,” she added quietly.Granna’s face was as shocked as Grace’s, but
she quickly regained her composure, nodding as though the wisdom of the decision were
suddenly clear to her. “Aye, you seem so young to us who love you, but fifteen is not a child
anymore.” She paused, then said gently, “Your mother was but fifteen when she married your
da.”Grace shook her head as if to clear it. She looked at her father. “Who is it I’m to be
marrying?”Patrick was still again for a moment. “Squire Donnelly,” he said at last.Dead silence
fell upon the table as they all stared at Patrick.“He’s thirty if he’s a day!” Sean burst out. “Closer
to your age than hers! And he’s married twice before. The man has no reputation for keeping a
wife!” He looked pointedly at his father. “You know what I mean, Da. Grace can’t be marrying the
likes of that one!”Patrick slammed down his pipe. “Have I not fixed it for him to marry her, and not
yourself? Have you not caused enough trouble here tonight?” He stopped and took a deep
breath. “The man lost his first wife in childbirth, and the second to fever—can he not lose a wife
without blame coming upon him? Have I not lost a wife myself?” He paused again, then seeing
no acceptance in their faces, lost his temper. “It’s not as if he’s making her his tallywoman, for
God’s sake—he’s asked for her hand in marriage! Squire Donnelly is the largest landholder in
the county, and the son of a lord! Use your head, boy—think what this will mean!”“Is that it,
then?” Sean’s good hand gripped the edge of the table. “You’ve sold her out to him for a break
on our rent?”Patrick knocked back the stool and was up in an instant. He leaned across the table
and grabbed the front of Sean’s shirt, yanking him up, face to face. “Don’t you ever talk to me like
that again, boy, do you hear? Who in the name of God do you think you are?” He shoved Sean
back down onto the bench. “I’ve not sold her out. I’d not do that to my own daughter. We’ve made
a bit of a deal, ’tis true.” He looked to Granna for support. “But it’s all to the good for Grace. She’s
got no dowry except what she’s sewed for herself, and who else is she to marry but some poor
pegeen who can’t understand a word of English and can’t give her anything but lots of children
and maybe a few young years.” His eyes pleaded with them to understand. “She’ll never get a
chance like this again in her life. It’s a wonder he picked her at all, him being a squire with plenty
of choice from the other big houses. But it’s Grace he wants, he’s made that clear. And it’ll help
us all if she marries him. We’ll keep the farm, no matter the year; Ryan and Aghna can come to
the house and he’s offered to build on new rooms, as well as a new plow horse. He’ll give Grace
everything she deserves—a big house, lots of help, a doctor for the babies … a decent life!”“But



she doesn’t love him,” Sean said quietly.“And what would you know of that but what you’ve read
in books?” Patrick demanded. “Isn’t there more to marriage than love or would none of them
last? Love grows out of respect, and sure enough, it’ll come once they’re wed.”Grace heard
herself ask, as if from far away, “Why is it me he’s chosen? Does he even know the look of
me?”“He saw you at the bonfire on St. John’s Eve. Brigid Sullivan told him who you were, and
when he came back from the North, he asked after you.” Patrick smiled at her with pride. “Some
of the other squires’ wives and daughters been showing off your needlework and telling what a
gift you got. He says it’s the best he’s ever seen, and he travels, you know, to England and
Scotland.”“Are you telling us he wants to marry her because of her embroidery?” Sean narrowed
his eyes at his father.Patrick shook his head. “Of course not, you eejit,” he said. “But her having a
talent like that lifts her up above other folk, not to mention she can read and write a bit, and her
English is as good as her Irish. She’s not just some country girl living in a rough with pigs and
sheep to keep her warm at night.” He waved his hand around at the walls of their cabin. “Hasn’t
your mother made a reputation for living a better life, and isn’t Grace her mother’s daughter?
He’s been told what a fine cook she is and that her mead is as good as Kathleen’s. He knows
she’s young and strong, and the man’s desperate for an heir.” Patrick looked at Grace as if they
were the only two in the room. “I’ve been to see him. He’s made a generous offer to the family in
consideration for your hand. You’ll never want for anything, agra. He’s given me his word as a
man of honor.”“A man of honor,” Sean spat. “He’s a landowner. And a bloody Englishman, for all
that. They hand their word to the Irish like a piece of meat—fresh today, but rotted before week’s
end.”“His word’ll pay for a doctor to look at your leg there, boy, so don’t be so quick to condemn
the man. Who are you a’tall to sit in judgment?” Patrick rose from the table and reached for his
slick. Grace got up immediately and helped him into it, then brought him the pail with Ryan’s
dinner. He took it, laying his hand over hers.“You don’t have to marry him, Grace,” he said,
suddenly weary. “I did what I thought was best for you. He’ll be wanting an answer come
morning.”Grace looked at her father’s dear face and didn’t hesitate. “I’ll marry him, Da. You can
tell him that.” She kissed him quickly on the cheek, then rubbed the stubble affectionately with
her open hand. “It’ll be all right. And haven’t you done fine by us all, then?”He pulled himself up
straight and smiled into her pretty face. “You’re a smart girl, like your sainted mother. It’ll be you
raises the name of O’Malley to its rightful place.”Grace watched him disappear into the driving
rain, then returned to the table. Sean had pushed away his uneaten plums and sat staring at the
wall. Granna picked up his bowl and carried it slowly to the sideboard.“Have you nothing to say
to me, then, the two of you?” Grace asked when the silence had grown thick around them
all.Sean looked up at her and shook his head, sandy hair falling into his eyes. “There’s nothing to
say, now you’ve made up your mind.”Granna turned, leaning on the edge of the table. “Do you
not want to think more upon this, Grace? Isn’t he a squire, after all, and an Englishman, as your
brother says? They’re different from us. Will your life not be changed forever?”Grace looked from
one face to the other and back again. Her eyes filled with tears. “My life will change no matter
who it is I marry, and am I not to trust the good judgment of my father in this? How can I know



what is best for myself when I still act like a child?” She bit her lip, blinking hard. “At St. John’s
Eve, Morgan McDonagh stood close by, and when he tried to hold my hand, I near jumped into
the flames myself! I couldn’t get home fast enough, could I? Dreaming is a fine thing, but one
day you must wake up. Sure and I thought married life lay far down the lane, but here it is—
knocking at my very door!” She wiped her eyes, then stared at her damp fingers. “Look—dirty
and ragged. Not gentle hands, these.” She sighed and hid them under her apron. Then her face
changed, the misty eyes grew determined, and her chin rose firmly. “But can I not learn to be the
wife of a gentleman, as I would’ve learned to be the wife of a farmer or a shopkeeper, a teacher
or a baker?” she asked. “Am I not blessed to have for my husband a man of good fortune? A man
to provide us with peace of mind, so that we all might know comfort. Through him, I’ll be able to
do for the both of you—warm clothes and meal in the winter, medicine and doctors …” Her voice
trailed off at the sight of their forlorn faces.Granna stepped forward and put her arms around the
girl. “There now, child. Of course you will—we’ve no doubt of that. And as for learning to be the
wife of the Squire, why, you’ve got the makings of a lady in your heart already, sure enough, and
wouldn’t your own dear mother be proud?” She held Grace out to look at her. “You’re a fine girl,
and you’re doing right by your father and mother. We just want your happiness in the bargain,
don’t we, Sean?” Granna stared him down until he gave up his glowering look. “He’ll make a fine
husband. Hasn’t he had plenty of practice, then?” Granna’s eyes twinkled and even Sean
laughed, despite himself. “Your mother, too, seemed young at fifteen, but she had a strong
character, just like yourself, and a noble heart like yours, as well.”Grace looked up into her
grandmother’s face. “She and Dad had love.”Granna nodded. “Faith, they did.” She squeezed
Grace’s shoulders and said firmly, “But more’s the marriage that begins like yours. Love will
come, as your da said—the Squire would have to be blind and dumb not to fall for such a one as
you, and we know he’s not that.”Sean pushed himself up from the table. “I’m tired,” he said
abruptly. “My leg hurts tonight.” He managed a weak smile before bumping out the back door to
the lean-to that was his room.“Gran?” Grace watched the door bang shut.“It’ll be all right, child,”
Granna whispered. “He’s had you to himself all these years, and he’s not been thinking of giving
you up so soon.”“I won’t be far,” Grace said. “Donnelly House is but a half-day’s ride.”“It’s a world
away, child, and you might as well get used to that.” Granna sighed and untied her apron. “I’m
going to bed now, too. Kiss me when you come in?”“And now, as well.” Grace brushed her lips
against the papery cheek that smelled of potato flowers and onions, and her heart surged.After
Granna had gone, Grace finished cleaning the dishes and putting away the food. She filled a pot
with cold water, added oats, and covered it, ready to fire in the morning. Then she set aside oats
for the laying chickens. When this was done, she paused and looked around the cabin with its
whitewashed walls and stick furniture. In the dying light of the fire, it felt snug and safe, and she
was filled with a terrible ache at the thought of leaving it. There was a smudge on the chimney
from the smoke; nearby lay a pile of turf ready to throw on; her stool and work basket stood next
to that. A sampler hung on the wall and curtains she’d fashioned from bawneen brightened the
windows. There was the rug Granna had made from old, torn rags, and the shelves Sean had



nailed a little lower than the rest so that she might easily get at the pots and pans without a stool.
Picture postcards from her mother’s youth were nailed up on the walls, landscapes, mostly: the
Mourne Mountains sweeping down to the sea—Heartache Hills, her father called them, claiming
to have hiked them as a boy; there was one of goats grazing the cliffs near Kilkee; and another of
the Golden Vale’s rich grasslands, which her mother had loved best and which hung in the
kitchen; and near the front door of the cabin, a larger picture of the fiery, sun-going-down sky
above Bantry Bay, sitting in the shadow of Hungry Hill. All testimony to her parents’ love of the
achingly beautiful Irish land, a love they had passed on to her. She would miss the cabin and her
quiet life in it, but it came to her then that she might finally see the rest of Ireland for herself. She
might even travel to other countries. The thought steadied her, and she turned to speak to Sean,
but saw only shadows in the corner where he usually sat.She crossed the room and stepped out
of the kitchen into the cold, evening air, walking quickly through the mud to the outhouse. It had
stopped raining, and on the way back, she lingered, looking up at the sky streaked with dark
clouds, just a hint of the starlight that would be so bright later on. Lamplight shone through the
oilskin window of Sean’s room and she tapped quietly on the door.“Who is it?” Sean
barked.Grace had to smile. “And who was it you were expecting, then, Mister O’Malley, sir?”She
heard him limp across the floor to open the door. “I’m worn out, Grace,” he said, and looked
it.“Sean.” She touched his cheek, serious again. “Are you angry with me, then?”He bent his
head, trapping her hand between his face and his shoulder for just a moment.“Musha, Gracie.”
He brushed the hair out of her eyes. “How could I ever be angry with you? Don’t I love you more
than anyone on earth? Many’s the night I’ve wished the Lord would take me home, but for you,
Grace. You and Granna. Gran giving me Mam’s Bible has helped, but it’s you that’s shared most
of these long days with me … even teaching me to stitch!”“For which you’ve cursed me ever
since,” she teased.He laughed, too. “But I’ve always been grateful for your company.”“And I for
yours. You’re a fine brother, teaching me to read and write, and figure my numbers, and telling
me about Mam.”They were quiet, listening to the night settle around them, the cow lowing in her
stall, the rustle of chickens in the coop.“Life will change now,” Sean said softly. “You’ll be a
married woman. No more gossiping over the needle with your old crippled brother.” He smiled,
but Grace could see the sadness in his eyes. “I’m happy for you, really I am. Jealous, too, I’m
thinking. You’re off and away to a new life … and I’m going to miss you, is all.”Grace hugged him
tightly to her. “You won’t have time to miss me, eejit. I’ll be seeing you more often than not.”Sean
suddenly squeezed the breath out of her, his face in her hair.She pulled away from him. “Won’t
I?”He didn’t answer.“Why won’t I be seeing you, Sean O’Malley? What’s going on in that ever-
whirling head of yours?”He wouldn’t meet her eyes. “I’ll stay long enough to see you settled in
your marriage, and to make sure Squire Donnelly lives up to his promises.” Now he did look at
her. “But you can’t ask me to stay here forever. I fetch so little coin, it barely pays for the doctor
and laudanum.”“But we’ll have money for that now!” Grace whispered urgently. “We’ll be able to
take you up to Dublin, to the hospital there. A modern doctor will straighten your arm and leg,
and you’ll walk properly again!”Sean tipped his head, and with the lamplight behind, he looked



like an angel.“You’re not to think of going out on your own, Sean, do you hear me?” Grace shook
his good arm. “What about Gran? It’d break her heart to lose the two of us all at once!”“Granna
knows I must make a life for myself.”“But where will you go?” Grace said frantically. “What will you
do?”Sean shrugged, but there was strength in his face. “The Lord has plans for me, but He’s not
going to hand me a piece of paper with instructions. I’ve got to go out into the world and be
ready. Ryan and Aghna will be having a family, and just looking at me makes Aghna shudder.
She thinks I’m cursed. I can’t live with that every day. It’d be miserable for all of us.”“Then you’ll
come to live with me at Donnelly House,” Grace said firmly.Sean smiled, but shook his head. “I
could no more live with your squire than he with me, Gracie, and you know that’s the truth of
it.”He saw the desperation in her face and weakened. “Fifteen,” he said gently. “I forget what a
slip you are. How is it possible you’re to be someone’s wife?”Grace sighed. “I don’t know. It’s not
real. I can’t do it if you’re not here.”“All right, then, wee sister. I won’t go anywhere until you tell me
it’s time. But then I’ll have your blessing as I take up my pack for Scotland … or maybe even
America.”Grace pulled him close to her again and held him for a moment before saying
reluctantly, “That’s a promise, then. You won’t leave until I say.”Sean eased out of her embrace. “I
promise.” He scowled at the look on her face. “I made the promise! I won’t break it,” he insisted.
“I’m not going to disappear before morning, if that’s what’s worrying you. I’ll see you’re married
off to old man Donnelly first.” He puffed up his chest and looked down his nose. “The wealthy
landowner, don’t you know. I’ll be calling you Missus Donnelly, your ladyship, now.”They both
laughed; then Grace kissed him on the cheek and whispered good night. She slipped back in
the kitchen door, taking off her muddy boots and shaking out her skirt. Her father would be in
any time, so she left hot water in the kettle and a piece of bread and cheese on the table, then
went to the back of the cabin, where she shared a wide pallet with Granna. She took a candle
with her, pausing in the doorway, the mellow light falling across the sleeping figure in the bed. At
the foot of the mattress sat a wooden chest filled with her mother’s handwork and some of her
own—things to take when the time came to marry. Setting the candle on the sill, she bent over
the chest now and lifted out a set of clean folded sheets with the edges turned and hemmed;
pillowcases with wildflowers twisting up the open edge; a tablecloth Kathleen had given her to
embroider and which she’d edged with dancing men and women, singers and musicians. There
were doilies and sachets, samplers and napkins, lace collars, underslips with roses and hearts,
and a long white nightgown, a gift from Granna two years ago, that Grace had stitched with birds
and flowers cascading down the front to a beautiful field of goldenrod and daisies. This last she
lifted out and held up to herself. She’d not thought of wearing it for years yet, and a blush rose to
her cheeks at the thought of her wedding night. A country girl, she knew the ways of getting life,
but being the youngest in the family, she’d never seen her mother pregnant or bearing children,
and suddenly she was afraid of what she didn’t know. She undressed quickly and pulled on the
nightgown. It was meant to be worn on the night her new life began and, she decided, that was
tonight. The fabric was heavy and cool against her skin, the front ties silky in her fingers. She
smoothed down the folds of fabric, then unbraided her hair and brushed it as the vision in the



corner had done on so many nights.“So I’m to be married, then,” she said quietly to herself.
“Gracelin Donnelly. Missus Donnelly. Missus Bram Donnelly.” She paused. “Landowner.” This last
sent her into a fit of laughter and she pushed her fingers against her mouth to stifle the sounds
before they woke Gran. The laughter turned quickly to sober tears and the smile faded from her
face. She blew out her candle and got into bed, lying on her back so that she might see through
the tiny window the glow of starlight strewn across the sky. As she felt her body give way at last
to the drowsiness before sleep, she prayed silently the prayer her brother had taught her: Our
Father, Who art in Heaven, Hallowed be Thy name. Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done …“Thy
will be done,” she repeated slowly, words whispered aloud, the comfort of them settling in around
her and leading her safely into sleep.OneCAMPFIRE flickered in the woods along the far bank of
the River Lee. It was early spring and the tinkers had come. If they had waited but another day,
they would not have witnessed the terrible thing that happened there, nor saved the life of young
Sean from down the glen, a boy whose mother never let them pass without half a loaf and a
good word.Late winter and early spring are the same in the East; freezing rivers and a deadly
frost that lies invisible on fallen logs and stone bridges. The tinkers know this—each year they
cross the Lee with a watchful eye, a respectful pace. But a boy might not think of it, a boy puffed
up with fresh evening air and the charge of driving a frisky animal for his pretty mother who sings
beside him and laughs when he goes too fast. Such a boy would not be mindful of ice on the
bridge.They rose from a crouch, these tinkers, the sudden static of disaster pulling them up only
moments before the fast-moving cart overturned, pinning the boy on the bridge, throwing his
mother over the edge. They stood upriver, unable to help. Even if one among them had known
how to swim, he could not have reached the woman—so furiously ran the river—and after an
endless minute of struggle, she disappeared. It was to the boy they ran, pulling off the heavy
cart, faces grim when they saw how badly hurt he was: leg with a bone punched through, arm
and shoulder crushed flat. He was breathing, but unconscious now, and they were glad for the
mercy of it. One man put the jennet out of its misery with a swift plunge of his blade; the others
carefully carried the boy to a wagon and set out toward Macroom, for they knew now that this
was the son of Patrick and Kathleen O’Malley.Darkness and freezing rain descended upon
them, but they drove on, urging the horse down slippery, muddy back roads, two men holding
the boy firm in the back of the cart. When at last they reached his lane, lights shone through
cabin windows and smoke rose from the chimney as those inside waited on mother and
son.With nary a word among them, the tinkers climbed down and lifted out the body of the
broken boy, carrying it to the door. They kicked loudly with bare feet, then shouted to be heard
above the din of the rainstorm. They were met by the face of the boy’s father, stunned though it
was and slow to see that the boy still lived. He peered at the cart, looking for his wife, and the
tinkermen all shook their heads, offering up the boy instead. His eyes faltered but a second; then
he took the body of his son, bearing him gently into the cabin and laying him down on a heather
pallet. Ryan O’Malley, elder son, hastily threw more turf on the smoldering fire and fetched
Granna’s kit bag. Having seen the faces of the tinkermen and the shaking of their heads, Gran



did not ask about her daughter. Instead, she went to work on the boy, soothing his moans as she
cut away the heavy, wet clothes from his body, easing them over the terribly twisted arm and leg.
Young Gracelin, her mother’s pet and favorite of her brother Sean, crept as close as she could
without getting in the way. Granna tossed aside a sodden jacket sleeve and Grace snatched it up
against her, the damp soaking through her thin nightshift.Word swept down the lane, and the
door opened and closed, rain blowing in with each neighbor come to see what could be done,
their presence pushing further into the corner the tinkers who had rescued Sean; they waited
uneasily, these men, standing close together, eyes lowered, battered hats held tightly in their
fists.“Get your da’s bottle from the shelf and give it to them,” Granna said without looking up from
the wound she stitched above Sean’s eye. “When it’s gone, wet the tea. There’s bread.”“Aye,
Gran.” Grace stood slowly against the stiffness in her legs.“I’ll help.” Ryan was there beside her,
giving her a hand up. Together they went through the crowd, seeing to the drink, not looking
anyone in the eye but the tinkers, who lived closer to the spirit world and knew the way of
things.“He’ll live,” one said quietly to Grace as she filled his cup. He nodded to the corner behind
where Sean lay. “’Twas your mam awaiting him just there in the shadows, but gone away now,
she has.”Grace stared into the corner long and hard until it dissolved and she could see beyond
to the other place. She moved as if to go there herself, but the tinker’s hand fell upon her head
and kept her still. He turned her gently away from the vision and looked into her eyes, slowly
shaking his head from side to side, aware that a child not long out of Heaven might still
remember the way back. He blessed her in his strange tongue and Grace listened, not taking
her eyes from his face. When they understood one another, he slipped out the door with his
fellows and disappeared without another word.The bone-setter finally arrived, cursing such a
wicked night as this. He looked over Granna’s work with approval, then went about his own, first
pouring a glass of whiskey down the boy’s throat. There was a scream, and another, as he pulled
the leg, snapping the thigh bone back into place. The leg was shattered beneath the knee, but
by the time he began to straighten it, the boy had again lost consciousness. The bone-setter was
old and used to sounds of suffering, but the screams that arose from the wee girl disturbed his
soul, and he was grateful for the women who gathered her up in their arms and rocked her until
sleep drew its blanket over her head.Later, later, in the gray hour before dawn, as she lay on her
pallet next to Granna, Grace opened her eyes and listened to the stillness of the spent storm. It
came upon her then that her brother lived, but her mother was dead—most surely dead—and a
terrible pain cinched her chest, crushing all breath. Blood began to roar in her ears, but through
it she heard her mother’s voice, singing as if high on the hill that rose behind their cabin. The air
in the room evaporated, locking her heart in an exploding chest; around her swirled the dark
waters of the River Lee, greedy for the daughter of an angel. The singing grew louder, came
nearer, and then her mother’s voice rode over the top of the others, shouting, “Breathe, Gracelin!
Breathe!”Grace’s eyes flew open and she gasped, unable to fill her lungs quickly enough. She
struggled and flailed, and then Granna was awake, snatching her up and holding her so close
that one heartbeat encouraged the other, one long breath showed the way for the next. Slowly,



the panic subsided and each sip of air cooled the burn in her chest. The singing voices grew thin
and high and faint, and finally slipped away, her mother’s among them.When at last Grace grew
still and her eyes began to close again, Granna eased her down beneath the blanket. There she
lay, though not asleep, but waiting patiently as if the wind itself might pick her up and bear her
away. All that anchored her was Granna’s arm, wrapped tightly about her waist, and this is why,
when she awoke, she found herself still in the world.Kathleen O’Malley’s wake was well
attended, though the state of the body called for no viewing, so swollen from the river it was and
hard to lay eyes upon. There were many in the neighborhood who had loved the young woman
with her pretty singing, easy laugh, and bold eyes, and they came to comfort her old mother, her
fine husband, Patrick, and their three children, the two sons and the wee daughter. Those who
had known her best—Katty O’Dugan and Julia Ryan down the lane, Mary McDonagh from up
the Black Hill—set to keening as soon as they saw the coffin. The wails rose from their lips and
they rocked and swayed, clapping their hands and praising the dear girl who’d been taken from
them. Every opening of the door brought in someone who raised the keen anew. It was many
hours before the wailing eased, and everyone in the place found themselves with a full cup of
Patrick’s best Uisage batha—the water of life—and a fresh pipe. The room was warm and
crowded, and men soon spilled out into the yard, where they started shaking their heads in the
rhythm of sorrow, and storytelling in low, raspy voices. Women went in and out of the cabin with
food, telling their own stories of children lost and mothers dead. They stayed the day, the night,
and the next day until the coffin was buried high up on the hill and the O’Malleys closed their
door to mourn their loss in private.Grace could not look at Sean so white and motionless in his
bed, could not comfort her father, who sat alone in the corner and wept and wept, could not
erase the deep lines that had come into Granna’s face, or ease the anger in Ryan’s eyes. And
she could not bear the hope that clung to her heart as she looked at her mother’s chair and
almost saw her sitting there, almost heard her laugh or the end of a song that still haunted the
air. So she left the cabin—six years old and a half—and climbed the hill that rose up behind.
There she wandered the field of daisies up and opened in sudden bloom, and when weariness
came, she lay down among them and imagined Heaven, where she might close her eyes and
rest her head forever against her mother’s longed-for breast.Sean was moved into the small
room Patrick and Kathleen had shared, and there he lay in pain and fever for many days,
moaning and calling out for his mother to hold on, he was coming, hold on. “Stay up, Mam!” he
shouted again and again, until at last the delirium passed and he opened his eyes.When he had
swallowed some broth and could sit up for a short time, they gathered round his bed and waited
for him to speak. Haltingly, he told them how the stone bridge across the swollen Lee had been
slick with frosty rain, how the mule had lost foot and thrown the cart, pinning half of Sean’s body
beneath it on the edge of the bridge. He’d seen her in the churning current, fighting to stay afloat,
her heavy skirts and boots weighing her down. She’d called to him, struggled against the frigid
water as long as she could, and then she’d called out once more before slipping beneath the
waves. He remembered nothing else, he said, tears running down transparent cheeks, until he’d



awakened this day to Gran’s gentle voice, telling him his mother was dead.Patrick grew smaller
and smaller as he listened to his son’s words. He patted the boy’s hand, then sighed and left the
room, and the man Grace had always loved simply disappeared beneath the waves. He sang no
more songs, told no tales of their ancestors, carried not even the smallest smile in his pocket.
She was only near to him when she crawled into his lap and felt his warmth, breathed his smell
of tobacco and earth. With her head upon his heart, she was certain that even its beat was
weaker and more sorrowful than when her mother lived. She put his hand on the top of her head,
hoping he’d stroke her hair as he’d always done, but it fell away into his lap, so lost had he
become, and he’d say to her after a while, “Shush now, child, and be off with you.”She did not
know this old man—her father had always been full of plan and action, like the great Chieftans of
the West who sailed from Connaught. The greatest of them, Granuaile, daughter of Owen, had
become the famed Pirate Queen, feared by the English and revered by her people, and Patrick
had named Grace for her because, he said, at the moment of her birth, it was clear that the light
of the sea shone in her eyes. Her father was directly descended from the O’Malleys in the North,
who’d held a large estate, but lost it all with the defeat of James II at Boyne and the subsequent
Penal Laws. These had destroyed the great old Catholic Irish families, her father said, forcing
them to divide their lands until nothing was left, depriving the Catholic Irish of education and a
voice in politics, refusing them government jobs and the right to maintain their religion. His
forefathers had been Oak Boys and Ribbon Men, meeting in the foggy bogs to plot revenge, but
they’d never regained all they’d lost, and the bitterness of that was in Patrick’s voice each time he
told these stories to his children.What Grace could not know was that Patrick felt his nobility, and
had suffered shame for his ragged, defeated parents, who drifted aimlessly from county to
county, living in mean lodgings and scraping by on nothing. Their sudden deaths from typhus
had left seven orphans, three of whom died soon after, the rest to be scattered by the local
priest. There was no family to take Patrick in, and he spent three years in the workhouse at
Dublin before running away at age ten. He lived in summer ditches, wintered in abandoned
bothans, stole food from pigstyes, and wore rags tied to his feet. After one terrible winter of near
starvation, he went back to the Brothers, who agreed to take him in as an indentured servant. He
farmed during the day, sheared their sheep and spun their wool, cleaned their house, made their
candles, and often stayed up at night to pray for their dead. He suffered beatings for his laziness
and ingratitude if he fell asleep or asked for more food, and he was forced to pay heavy penance
for wicked thoughts or lack of goodwill. The fasting, fatigue, and endless work had eaten away at
mind and body, until his only strength was a small flame of rage, which he fanned in secret.
Determined to be his own master, even if it meant sleeping with pigs and sharing their slop, he
ran away again. Childhood had left him and he was a young man then, although his body was
small and thin, yellow with hunger, and the scars across his back made others suspicious. He
never entered a church again, and he kept his views about God to himself.But Kathleen
harbored a deep love of God and a need to worship Him with others of like mind. She was
Protestant—great-granddaughter of a Scotsman on her dead father’s side—and though she was



nearly alone in a sea of Catholic countrymen, she saw no reason to let religion divide them.
Patrick had allowed her to attend the Church at the Lake, with the understanding that it was not
for him and she was not to ask. Granna did not like to travel so far from home in a day, Ryan was
too much like his da to allow religious emotion into the order of his life, and Gracelin was yet too
young. But Sean had always been happy for the chance to get out on long rides through the
countryside, where he spoke to his mother of his dreams, the magnificence of Ireland, and the
wonder of God. They would begin early on a Sunday, before the sun was up, harnessing the
donkey to the rough wooden cart and setting out with a dinner pail of warm porridge and
Saturday’s bread. They followed the winding path of the Lee through Inchigeelagh, past the
rippling waters of Lough Allua, crossing the river at Ballingeary, and heading toward the Shehy
Mountains until they reached the small stone chapel that sat on the shores of Gougenebarra
Lake, the source of the Lee. It was a tiring journey and they would not return home before
nightfall except in the long days of summer, so they never went more than thrice in any season,
and that was plenty even then, according to Patrick.In the months after Kathleen’s death, Patrick
sat on a stool outside the cabin each evening, smoking his clay pipe and thinking about his wife.
She’d given up her whole way of life for him, and what had he given her besides children and the
occasional day at church? When they’d married, he’d hardly a penny to his name, just dreams
and plans. She’d given up the family bakery in Cork, which she’d run with Granna, and used part
of the money to lease land in Macroom, buy seed, a plow horse, tools—a start. He’d promised to
make it all up to her once the farm prospered, and he never thought about the life she was
leading as the wife of a struggling farmer instead of the successful business owner she easily
could’ve been. He carried the guilt of it now like a stone in his heart, along with a grief that never
eased. Now that he alone shouldered the burden of their children’s future, he saw how heavy it
was, and he was afraid for all he’d leaned on her. He’d depended on her too much—for advice
and encouragement, for comfort, for love. With dull eyes and a heavy spirit, he knew he had
reverted to the bitter man he’d been until the lucky day he’d met Kathleen Dougherty, and he
grieved not only for the loss of her, but for the loss of himself, as well.On the nights when Patrick
sat outside on the hill with the sheep, brooding and smoking his pipe, Granna tried to lift the
heaviness of the house by telling the children stories of their mother.“She was a true Irish
beauty.” This was how she always began, in Irish, her eyes moist with memory. “Skin the color of
cream, a high bloom in the cheek, hair darkest red and curling with pleasure … and her eyes,
arrah, her eyes—blue gray like a thundering sea. You, Grace,” she’d add, smiling fondly at the
little girl near her feet, “you have your mother’s eyes.” Here, she’d always sigh. Then, “And wasn’t
she always singing, even as a wee girleen? And coming out with such funny things about the
neighbor folk? So bold she was, and full of life! Your da loved her the very minute he set eyes on
her.”“Tell us,” Sean always demanded first.“Shrove Tuesday, ’twas, with all the lads about their
games, and all the girls looking to be caught by them as they wanted.” She laughed, then put her
hand over her mouth and glanced toward the door. “Your da had just hired on at the mill and he
came to our shop for onion bread and a cup of the mead that made your mother famous.” She



pulled herself up and deepened her voice, wagging her head in imitation of Patrick’s youthful
cockiness. “‘I’ve eaten all over Ireland, Miss,’ he says to her. ‘And your bread is finer than any I’ve
tasted.’“’Tis my mam does the baking,’ she says to him, hands on her hips, but a blush to be
seen miles away—she was shy, our one, but you’d never know it for all her fire.“He steps as
close to her as he dares and says, looking bold into her eyes, ‘Herself will have to live with us
when we’re married, then’.“He made her laugh and that was it. Your mother always knew what
she wanted.” Gran sighed, but not without pride. “They were married after Easter and then went
looking for a small bit of land to lease in County Cork, which is where your da wanted to settle. I
thought I might open a baker’s shop along the square in Macroom, but they wanted me here, so I
come, not having no one else to stay for. Faith, they loved each other true as the sun, they did.
Your mam didn’t think twice about giving up city life to be a farm wife. Strong and independent,
she was, with a great passion for scooping up life and patting it in around her.”The children
listened, their hunger for stories of their mother matched by Granna’s need to speak of the
daughter she’d loved so well.She and Kathleen had smuggled in religious tradition where they
could, and, perhaps because they were Protestant, Patrick had turned a blind eye to most of it,
sometimes even staying in the kitchen to hear stories of Christ’s miracles while they made sweet
pancakes for Shrovetide, a last treat before Lent. Most of their neighbors made due with one
meal a day during the forty days before Easter, but Patrick wouldn’t hear of such nonsense and
insisted on two good meals a day for his family. When he’d gone up to the fields, Kathleen would
wipe her floury hands on her apron and speak seriously to the children about the Lord’s suffering
before His death, and the importance of keeping it in mind by giving up a little something
themselves. Granna seemed to think that Kathleen’s death covered the giving up for the rest of
their lives, and she no longer asked for personal sacrifice at Lent.Once a year of grieving had
passed, Granna began to speak more freely of Kathleen and openly continued the traditions that
she knew had been important to her daughter. Sean and Grace were her only audience now, as
Ryan was old enough to work with his father. Patrick still could not bear the singing, so this, too,
they did when he was out, Granna teaching them the words to “John O’Dwyer of the Glens,” the
melody to Thomas Moore’s “Tho’ the Last Glimpse of Erin,” and their mother’s favorite, the
ancient “Derry Aire.”There was no talk of attending services. Sean did not even ask, although he
missed the church and the hymns, the sound of the lake lapping at the shore.“Your da is angry
with God,” Granna explained to them. “He cannot make sense of his life without your mam, and
he cannot forgive Him for taking her away. But is he not the good father he’s always been, and
are we not to be a comfort to him now? ’Tis what your mam would want of you. Leave it to the
Lord to soften his heart.”But as time passed, the lines in Patrick’s face only grew deeper, and his
once auburn hair was shot with white. He was closest to Ryan, who now worked each day with
him and was learning to run the farm, but he remained distant from his younger son and
daughter.Grace emerged from childhood even more beautiful than her mother had been, though
she couldn’t have known it. She’d long forgotten Kathleen’s face, and this troubled her heart,
although at times the night would bring her comfort and she’d awaken to the sound of gentle



humming. There, a figure would stand in the corner of the little room, braiding the long hair that
trailed to her waist, her face turned just enough to hide its features. A wonderful peacefulness
would sweep through Grace, but when she reached out her hand or tried to awaken Granna, the
figure would turn away and disappear.“God’s not forgotten your loss,” Granna would whisper to
the weeping girl, stroking her hair. “I carry her face in my heart, but you’ve no memory of
that.”And in the morning, when Grace asked again why she and no one else saw such a thing,
Granna said to her, “Sure, and hasn’t the Lord always blessed you with visions of angels and the
like, signs of the otherworld since you were in your mother’s lap? Wouldn’t you warn us away
from corners for fear we’d tread on the toe of an angel?” She laughed, then looked up from the
onions she peeled, “Don’t question it, child. I wish upon my soul I had the gift to look upon her
just once more.”Sean spoke up from his hob near the fire, where he spent most of his days. “I
dream of saving her, you know, of pulling her from the river. Every spring when the water rises,
don’t I have the same dream?”Granna peered at him. “I know you do,” she said. “I hear you
thrashing around some nights when I go out back.”“Why was she taken from us?” The anguish
was still clear in his voice, even though they had talked this out many times before.Granna shook
her head. “It was her time and that’s all.” She paused. “I’ll tell you a story: Long ago, the Irish were
blessed with knowing when their time would come, and all were content with living their lives
fully until then. But there came a man who saw he was to die after harvest, so he built only a
makeshift fence for the sheep, and barely patched his roof. The neighbors began to talk on this
so loudly that an angel came to see the man. ‘Why have you not secured your sheep, or made
good repair on your cabin?’ he asked. ‘I see no reason if I’m to die after harvest,’ said the man.
‘Let the next one do the work.’ The angel saw that this was no good and spoke to God, who then
took back the knowledge of death from the people so that they might not give up on life before
their time.”Grace listened to the old story and took the words into her heart, but Sean just shook
his head.“Some give up on life and hope for death, anyway,” he said. “Like Da.”“Aye, ’tis wrong,”
Granna allowed. “But he doesn’t really want to die, your da. He wants to know how to go on
living, for he sees no plan to his life a’tall.”“Nor do I,” Sean said bitterly, staring down at his
twisted arm and leg.Granna slapped down her paring knife. “You know better than to question
the way of the Lord, Sean O’Malley. You think God has punished you by leaving you a cripple,
but that’s looking at what you don’t have instead of what you do. Were your limbs strong and
your body big, you’d be out in the fields with your da and brother, or working at the linen mill, or
down in Cork City on the docks. All of it hard work, day in and day out—with no time left for the
books you love!”Sean raised his eyes and she saw the pain in them.“I know it’s not been easy,
agra. Fourteen years old and no running with the other boys, except Morgan McDonagh, bless
his heart. No dances, not much life outside this house, and sick most of the winter. But your mind
is strong, boy.” Her eyes burned into his face. “You’ve got your mother’s quick way of thinking and
your father’s strong will. Reading and writing is your ticket into the world and you’d never have
learned so much or studied so hard if you were working with your body.”Grace moved close to
her brother and put her arms around his neck. “Isn’t it you who taught me to read and write,



then?” she asked softly. “Where would I have learned it if not from you? I’m sorry you’re cripple,
Sean … but I thank Jaysus for letting us keep you, a’tall.”Sean squeezed her strong arms and
smiled weakly. “Ah, never mind me. I’m still an eejit for all my books. What’s that the old ones
say?” He thought for a moment. “‘The lake is not encumbered by the swan; nor the steed by the
bridle; nor the sheep by the wool; nor the man by the soul that is in him.’ I think I’d best take hold
of that.”Granna and Grace smiled, not following a word of what he said, but relieved that the
depression that often fell on him would slip away easily this time.“Are we not due a visit from
Morgan?” Granna asked. “That talk of the lake makes me want salmon. The two of you’ve not
been fishing for over a fortnight.”“Missus O’Dugan says his mam had the baby, another girl,”
Grace said. “And his da’s gone off to sea again.”“Leaving the boy to look after them all, the
scalawag.” Granna clucked her tongue. “’Tis a hard life, he has. A day of fishing would do the
both of you some good.”But Morgan did not come, and they resumed their work, sewing steadily
until their eyes were dry and tired. Sean had earned a reputation as a steady hand with the
needle, taking in piecework from the mill and some custom orders from the gentry. Granna had
taught him as a way of keeping his fingers nimble and his mind occupied, and now he’d gotten
enough of a trade to bring in a bit of change. Grace had taken it up to keep her brother company,
and had quickly showed a gift for design. She embroidered handkerchiefs, collars, aprons, and
lapels, and made beautiful samplers. Those who could afford it often called upon her to sew up
wardrobes for newborns, and in this she was assisted by Sean, who could make up dozens of
nappies in no time. Although his posture was awkward, he was quite adept at cutting out and
stitching up the nightgowns, hats, blankets, little jackets, and robes, which Grace then detailed
with embroidery and ribbon. An order like that could bring in a fair amount of money, but it was
not steady work and could not be depended upon. Granna and Kathleen had kept up their
baking skills and had sold breads and rolls at the market in Macroom; but even with Grace’s
help, this was now too difficult for Granna, who had to contend with Patrick’s refusal to send
them off in the wagon any distance at all, let alone all the way to Macroom.Theirs was a rural
neighborhood like any other; most of the families around them struggled to make it through each
year and there was never money for extras. The cabins were sparsely furnished, the clothing
simple. Further out into the countryside and up into the mountains, housing was rarely more than
a windowless mud hut, one or two stools or big rocks for sitting, a pot for boiling potatoes over
the fire, straw in the corner where the whole family bedded down at night with the animals.
Potatoes and water were the mainstay, supplemented by whatever the land might yield: nuts,
berries, small game, fish, herbs, and bitter greens. Those who dwelled in the mountains wore
their clothes to rags and were lucky to have a blanket to share among them.Life was better for
folks like the O’Malleys, who lived closer to the main roads that led to town. Theirs were small,
stone cabins with thrush roofs across which were thrown lines of stone-weighted rope to keep
the straw from blowing away. There were windows and half-doors, cobbled paths and swept
yards, boulder-fenced pastures, wider lanes for travel. Inside, there were a few sticks of furniture,
a cup and plate for each person, stuffed mats and blankets, an extra change of clothing. Most of



the men planted their holdings in potatoes, but also hired out as labor to some of the bigger
estates or went away part of the year to work the mills or go to sea. No one had a rich,
comfortable life, but because of Kathleen’s head for saving, the O’Malleys had more than most.
The pigs stayed out in a shed of their own and didn’t muck up the big room of the cabin; there
were a few pictures on the walls, luster jugs, a set of plates and crockery. They had utensils and
their mother had insisted they use them, not just scoop food into their mouths with their fingers,
as was the custom. They had good pans and sharp knives, mended by the tinkers who came
down the lane now and then, and even a tatted rug on the stone floor. In addition to the hobs and
stooleens, there was furniture that Kathleen and Granna had brought from the bakery: a table
with benches, a sideboard, two chairs, and a rocker. Painted benches were built in around the
walls, and dried wreaths and flowers livened the room. They slept on proper pallets—large
pieces of flannel sewn together and stuffed with straw—and had quilts to warm them at night.
Her mother had drawn the suspicion of the neighbors by whitewashing the cabin twice a year
and by leaving the sweeping broom sitting in a pail of disinfectant, but many of the fevers that
swept through their county did not touch the O’Malleys, and Gran said they had their forward-
thinking mother to thank for that. Granna was as mystified as the others about Kathleen’s
modern ideas and the confidence she showed in executing them. She insisted the girl had been
switched by tinkers with the baby of a queen, but her eyes twinkled with joy, and pride was there
in her voice. Grace knew the money her mother had saved was long gone and that they now
struggled to pay their rent in labor days to the landowner, but in this they were no different from
anyone else. All the folk grumbled about landlords, just as they all squinted at the sky and
scooped handfuls of dirt to sniff, made forecasts about the coming potato crop, and claimed
accuracy no matter what. It was their life.And so the seasons passed, one after another, marked
with the holidays and small feasts they all celebrated, although Patrick kept to himself and
worked all days as if they were the same. His only conversation was with Ryan about the
condition of the farm and how to come by the rent that had doubled in the past year. Rack rent
was a constant worry, and Quarterday, when the agents came to collect, loomed ever large.
Ryan had now assumed his father’s dour disposition; Sean and Grace considered him an old
man since he could no longer be counted upon for a song to mark the day or a game of
checkers on a winter’s night. It was as if two families inhabited the house: one resigned to the
struggle of their life, the other just as determined to find joy in the day.Christmas was not
bountiful, but Grace was a stranger to the word, and she delighted in the ribbon Sean had for her
hair, the rag doll Granna made with leftover bits of material, the absentminded kiss and hard
peppermint from her father, bootlaces from Ryan. She had small trinkets for them, as well: fish
hooks, a pair of woolen socks, an embroidered bookmark, a wax-sealed jar of summer
preserves. This was the only day her father would relax some, although he still went to work
when they began to sing.On St. Stephan’s Day, Granna insisted that Grace blacken her face with
the other village children and trim the holly bushes with scraps of ribbon. St. Brigid’s Day came in
February, which Granna celebrated on the sly, not being Catholic, but having great feeling for



Brigid. “A true Irishwoman,” she’d say. “Much more suitable for us than Patrick—the old snake
charmer.”Candlemas, the Feast of Lights, was followed by Shrove Tuesday and then Lent.
Hungry children from the lane would appear at the O’Malleys’ half-door, knowing Granna or
Grace would give them a bit of tea brack or gingerbread. On Ash Wednesday, the Catholics wore
smudged ash on their foreheads; Grace stayed indoors because her difference from them was
all too apparent on this day, and she wanted to avoid pitying looks from her neighbors, as well as
scowls from the priests. Good Friday was a somber day, rare in that Granna would not work
more than was necessary, then spent the evening sitting in the dark, telling them quietly the
story of Christ’s terrible death on the cross. Easter Sunday, the day of His resurrection, brought
with it a celebration of renewed life, with a feast of roast lamb for any who had it. The first of May
was Beltaine, Grace’s favorite, when bonfires lit up the hillsides all over Ireland, and the cows
were driven between them to get rid of murrain. St. John’s Eve, at midsummer, also meant
bonfires, but in the middle of town. Grace, Sean, and even Ryan would jump on the haywagon
that came down their lane and ride it into Macroom to watch the dancing, Ryan sometimes
joining the other young men who leapt through the flames in a show of daring and strength.
Lug’s Day, the first of August, was the welcomed day of digging new potatoes, and big plates of
colcannon sat on every table.Autumn passed quickly with harvesting and winter preparations;
the children celebrated Samhain with apple bobbing, blindman’s buff, and rounds of Black
Raven, a board game Sean played with Morgan in front of the fire. Although she still baked the
bram brack, Granna no longer put into it the rings, coins, or other tokens that were traditional.
The year she died, Kathleen had found no token in her cake at all, an unheard-of occurrence;
there’d been no fortune to foretell her coming year, and this had haunted Granna ever after.By
the looks of the carts and rigs that passed down their lane, Ireland was getting more crowded
every day, according to Gran.“Can’t hardly walk down my own boreen without some jennet near
squeezing me out,” she often complained. But she enjoyed the population moving by her
windows, and had a special place in her heart for the tinkers who stopped to peer in and bless
the cabin.It was 1840. Grace was eleven, and the world had grown smaller, or so it seemed with
all the coming and going down the lane. The past twenty years had doubled the population in
Ireland, but the people still lived on potatoes, filling themselves with ten pounds a day or more;
one acre could yield as much as six tons, so even the cottiers—who held no land—hired
themselves out and leased conacres to grow enough to support their families. Land was life; to
lose it was a death sentence. The O’Malleys rented a relatively large holding often acres planted
mainly in potatoes, but also in grains, and pastureland for sheep grazing. They kept a kitchen
garden, and raised chickens and pigs. With a long-term lease, there had been incentive to
homestead. Now the lease had run out and Patrick could not afford the stamp to renew, so he
paid quarterly like everyone else around them. He had followed his wife’s advice and resisted
dependence on potatoes alone; she’d kept a small botha filled with preserves, sacks of meal,
and salted meat. Patrick had teased her about stockpiling and said they’d gain a reputation for
miserliness, but Kathleen had put her hands on her hips and insisted they could say what they



liked, hadn’t the potato failed before and most surely would again? Come terrible times, she
would not see her family starve.Their land and all that around them was part of Squire Donnelly’s
estate and it was to his agent they paid their rent come Quarterday. The squire, son of an English
Lord and twice widowed, kept to himself at Donnelly House, sometimes traveling to the North
where he had business. Talk was, his youthful escapades in London and lack of obedience to his
father had earned him banishment to the family estate in County Cork, but it seemed he’d come
to savor independence and had made Donnelly House his home. His rents were fair enough,
though he’d raised them twice to support the new mill in Galway, and it was supposed he sent a
fair portion back to the family home in England. His agents were curt, but not rude, and no family
was turned out but of their own accord. He’d got a name for himself as dry and humorless, but it
was not followed by a mean spit in the dirt, as were the names of so many other squires.A man
like Patrick could not dream of buying land even if it were to be had, so he paid his rent on time
and hoped to hold on to the farm for his sons and their families. He’d counted on farming with
both Ryan and Sean when they came of age, perhaps even gaining the hands of a son-in-law
when Grace married. He would have divided the land among the children as they settled into
family life, keeping a small plot for himself and Kathleen. Now he only hoped to hold on until
Ryan married and assumed the responsibility, but he had no hope of a future for Sean. He could
barely stand to look the boy in the face, and it pained him to see his young son bent awkwardly
over a needle. The money Sean and Grace brought in was a help; it clothed them and bought
additional food, but it was not enough to save. The money Kathleen had hoarded pennies at a
time was long gone now due to Patrick’s indecision and poor judgment. He had not her head for
figuring costs, and his impatience was terrible. Two divided acres had been leased out to
cottiers, but the daily work of keeping up the rest was taking its toll. He was not the kind of man
to content himself with scratching out a lazy bed of potatoes and leaving it at that. He’d seen
fields abandoned because the soil simply had nothing else to give after repeated plantings of
the same crop, so he rotated, which gave the local men no end of knee-slapping amusement.
Dawn to nightfall saw him out plowing, tending sheep and pigs, planting, hoeing, mending the
haggard, in all kinds of weather, mostly rain. Other men found relief of a kind in the shebeens
that dotted the network of lanes connecting the farms, but Patrick was not a drinking man, taking
a small glass only at weddings and wakes, or when he fell ill. Ryan worked steadily beside him
until nightfall, then set off to the O’Douds’ to court the comely, outspoken Aghna. The sour look
had left his face, replaced by one of moony lovesickness. Patrick kicked at him and said his work
was worthless, so distracted had he become. They could all see his need to marry.Granna got
the porridge together in the mornings and made the daily soda bread. Grace, now fifteen, saw to
supper, laundry, the kitchen garden and food preserving, sweeping out the house, and to farm
chores like egg gathering and milking. Sean was able to help some in the kitchen garden and
had become an expert fisherman, pulling his body into the cart and lying across the seat to drive
the mule to the river or, when the salmon weren’t running, to the lake. He’d roll out of the cart,
then drag his leg behind him to the edge, where he’d fish for salmon or trout. They had enough



to eat, but Patrick’s setbacks had cost them. He’d invested in cattle, hoping to export salted beef,
but his timing was bad and prices fell once England turned to America’s cheaper market; he’d
slaughtered the heads he couldn’t afford to feed, and took a loss on the local market. Then, he’d
tried wheat and barley, but the Irish considered those grains animal fodder, so he’d lost his
investment there, too. Now they kept only the milk cow, some sheep, a few chickens, and two
pigs. One pig would be sold, the other butchered.There were doctor fees and medicines for
Gran, who’d suffered a stroke, and for Sean, who was also sick with a deep, racking cough in his
chest through that damp, blustery autumn and most of the cold winter that followed. Granna was
still weak and sat down often during the day, despite the bowls of beef tea Grace kept simmering
over the fire. Sean also recovered slowly, the sound of his breathing like bare winter trees
groaning in the wind; he was terribly thin and pale, and his spirits lagged. Even the sight of
Morgan, blowing in wet and muddy on a cold day, singing good cheer, could not rouse him.
Grace would walk into the silent kitchen after an afternoon of cutting turf on the bog, full of fresh
air and a high heart, and there they’d be, sitting still as statues, minds elsewhere, and she’d
shake with fear that they’d both give up their will and leave her. She chattered tirelessly to them
about the promise of spring, bringing in every new blossom she found, leaving the doors and
curtains open so that the warm light might shine on them, cooking all day to tempt their
appetites. She traded a day of washing muddy work clothes for a bucket of clams from Cork City,
and made Granna a rich chowder. She emptied the storehouse, and combed the woods and
streams for ingredients to make chicken and ham pie, mutton pie, Sean’s baked salmon with
sorrel sauce, Finnan Haddie and hot buttered toast, roast rabbit, fried mushrooms, boiled bacon
and cabbage, potato cakes, colcannon and dulse, soda bread, brown bread, boxty, and pratie
oaten. She gave them endless cups of tea, which had become dear and depleted her bargaining
chest, and she made them scolleen on damp days or in the evenings when the hot milk, butter,
honey, and whiskey warmed them through and picked up their spirits. She felt as if it were her
sheer will that kept them going, and when spring ended and summer began, she found her
reward in their ability to walk slowly out of doors, in bodies that had finally begun to fill out, in
faces that bloomed with the promise of renewed vigor, and in eyes that shone with love
whenever she walked into the room.“You brought them through the winter alive, girl,” Patrick said
to her one evening as she sat milking in the barn. “’Twas your own hard work done it.”Grace kept
at her milking and said nothing, unused to her father’s praise.“Not that it’s of much use,
themselves being what they are.” He wiped a hand tiredly over his face. “Faith and they’ll be
lucky to see another year. Your granna’s gone old now, and our Sean …” He sighed.Grace
looked up, aghast. “How can you say that, Da?” Her cheeks burned with anger. “Granna is old,
true to you, but Katty O’Dugan’s grandmother still rocks in her chair and isn’t she a one to
remember Brian Boru himself?”Patrick snorted.“And Sean will get better, he’s stronger every
day!” She raced on. “It’s that shoulder hunched in makes the chest take cold so easy.… Could
we not take him to Dublin, to the hospital there?”Patrick shook his head. “There’s no more
money for travel or doctors, wee girl, so don’t pin your hopes on that.”Grace bit her lip. “Blood



and ounse, Da! You can’t just give up as if he’s already dead and buried!”Patrick frowned.
“There’ll be no cursing in my house nor my barn, and you’d best not forget that, or feel the sting
of my belt.”Grace lowered her head, contrite. “Sorry, Da.”Patrick allowed her a small smile. “Your
mother let fly a good curse now and then, and don’t you sound just like her?”He took away the
full bucket and handed her an empty one to put under the cow’s udder. “It’s not that I’m giving up
on our Sean, agra, I’m just not fooling myself about it, either, is all. If he gets well, praise God,
and hope He sends answers for the other worries.”“What other worries, Da?”“Well, for one thing,
who’s going to care for him when Granna and I are dead and gone?”“Who do you think?” Grace
looked at him in surprise.“Maybe you’ll have a husband. who’ll take in your crippled brother,”
Patrick said pointedly. “And maybe you won’t.”Grace’s eyes widened in anger. “And do you think
I’d be such an eejit as to marry a man who wouldn’t have my own brother in the house?”“Might
have no choice in the matter,” he said evenly. “As it stands, will I not be pressed to make the best
marriage I can? Contrary to your own way of thinking, a girl’s brother is not considered part of
the usual dowry.”Grace ducked her head and yanked on the cow’s teats.Patrick picked up a hay
straw and fiddled with it. “He’ll stay on here at the farm, is what I’m thinking. He’ll live with Ryan
and Aghna, and—God willing—he won’t be too big a burden.”“‘Twill be the other way round, like
as not,” Grace muttered into the cow’s warm flank. “And anyway,” she spoke up. “He’ll not be
needing their help, or anyone’s—he’s going to get stronger, he is, and be healthy, as well, and
have a fine life and a wife of his own, and many, many children!”“Hah!” Patrick got up from his
stool. “Sure of that now, are you, girl?”She held his gaze fiercely, and he softened.“All, well, that’s
fine for you. Hope is for the young.”He left her to finish the milking and cool her anger, but for
many days after that, Grace thought of their conversation and took extra pains to see that Sean
got rest and food, that he exercised his weak limbs. He did get stronger, if only through a desire
to find a purpose for his life. Granna had given him Kathleen’s Bible and he pored through it
when his father was not in the house, searching the scripture for guidance. He began to believe
that God would set before him a meaningful life when the time was right, but that he must be
ready for it, and he studied the verses as if deciphering a secret code.“‘I love those who love me;
and those who diligently seek me will find me’.” His voice was a whisper, barely heard above the
hiss of the fire in front of which he and Grace sat. “‘Riches and honor are with me, enduring
wealth and righteousness. My fruit is better than gold, even pure gold. And my yield than
choicest silver. I walk in the way of righteousness, in the midst of the paths of justice, to endow
those who love me with wealth, that I may fill their treasuries.’” He marked the spot with his finger.
“Did you hear that, Grace? ‘My fruit is better than gold.’ That’s the Lord talking to me. Do you
hear?”Grace nodded, her fingers doing the fine work automatically as she looked up at him. “I
hear you, Sean.” She had to laugh at the earnestness of his face, the zeal that lit up his eyes.
“You’re thinking of riches again.”“Ah, no, sister, ’tis more to it than that.” He closed the book on his
finger and leaned over the pile of cloth in his lap to make himself more clearly heard. “He says
He’ll fill our treasuries, and all He wants in return is our love.”“Have you not said often enough
that things like love and honor, faith and charity, cannot be bought?” Her fingers smoothed the



threads of a woman’s embroidered cuff. She tied a tiny, nearly invisible knot and snipped off the
end. “Here I thought my brother a noble man, only to learn that his greatest desire is to be a rich
landowner. Did you not read out just this morning that it is to be the meek themselves who inherit
the land?”Sean frowned and started to rise, then winced with the pain of pushing up on his foot.
He reached down to massage the knotted flesh. “You’ve got it all wrong, Grace. You’re not
thinking deeper than the words themselves. He says that those who love Him despite reward will
be the ones to gain. And as for owning my own bit of land, dear sister, you know that’s not in my
future, short of some blessed miracle.”“Miracles happen all the time,” Granna commented from
her place by the window. She seemed content these days to merely watch their faces and listen
to their conversation; sometimes it was as, if she wasn’t in the room at all.“Aye,” Sean nodded.
“True enough. Look at us sitting here, well again.” He turned back to Grace. “But I’ll not keep
fighting to live in order to spend my days doing piecework by the fire just to earn my keep. The
Lord will give me work worthy of His name. I have faith in that.”“Faith is nothing more than
stubborn wishing. How do you know the Lord doesn’t want you to stay right here and do humble
work?”Sean’s face fell. “Sure, and that could be true, Grace. That could be true, indeed.”He
shook his head so sadly that Grace reached out and patted his leg.“I’m not saying it is. Haven’t
we always said God’s got grand plans for our one, Gran?” She looked over her shoulder and
smiled at her grandmother, whose head rested against the back of her chair, mouth slightly open
in a twilight sleep.“Could be you’ll face a long life of struggle,” she whispered to her brother.“I
don’t mind struggle,” he said thoughtfully. “I’m not afraid of that. Struggle can be good if it
strengthens our faith in God. It’s the struggle without meaning that buries a man before he ever
dies.”“Like Da.”“Aye.” He nodded. “Da’s given up on a meaning for his life. He just works until he’s
tired enough to sleep. Then he gets up and works again.”“But he believes in God, true
enough!”“He believes in God, but he’s lost his faith. There’s no finding it on your own when
you’ve suffered a blow like Da. If he had a church life, there’d be a chance of finding it again.”“Are
you saying I’ve got no faith because I’ve never been to church?” Grace set down her needle and
frowned at him. “And yours is strong because you’ve been a handful of times?” She shook her
head. “That’s faith in the church you’re talking about, not faith in God.”“You’re partly right and
partly wrong. When Christians use the church for their own end, it becomes no more than a
councilhouse. But when they use the church for the good of God, it is a mighty place with power
to lift us all. We’re meant to seek out such a place as that. God says we must be part of a
Christian community—’tis the body of Christ, after all.”“And are we not a community here
ourselves?” she asked.“Aye, we are. But who leads us? Who is our shepherd? Not Da. He won’t
have anything to do with religion, nor will he let us seek it out on our own. He’s respectful of God
and he’s shown us that road, true enough, but it’s a long, long road and he’s given us no manner
of map for the journey.”Voices came from outside, loud over the sound of the rain. Sean pushed
open the basket that held his threads and needles, and slipped the Bible down into the very
bottom, picking up the linen collar and resuming his work as the door opened.“It’s pouring
buckets out there,” Patrick said as Grace got up to take his dripping oilskin.“Ryan’s not coming



in?” she asked as she hung the slick on a peg.Patrick shook his head. “Make up a pail of food for
him, will you, Grace? I’ll take it when I go back out.”“Where is he, then? I thought I heard him.”
Sean set down his basket and moved over on the hob, making room for Patrick to sit and warm
himself.Patrick stood instead, his back to the low flame. “The ewes are lambing and there’s a
vixen in the wood makes us edgy. He won’t leave them. If comes a break in the rain, we’ll bring
them to the shed.”“No Aghna tonight, then?” Sean smiled. “And won’t they enjoy a night of peace
over there, not that our Ryan is the talker of the match.”Patrick frowned. “O’Doud’s fond of the
boy and it’s clear enough Aghna’s set her cap for him. He speaks of marrying come summer,
and wonders about bringing her to live …” His voice trailed off and he looked down at his boot
tops.“Aghna’s always been a one for getting ahead. She’s a proud girl,” Granna said. “I don’t
suppose she’ll be wanting to start off her married life in a small cabin with an old woman and a
young girl in the way of her housekeeping.”Patrick, his body warmed, settled on a stool nearer to
Gran and lit his pipe, sucking vigorously on the end of it and cursing the damp tobacco. “He says
she has dreams of getting off the farm, going west to her mother’s people in Galway, though not
to the fishing life. It’s the towns and all, fills her head.” He paused to draw on his pipe. “Our Ryan,
he’s no townsman, but what can he offer so terrible smitten he is?”“He’ll not go away from us, will
he, Da?” Grace asked, worried.“I’ve said I’ll add on here once we get a little coin in our purse.
The bait of a lovely room all their own, plus independence here, might turn her eyes closer to
home. With most of us moving on, they could have the place to themselves soon enough.”Sean
looked at Grace, then his father. “What do you mean ‘moving on,’ Da?”“Well, won’t I soon be out
of the way, an old woman like myself?” Granna put in, smiling comfort at Grace, who rose to
protest. “Faith, and it won’t be too many more years, agra, before you’re married into a home of
your own, as well, with no more need of this one.”“Aye, you’ll both go and leave me here to sit by
the fire, sewing till my hands go blue, bouncing all the babies on my one good knee like a good
uncle.” Sean smiled around at them, but it was as twisted as his arm and there was no mistaking
the bitterness in his voice.Patrick puffed on his pipe and narrowed his eyes at the boy. “You’ll be
lucky to have it, you will. Fed and cared for by your brother and his wife. Where in the world else
would you go, crippled as you are?”Grace’s head was down over her work, but she could see
Sean’s hands clench together in his lap, although he, too, kept his head down. She put aside the
stitching and said quickly, “Supper’s been warming in the pot and there’s plenty of bread and
fresh butter to go along.”“Some of that good stew, I hope. And your buttermilk scones like clouds.
That’s all a man needs at the end of any day.” Patrick pulled too hard on his pipe and began to
hack, finally spitting black juice into the fire and wiping the sweat off his forehead.The other
three watched him. Something was wrong. They gathered quietly around the table and began
eating when Grace filled their bowls, Granna and Sean watching Patrick make small talk as he’d
never done before. Even Grace seemed aware that there was something her father wanted to
say, but could not.At the end of the meal, Grace brought out a bowl of stewed plums.“You’re
going to be a fine wife, Gracelin,” Patrick said, then suddenly put down his spoon and wiped his
eyes.“What is it, then, Da?” Grace asked gently. “Has something gone wrong?”“Are we to be



evicted?” Granna covered Grace’s hand with her own.Patrick remained silent, staring down at
the table.“Tell us, for God’s sake,” Sean demanded.“There’ll be no taking in vain of the Lord’s
name in this house.” Patrick looked up angrily.“There’s none of the Lord’s name in this house as it
is,” Sean answered defiantly.Patrick rose up off his stool. “Listen here, boy. Have I not told you
more times than I care to count? The word ‘Irishman’ existed long before anyone ever thought of
adding ‘Catholic’ or ‘Protestant’ to it. Although they’d like you to think it, they’ve not cornered the
market on belief, you know.” He slammed his fists down on the table. “I’m Irish, by God. That’s my
religion. You’d make it yours, as well, if you had any sense!”Sean lowered his eyes,
chastised.Patrick sat down again, the high color leaving his face as he calmed himself. He
picked up his spoon, then put it down again. Finally, he cleared his throat, not looking at
Grace.“It’s good news, it is, and now it’s ruined by fight.” He glowered at Sean. “Might as well just
say it straight out.” His gaze moved around the table, stopping on Grace. “I’ve found you a
husband, and a better match no father could make for his own.”Grace’s eyebrows rose to her
hairline. She looked immediately at Sean, whose mouth had fallen open in amazement, eyes
fixed on his father’s face.“A husband for me, Da?” Grace said, then turned to Granna. “But I
hadn’t yet thought of marrying,” she added quietly.Granna’s face was as shocked as Grace’s, but
she quickly regained her composure, nodding as though the wisdom of the decision were
suddenly clear to her. “Aye, you seem so young to us who love you, but fifteen is not a child
anymore.” She paused, then said gently, “Your mother was but fifteen when she married your
da.”Grace shook her head as if to clear it. She looked at her father. “Who is it I’m to be
marrying?”Patrick was still again for a moment. “Squire Donnelly,” he said at last.Dead silence
fell upon the table as they all stared at Patrick.“He’s thirty if he’s a day!” Sean burst out. “Closer
to your age than hers! And he’s married twice before. The man has no reputation for keeping a
wife!” He looked pointedly at his father. “You know what I mean, Da. Grace can’t be marrying the
likes of that one!”Patrick slammed down his pipe. “Have I not fixed it for him to marry her, and not
yourself? Have you not caused enough trouble here tonight?” He stopped and took a deep
breath. “The man lost his first wife in childbirth, and the second to fever—can he not lose a wife
without blame coming upon him? Have I not lost a wife myself?” He paused again, then seeing
no acceptance in their faces, lost his temper. “It’s not as if he’s making her his tallywoman, for
God’s sake—he’s asked for her hand in marriage! Squire Donnelly is the largest landholder in
the county, and the son of a lord! Use your head, boy—think what this will mean!”“Is that it,
then?” Sean’s good hand gripped the edge of the table. “You’ve sold her out to him for a break
on our rent?”Patrick knocked back the stool and was up in an instant. He leaned across the table
and grabbed the front of Sean’s shirt, yanking him up, face to face. “Don’t you ever talk to me like
that again, boy, do you hear? Who in the name of God do you think you are?” He shoved Sean
back down onto the bench. “I’ve not sold her out. I’d not do that to my own daughter. We’ve made
a bit of a deal, ’tis true.” He looked to Granna for support. “But it’s all to the good for Grace. She’s
got no dowry except what she’s sewed for herself, and who else is she to marry but some poor
pegeen who can’t understand a word of English and can’t give her anything but lots of children



and maybe a few young years.” His eyes pleaded with them to understand. “She’ll never get a
chance like this again in her life. It’s a wonder he picked her at all, him being a squire with plenty
of choice from the other big houses. But it’s Grace he wants, he’s made that clear. And it’ll help
us all if she marries him. We’ll keep the farm, no matter the year; Ryan and Aghna can come to
the house and he’s offered to build on new rooms, as well as a new plow horse. He’ll give Grace
everything she deserves—a big house, lots of help, a doctor for the babies … a decent life!”“But
she doesn’t love him,” Sean said quietly.“And what would you know of that but what you’ve read
in books?” Patrick demanded. “Isn’t there more to marriage than love or would none of them
last? Love grows out of respect, and sure enough, it’ll come once they’re wed.”Grace heard
herself ask, as if from far away, “Why is it me he’s chosen? Does he even know the look of
me?”“He saw you at the bonfire on St. John’s Eve. Brigid Sullivan told him who you were, and
when he came back from the North, he asked after you.” Patrick smiled at her with pride. “Some
of the other squires’ wives and daughters been showing off your needlework and telling what a
gift you got. He says it’s the best he’s ever seen, and he travels, you know, to England and
Scotland.”“Are you telling us he wants to marry her because of her embroidery?” Sean narrowed
his eyes at his father.Patrick shook his head. “Of course not, you eejit,” he said. “But her having a
talent like that lifts her up above other folk, not to mention she can read and write a bit, and her
English is as good as her Irish. She’s not just some country girl living in a rough with pigs and
sheep to keep her warm at night.” He waved his hand around at the walls of their cabin. “Hasn’t
your mother made a reputation for living a better life, and isn’t Grace her mother’s daughter?
He’s been told what a fine cook she is and that her mead is as good as Kathleen’s. He knows
she’s young and strong, and the man’s desperate for an heir.” Patrick looked at Grace as if they
were the only two in the room. “I’ve been to see him. He’s made a generous offer to the family in
consideration for your hand. You’ll never want for anything, agra. He’s given me his word as a
man of honor.”“A man of honor,” Sean spat. “He’s a landowner. And a bloody Englishman, for all
that. They hand their word to the Irish like a piece of meat—fresh today, but rotted before week’s
end.”“His word’ll pay for a doctor to look at your leg there, boy, so don’t be so quick to condemn
the man. Who are you a’tall to sit in judgment?” Patrick rose from the table and reached for his
slick. Grace got up immediately and helped him into it, then brought him the pail with Ryan’s
dinner. He took it, laying his hand over hers.“You don’t have to marry him, Grace,” he said,
suddenly weary. “I did what I thought was best for you. He’ll be wanting an answer come
morning.”Grace looked at her father’s dear face and didn’t hesitate. “I’ll marry him, Da. You can
tell him that.” She kissed him quickly on the cheek, then rubbed the stubble affectionately with
her open hand. “It’ll be all right. And haven’t you done fine by us all, then?”He pulled himself up
straight and smiled into her pretty face. “You’re a smart girl, like your sainted mother. It’ll be you
raises the name of O’Malley to its rightful place.”Grace watched him disappear into the driving
rain, then returned to the table. Sean had pushed away his uneaten plums and sat staring at the
wall. Granna picked up his bowl and carried it slowly to the sideboard.“Have you nothing to say
to me, then, the two of you?” Grace asked when the silence had grown thick around them



all.Sean looked up at her and shook his head, sandy hair falling into his eyes. “There’s nothing to
say, now you’ve made up your mind.”Granna turned, leaning on the edge of the table. “Do you
not want to think more upon this, Grace? Isn’t he a squire, after all, and an Englishman, as your
brother says? They’re different from us. Will your life not be changed forever?”Grace looked from
one face to the other and back again. Her eyes filled with tears. “My life will change no matter
who it is I marry, and am I not to trust the good judgment of my father in this? How can I know
what is best for myself when I still act like a child?” She bit her lip, blinking hard. “At St. John’s
Eve, Morgan McDonagh stood close by, and when he tried to hold my hand, I near jumped into
the flames myself! I couldn’t get home fast enough, could I? Dreaming is a fine thing, but one
day you must wake up. Sure and I thought married life lay far down the lane, but here it is—
knocking at my very door!” She wiped her eyes, then stared at her damp fingers. “Look—dirty
and ragged. Not gentle hands, these.” She sighed and hid them under her apron. Then her face
changed, the misty eyes grew determined, and her chin rose firmly. “But can I not learn to be the
wife of a gentleman, as I would’ve learned to be the wife of a farmer or a shopkeeper, a teacher
or a baker?” she asked. “Am I not blessed to have for my husband a man of good fortune? A man
to provide us with peace of mind, so that we all might know comfort. Through him, I’ll be able to
do for the both of you—warm clothes and meal in the winter, medicine and doctors …” Her voice
trailed off at the sight of their forlorn faces.Granna stepped forward and put her arms around the
girl. “There now, child. Of course you will—we’ve no doubt of that. And as for learning to be the
wife of the Squire, why, you’ve got the makings of a lady in your heart already, sure enough, and
wouldn’t your own dear mother be proud?” She held Grace out to look at her. “You’re a fine girl,
and you’re doing right by your father and mother. We just want your happiness in the bargain,
don’t we, Sean?” Granna stared him down until he gave up his glowering look. “He’ll make a fine
husband. Hasn’t he had plenty of practice, then?” Granna’s eyes twinkled and even Sean
laughed, despite himself. “Your mother, too, seemed young at fifteen, but she had a strong
character, just like yourself, and a noble heart like yours, as well.”Grace looked up into her
grandmother’s face. “She and Dad had love.”Granna nodded. “Faith, they did.” She squeezed
Grace’s shoulders and said firmly, “But more’s the marriage that begins like yours. Love will
come, as your da said—the Squire would have to be blind and dumb not to fall for such a one as
you, and we know he’s not that.”Sean pushed himself up from the table. “I’m tired,” he said
abruptly. “My leg hurts tonight.” He managed a weak smile before bumping out the back door to
the lean-to that was his room.“Gran?” Grace watched the door bang shut.“It’ll be all right, child,”
Granna whispered. “He’s had you to himself all these years, and he’s not been thinking of giving
you up so soon.”“I won’t be far,” Grace said. “Donnelly House is but a half-day’s ride.”“It’s a world
away, child, and you might as well get used to that.” Granna sighed and untied her apron. “I’m
going to bed now, too. Kiss me when you come in?”“And now, as well.” Grace brushed her lips
against the papery cheek that smelled of potato flowers and onions, and her heart surged.After
Granna had gone, Grace finished cleaning the dishes and putting away the food. She filled a pot
with cold water, added oats, and covered it, ready to fire in the morning. Then she set aside oats



for the laying chickens. When this was done, she paused and looked around the cabin with its
whitewashed walls and stick furniture. In the dying light of the fire, it felt snug and safe, and she
was filled with a terrible ache at the thought of leaving it. There was a smudge on the chimney
from the smoke; nearby lay a pile of turf ready to throw on; her stool and work basket stood next
to that. A sampler hung on the wall and curtains she’d fashioned from bawneen brightened the
windows. There was the rug Granna had made from old, torn rags, and the shelves Sean had
nailed a little lower than the rest so that she might easily get at the pots and pans without a stool.
Picture postcards from her mother’s youth were nailed up on the walls, landscapes, mostly: the
Mourne Mountains sweeping down to the sea—Heartache Hills, her father called them, claiming
to have hiked them as a boy; there was one of goats grazing the cliffs near Kilkee; and another of
the Golden Vale’s rich grasslands, which her mother had loved best and which hung in the
kitchen; and near the front door of the cabin, a larger picture of the fiery, sun-going-down sky
above Bantry Bay, sitting in the shadow of Hungry Hill. All testimony to her parents’ love of the
achingly beautiful Irish land, a love they had passed on to her. She would miss the cabin and her
quiet life in it, but it came to her then that she might finally see the rest of Ireland for herself. She
might even travel to other countries. The thought steadied her, and she turned to speak to Sean,
but saw only shadows in the corner where he usually sat.She crossed the room and stepped out
of the kitchen into the cold, evening air, walking quickly through the mud to the outhouse. It had
stopped raining, and on the way back, she lingered, looking up at the sky streaked with dark
clouds, just a hint of the starlight that would be so bright later on. Lamplight shone through the
oilskin window of Sean’s room and she tapped quietly on the door.“Who is it?” Sean
barked.Grace had to smile. “And who was it you were expecting, then, Mister O’Malley, sir?”She
heard him limp across the floor to open the door. “I’m worn out, Grace,” he said, and looked
it.“Sean.” She touched his cheek, serious again. “Are you angry with me, then?”He bent his
head, trapping her hand between his face and his shoulder for just a moment.“Musha, Gracie.”
He brushed the hair out of her eyes. “How could I ever be angry with you? Don’t I love you more
than anyone on earth? Many’s the night I’ve wished the Lord would take me home, but for you,
Grace. You and Granna. Gran giving me Mam’s Bible has helped, but it’s you that’s shared most
of these long days with me … even teaching me to stitch!”“For which you’ve cursed me ever
since,” she teased.He laughed, too. “But I’ve always been grateful for your company.”“And I for
yours. You’re a fine brother, teaching me to read and write, and figure my numbers, and telling
me about Mam.”They were quiet, listening to the night settle around them, the cow lowing in her
stall, the rustle of chickens in the coop.“Life will change now,” Sean said softly. “You’ll be a
married woman. No more gossiping over the needle with your old crippled brother.” He smiled,
but Grace could see the sadness in his eyes. “I’m happy for you, really I am. Jealous, too, I’m
thinking. You’re off and away to a new life … and I’m going to miss you, is all.”Grace hugged him
tightly to her. “You won’t have time to miss me, eejit. I’ll be seeing you more often than not.”Sean
suddenly squeezed the breath out of her, his face in her hair.She pulled away from him. “Won’t
I?”He didn’t answer.“Why won’t I be seeing you, Sean O’Malley? What’s going on in that ever-



whirling head of yours?”He wouldn’t meet her eyes. “I’ll stay long enough to see you settled in
your marriage, and to make sure Squire Donnelly lives up to his promises.” Now he did look at
her. “But you can’t ask me to stay here forever. I fetch so little coin, it barely pays for the doctor
and laudanum.”“But we’ll have money for that now!” Grace whispered urgently. “We’ll be able to
take you up to Dublin, to the hospital there. A modern doctor will straighten your arm and leg,
and you’ll walk properly again!”Sean tipped his head, and with the lamplight behind, he looked
like an angel.“You’re not to think of going out on your own, Sean, do you hear me?” Grace shook
his good arm. “What about Gran? It’d break her heart to lose the two of us all at once!”“Granna
knows I must make a life for myself.”“But where will you go?” Grace said frantically. “What will you
do?”Sean shrugged, but there was strength in his face. “The Lord has plans for me, but He’s not
going to hand me a piece of paper with instructions. I’ve got to go out into the world and be
ready. Ryan and Aghna will be having a family, and just looking at me makes Aghna shudder.
She thinks I’m cursed. I can’t live with that every day. It’d be miserable for all of us.”“Then you’ll
come to live with me at Donnelly House,” Grace said firmly.Sean smiled, but shook his head. “I
could no more live with your squire than he with me, Gracie, and you know that’s the truth of
it.”He saw the desperation in her face and weakened. “Fifteen,” he said gently. “I forget what a
slip you are. How is it possible you’re to be someone’s wife?”Grace sighed. “I don’t know. It’s not
real. I can’t do it if you’re not here.”“All right, then, wee sister. I won’t go anywhere until you tell me
it’s time. But then I’ll have your blessing as I take up my pack for Scotland … or maybe even
America.”Grace pulled him close to her again and held him for a moment before saying
reluctantly, “That’s a promise, then. You won’t leave until I say.”Sean eased out of her embrace. “I
promise.” He scowled at the look on her face. “I made the promise! I won’t break it,” he insisted.
“I’m not going to disappear before morning, if that’s what’s worrying you. I’ll see you’re married
off to old man Donnelly first.” He puffed up his chest and looked down his nose. “The wealthy
landowner, don’t you know. I’ll be calling you Missus Donnelly, your ladyship, now.”They both
laughed; then Grace kissed him on the cheek and whispered good night. She slipped back in
the kitchen door, taking off her muddy boots and shaking out her skirt. Her father would be in
any time, so she left hot water in the kettle and a piece of bread and cheese on the table, then
went to the back of the cabin, where she shared a wide pallet with Granna. She took a candle
with her, pausing in the doorway, the mellow light falling across the sleeping figure in the bed. At
the foot of the mattress sat a wooden chest filled with her mother’s handwork and some of her
own—things to take when the time came to marry. Setting the candle on the sill, she bent over
the chest now and lifted out a set of clean folded sheets with the edges turned and hemmed;
pillowcases with wildflowers twisting up the open edge; a tablecloth Kathleen had given her to
embroider and which she’d edged with dancing men and women, singers and musicians. There
were doilies and sachets, samplers and napkins, lace collars, underslips with roses and hearts,
and a long white nightgown, a gift from Granna two years ago, that Grace had stitched with birds
and flowers cascading down the front to a beautiful field of goldenrod and daisies. This last she
lifted out and held up to herself. She’d not thought of wearing it for years yet, and a blush rose to



her cheeks at the thought of her wedding night. A country girl, she knew the ways of getting life,
but being the youngest in the family, she’d never seen her mother pregnant or bearing children,
and suddenly she was afraid of what she didn’t know. She undressed quickly and pulled on the
nightgown. It was meant to be worn on the night her new life began and, she decided, that was
tonight. The fabric was heavy and cool against her skin, the front ties silky in her fingers. She
smoothed down the folds of fabric, then unbraided her hair and brushed it as the vision in the
corner had done on so many nights.“So I’m to be married, then,” she said quietly to herself.
“Gracelin Donnelly. Missus Donnelly. Missus Bram Donnelly.” She paused. “Landowner.” This last
sent her into a fit of laughter and she pushed her fingers against her mouth to stifle the sounds
before they woke Gran. The laughter turned quickly to sober tears and the smile faded from her
face. She blew out her candle and got into bed, lying on her back so that she might see through
the tiny window the glow of starlight strewn across the sky. As she felt her body give way at last
to the drowsiness before sleep, she prayed silently the prayer her brother had taught her: Our
Father, Who art in Heaven, Hallowed be Thy name. Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done …“Thy
will be done,” she repeated slowly, words whispered aloud, the comfort of them settling in around
her and leading her safely into sleep.TwoSEAN was waiting on the wooden bench outside the
cabin when Morgan McDonagh came up the lane in his father’s rough cart. The jennet, old and
nearly blind, was stubborn and moved at a pace slower than a happy man’s stride, but Sean
could never have walked the distance to the river without pain, so Morgan brought the cart.“’Tis
a fine evening for it, O’Malley!” he called, tossing aside the reins and hopping down with an easy
swing. He was a strongly built young man with thick, nut-brown hair like all his family, and hazel
eyes set in a smooth, tan face, a smattering of freckles running away over one high
cheekbone.Sean stood carefully, always happy to see him, then handed over the pole and tackle
kit to put inside the cart, alongside the empty basket for their catch. He clapped Morgan on the
shoulder. “Evening’s always best for spring salmon,” he said happily. “We’ll have a fine catch to
bring back. Thanks for coming out, Morgan. I know they need you at home.”Morgan nodded
soberly. “Faith, it never ends. That’s the truth of it. Not with eviction hanging over everyone’s
heads now that rents have gone up again.” He tossed in the small stooleen Sean took for sitting
on the riverbank when he tired. “Nearly forty pounds a year, man, can you believe it?” He shook
his head. “And all those extra bits tacked on—a pound if we whitewash the place or stone the
walk, a levy for bringing baskets of turf across the lake, fines for not giving duty days if we’re sick
when they call us, or if some relation misses his rent. Even a fine for getting married without his
lordships leave! Blood and ounse, a man can hardly turn around without it costing
him!”“O’Flaherty’s a bastard,” Sean said, stepping into the foothold Morgan made with his hands.
He pulled himself into the cart with his good arm. “I hear he’s thrown out everyone over in Castle
Rock, knocked down the cabins, and posted soldiers to make sure they don’t sneak back and
rebuild.”“You heard right.” Morgan climbed into the cart and settled himself. “Most of those
families held on a hundred years or more. They made their rents with nothing left over, but now
they’ve been raised and levied till there’s nothing left. He’s going to graze sheep and cattle on



that land. Money there, he says. No money in keeping people alive what worked your land all
their days.” Morgan spat, then slapped the reins along the jennet’s backside to get her moving.“A
few passed through the Jane here.” Sean moved over to the edge of the driver’s bench, giving
Morgan more room. “Looking for relations to take them in. There’s so many on their own, you
know, and what’s to become of them?”Morgan shrugged. “Well you might ask. O’Flaherty’s agent
—spawn of the devil, that Ceallachan—says they’ll pay for immigration, but they only go
because it’s that or die in the road. Paying the five-pound passage is cheaper for O’Flaherty than
standing their rent another year, but I hear he sends them to Canada to die in the fever sheds …
if they survive the crossing in those stinking holds. That done, they’re still living under English
rule.”“Grace says she saw whole families living in the bog, when she was cutting turf with
Ryan.”Morgan nodded. “Aye, some live in the bog, some in ditches. Respectable folk all their
lives, living now like tinkers, only worse ’cause they don’t know how to beg their food without
losing their pride.”“Would it not be the better choice to risk passage than to starve in some
muddy bog with only brack water to drink and roots to eat?” Sean rubbed his withered arm with
his good hand. “It’s come upon me often enough, though Lord knows I’ve got good shelter and
my belly’s full.” He looked down wistfully at his twisted leg. “A man can make something of
himself over there. Every man an equal to every other man in America, they say.”“Do you not
think they’ve got rich and poor, just like here?” Morgan asked. “Because you’re daft, if you
don’t.”Sean frowned. “A man can work himself hard every day of his life in Ireland and never get
ahead. He can’t even leave the bit of land he works all his life to his children. But in America, if he
works hard every day, he can own his land and his family has something to show for his
toil!”“‘The Land of Opportunity,’” Morgan said wryly. “Sure, and some do all right, they go west
and get a patch of their own, or stay east and send a bit of money home to the old folks. But
most you never hear from again. The girls that come home, they’re silent as the grave.” He
snapped the rein. “My cousin Colleen was in service at a grand house in Boston, sent money
home regular, but after a year, she come back. Brought her mother a sewing machine and ten
pounds, then went straight into the convent. America’s a wicked place, if you ask me.” He looked
up into the blue sky filled with billowing white clouds and sailing blackbirds, took a deep breath,
and said passionately, “It may be a hard life here, but you couldn’t pay me enough gold to leave
Ireland.”Sean smiled. “True enough. You’re an Irishman the likes of Finn McCool and Brian Boru.
You should’ve been a king.”Morgan glowered. “I’m the son of one, same as you—descendants of
the seven hundred kings that once roamed this island. ’Tis no blood stronger or more noble than
Irish blood, and it still beats in the hearts of men like William Smith O’Brien and John Mitchel.”
He shook his head in disgust. “We’ve let the bloody English bully us and make peasants of our
fathers, but it’s time we stood up for our rightful claim. It’s time the Irish ruled Ireland
again.”Sean’s smile faded. “That sounds like sedition, my friend,” he said softly.Morgan met his
gaze. “Call it what you like. I call it truth.”They rode along in silence, each one deep in thought.
Sean’s father, mistrusting the Catholics, was not an active Repealer, though Sean knew he
wished for it fervently. Morgan, however, was steeped in the politics of his father, who attended



all the rallies when he was home from seafaring. But Smith O’Brien and Mitchel were names
associated with the new Young Ireland party, radicals in the eyes of the Repealers, for they
refused to take the oath against bearing arms. He wondered how deeply Morgan was
involved.Unhindered by cloud, the late afternoon sun beat down and warmed their shoulders. A
cuckoo called in the wood. Morgan sighed and shifted in his seat.“You’ll not be paying a
marrying tax for Gracelin, I don’t suppose,” he said all of sudden, glancing at Sean, then back at
the road. “And, of course, you’ll not be worrying about living in the bog any time soon.”Sean
reached over, snatched the reins, and stopped the cart, then twisted in his seat to face Morgan.
His voice was calm, but his eyes blazed.“My sister is no man’s tallywoman, Morgan McDonagh.
So, if that’s what you’re implying, I’ll have to kill you now.”TwoSEAN was waiting on the wooden
bench outside the cabin when Morgan McDonagh came up the lane in his father’s rough cart.
The jennet, old and nearly blind, was stubborn and moved at a pace slower than a happy man’s
stride, but Sean could never have walked the distance to the river without pain, so Morgan
brought the cart.“’Tis a fine evening for it, O’Malley!” he called, tossing aside the reins and
hopping down with an easy swing. He was a strongly built young man with thick, nut-brown hair
like all his family, and hazel eyes set in a smooth, tan face, a smattering of freckles running away
over one high cheekbone.Sean stood carefully, always happy to see him, then handed over the
pole and tackle kit to put inside the cart, alongside the empty basket for their catch. He clapped
Morgan on the shoulder. “Evening’s always best for spring salmon,” he said happily. “We’ll have a
fine catch to bring back. Thanks for coming out, Morgan. I know they need you at home.”Morgan
nodded soberly. “Faith, it never ends. That’s the truth of it. Not with eviction hanging over
everyone’s heads now that rents have gone up again.” He tossed in the small stooleen Sean
took for sitting on the riverbank when he tired. “Nearly forty pounds a year, man, can you believe
it?” He shook his head. “And all those extra bits tacked on—a pound if we whitewash the place
or stone the walk, a levy for bringing baskets of turf across the lake, fines for not giving duty days
if we’re sick when they call us, or if some relation misses his rent. Even a fine for getting married
without his lordships leave! Blood and ounse, a man can hardly turn around without it costing
him!”“O’Flaherty’s a bastard,” Sean said, stepping into the foothold Morgan made with his hands.
He pulled himself into the cart with his good arm. “I hear he’s thrown out everyone over in Castle
Rock, knocked down the cabins, and posted soldiers to make sure they don’t sneak back and
rebuild.”“You heard right.” Morgan climbed into the cart and settled himself. “Most of those
families held on a hundred years or more. They made their rents with nothing left over, but now
they’ve been raised and levied till there’s nothing left. He’s going to graze sheep and cattle on
that land. Money there, he says. No money in keeping people alive what worked your land all
their days.” Morgan spat, then slapped the reins along the jennet’s backside to get her moving.“A
few passed through the Jane here.” Sean moved over to the edge of the driver’s bench, giving
Morgan more room. “Looking for relations to take them in. There’s so many on their own, you
know, and what’s to become of them?”Morgan shrugged. “Well you might ask. O’Flaherty’s agent
—spawn of the devil, that Ceallachan—says they’ll pay for immigration, but they only go



because it’s that or die in the road. Paying the five-pound passage is cheaper for O’Flaherty than
standing their rent another year, but I hear he sends them to Canada to die in the fever sheds …
if they survive the crossing in those stinking holds. That done, they’re still living under English
rule.”“Grace says she saw whole families living in the bog, when she was cutting turf with
Ryan.”Morgan nodded. “Aye, some live in the bog, some in ditches. Respectable folk all their
lives, living now like tinkers, only worse ’cause they don’t know how to beg their food without
losing their pride.”“Would it not be the better choice to risk passage than to starve in some
muddy bog with only brack water to drink and roots to eat?” Sean rubbed his withered arm with
his good hand. “It’s come upon me often enough, though Lord knows I’ve got good shelter and
my belly’s full.” He looked down wistfully at his twisted leg. “A man can make something of
himself over there. Every man an equal to every other man in America, they say.”“Do you not
think they’ve got rich and poor, just like here?” Morgan asked. “Because you’re daft, if you
don’t.”Sean frowned. “A man can work himself hard every day of his life in Ireland and never get
ahead. He can’t even leave the bit of land he works all his life to his children. But in America, if he
works hard every day, he can own his land and his family has something to show for his
toil!”“‘The Land of Opportunity,’” Morgan said wryly. “Sure, and some do all right, they go west
and get a patch of their own, or stay east and send a bit of money home to the old folks. But
most you never hear from again. The girls that come home, they’re silent as the grave.” He
snapped the rein. “My cousin Colleen was in service at a grand house in Boston, sent money
home regular, but after a year, she come back. Brought her mother a sewing machine and ten
pounds, then went straight into the convent. America’s a wicked place, if you ask me.” He looked
up into the blue sky filled with billowing white clouds and sailing blackbirds, took a deep breath,
and said passionately, “It may be a hard life here, but you couldn’t pay me enough gold to leave
Ireland.”Sean smiled. “True enough. You’re an Irishman the likes of Finn McCool and Brian Boru.
You should’ve been a king.”Morgan glowered. “I’m the son of one, same as you—descendants of
the seven hundred kings that once roamed this island. ’Tis no blood stronger or more noble than
Irish blood, and it still beats in the hearts of men like William Smith O’Brien and John Mitchel.”
He shook his head in disgust. “We’ve let the bloody English bully us and make peasants of our
fathers, but it’s time we stood up for our rightful claim. It’s time the Irish ruled Ireland
again.”Sean’s smile faded. “That sounds like sedition, my friend,” he said softly.Morgan met his
gaze. “Call it what you like. I call it truth.”They rode along in silence, each one deep in thought.
Sean’s father, mistrusting the Catholics, was not an active Repealer, though Sean knew he
wished for it fervently. Morgan, however, was steeped in the politics of his father, who attended
all the rallies when he was home from seafaring. But Smith O’Brien and Mitchel were names
associated with the new Young Ireland party, radicals in the eyes of the Repealers, for they
refused to take the oath against bearing arms. He wondered how deeply Morgan was
involved.Unhindered by cloud, the late afternoon sun beat down and warmed their shoulders. A
cuckoo called in the wood. Morgan sighed and shifted in his seat.“You’ll not be paying a
marrying tax for Gracelin, I don’t suppose,” he said all of sudden, glancing at Sean, then back at



the road. “And, of course, you’ll not be worrying about living in the bog any time soon.”Sean
reached over, snatched the reins, and stopped the cart, then twisted in his seat to face Morgan.
His voice was calm, but his eyes blazed.“My sister is no man’s tallywoman, Morgan McDonagh.
So, if that’s what you’re implying, I’ll have to kill you now.”
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Jana L.Perskie, “A Remarkable Novel Of Ireland - & A Remarkable Heroine!. Patrick O'Malley
named his daughter Gracelin for the famed Pirate Queen, Granuaile, daughter of the great Irish
Chieftain Owen - a woman feared by the English and revered by her people. He named her thus,
he said, "because at the moment of her birth it was clear that the light of the sea shone in her
eyes." And young Grace became the light and strength of her family, especially after her mother
died in a terrible accident which also left her younger brother, Sean, lame and her father bereft.
The family's fortune continued to decline and when Gracelin was fifteen, in 1844, her dad
arranged a marriage for her with the local English landlord, Squire Bram Donnelly, to save the
family from financial ruin. Her husband-to-be was twice her age, twice married and twice a
widower, with a reputation for violence. Although Grace O'Malley Donnelly began her marriage
with hope, her husband's reputation was well deserved and as the Irish "troubles" worsened, so
did the Donnelly marriage.The Great Irish famine of the 1840's is looked upon as the single
greatest social disaster of 19th century Europe. Between 1845 and 1850, when blight
devastated the potato crop in Ireland, over two million people - almost one-quarter of the entire
population - either died or emigrated. Along with the famine, death, and disease, came
tremendous political unrest. Gracelin repeatedly defied her husband by trying to feed her
starving neighbors and by harboring rebels, her revolutionary brother and a beloved childhood
friend among them. Grace's spirit was indomitable, like that of the legendary pirate queen for
whom she was named. And like the pirate queen, she was terrible and ruthless when it came to
protecting her own.Anne Moore's accurate historical account of the horrors of life in nineteenth
century Ireland and the brutality and greed of the English landlords really elevate this novel
above most historical romances. Ms. Moore read history books and personal journals from this
period and studied the dramatic and complex elements that made the Irish famine such a
profound tragedy. She states in an interview in the Conversation Guide, published at the novel's
conclusion, how struck she was "by the continued optimism of the Irish in the face of extreme
poverty, their spirit and simple joy in living each day, their love for their children and pride in their
heritage." She has captured here the lilt and laughter of the Gaelic, as well as the sorrow of a
people. Her characters are three-diminsional and unforgettable, especially Gracelin, whose
beauty and courage remained a beacon of hope to all who knew her. A remarkable book!JANA”

An avid reader, “A well-written novel. This book is well-researched and well-written, although
written with more “telling” than “showing,” which is generally not my preference. However, since
the story is told in the style of a fireside tale of Irish lore, this seems to work okay.There are a little
too much politics and religion for me, even though both are necessary (to a certain degree) to
the story: the politics to relate the times, and the religion to relate the culture of the Irish…
although this latter verged on preaching a “correct” way of thinking and living, which was off-
putting.The reason this wasn’t a 5-star read for me was because I wasn’t rushing to get back to



the book. This is probably a personal preference, because the story is very tragic, and
sometimes who wants to read about a lot of death and dying when one is trying to relax at the
end of the day? The pacing is also sometimes overly slow. I seemed to lose some interest in the
story once the drama between Grace and her husband, Bram, stopped, too.I thought the ending
was appropriate for the first book in a trilogy. Yes, it ended with the sense that there is “more to
come,” but the current adventures were resolved and left behind.The editing was only decent.
Not so many errors to ruin the story, but way too many for a professional piece of work.Overall, I
recommend this book, but be in the mood to shed some tears.”

Marilyn, “Wonderful characters.. Have read several "famine" books and had thought I couldn't
confront another. But this sounded different and it was. Characters were well developed.
Gracelin and her loved ones were not the usual "victims". Felt it a little slow at first , but the
reader gets a good look at how Gracelin acquired her talents, and how life was good, which
made the later challenges more heart-wrenching. Moore takes us on a roller-coaster when
Gracelin marries the Squire, and her future for her and her family looks secure, only to become
terribly painful to the point one wants to cheer when he is killed. But of course, that presents
more problems... A good read!”

T.L. Walker, “Predictable but heartwarming.. I am truly torn as to what to say about this book and
how to rate it.To be honest, the story is a bit predictable and cliche. I didn't really feel the
romance or love between the characters who were obviously supposed to be the picture of
those things. And the Irish tone of the novel - the style of language and whatnot - seemed forced,
especially at the beginning.However - and this is a big however - while predictable, the story is
not boring. The ending isn't all sugar and kisses, which is a nice change. And Gracelin's story is
certainly able to evoke some strong emotions. It has been a long time since I found myself
choking up while reading a book - especially numerous times. I absolutely suggest this novel if
you are interested in Ireland and even more so, if you are interested in nineteenth century Irish
history. 3.5/5 stars.Also, a note: It would behoove the reader to keep in mind the culture and time
period in which the novel is taking place; personally I had to remind myself of this numerous
times because Gracelin's attitude toward her Irish lord husband and about their questionable
marriage would otherwise be quite maddening when held up to modern beliefs and opinions.”

Helga, “Brings History to life. Must read account of unbelievable, shocking behaviour of English
land 'owners' in 19th century Ireland.We have all heard about the potato famine in Ireland, but
this book brings to life the reality of the Irish people, who have absolutely nothing. No food, no
homes, no rights, no choice. In their own country. Evicted if they can't pay the rent, shot or
beaten to death, if trying to resist.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A moving, beautifully written book. This is the story of Ireland and the



Irish, crushed under the heel of the occupying English, and dying in famine conditions. But it is
also the story of a great love between Gracelin O'Malley and Morgan, who came to be one of the
leaders of the Rising against the English.While there is a lot of tragedy in the story, there is also
considerable strength and hope. I warmly recommend it to those with an interest in Ireland and
Irish history.”

anne feehan, “Five Stars. Loved this read”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 559 people have provided feedback.
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